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Linguistic (Im)politeness in British English and Saudi
Arabic: The Case of (Dis)agreement
Abdulrazaq Alzahrani

De Montfort University
Faculty of Art, Design and Humanities
The Gateway, Leicester LE1 9BH
Author email: p15239251@my365.dmu.ac.uk
Telephone: +447402033396
Abstract
This study will investigate a cross-cultural comparison of (dis)agreement speech acts from a
politeness perspective. The main goal of this study is to investigate (dis)agreement strategies
and patterns in Saudi Arabic and British English conversations, as well as the politeness
strategies that are adopted to produce these speech acts. The frequency of (dis)agreement in a
certain context will be investigated, and the the similarities and differences in the strategies
employed to express (dis)agreements will be explored. Further, this study will discuss the
effect of gender on the use of politeness strategies to produce (dis)agreement in the two
cultural groups. Data will be taken from face-to-face elicited conversation. Participants will
be divided to groups, given a suggested controversial topic(s) and left alone to talk about the
topic with no obligations to remain on it and no imposition on order of speaking and turntaking. In this way, opportunities to disagree with each other will arise. They will be videorecorded as the conversations will later be transcribed, and then analysed using the approach
of conversation analysis (CA).The poster, I am constructing and showing during the
conference, will show related literature and similar previous studies, methodology, and a
sample of data collected to the date. Some results after the analysis of data could also be
added.
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SCIENTIFIC CONTEMPORARY IN AL-QURAN INTERPRETATION: AN
REVIEW FOR AL-SHA‘RAWI METHOD IN TAFSIR AL-SHA‘RAWI
Dr. Selamat Amir1
Senior Lecturer
Department of Al-Quran and Al-Hadith
Academy of Islamic Studies
University of Malaya
50603 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia.
Emel: selamat_amir@um.edu.my / selamat_amir@yahoo.com
Tel: +603-7960 6221/6010
Fax: +603-7967 6143

Abstract
Syeikh Muhammad Mutawalli al-Sha‘rawi is a renown Egypt nativity scholar for his
knowledge credibility in numerous fields. His activeness in the field of da’wah and social has
leaped him as a renowned contemporary da’ie murabbi. His approach concerning the current
philosophical interpretation in al-Quran comprehension is a noble effort in integrating ma’na
and isyarah comprised in al-Quran which is in line with the current scientific. Currently he
gives new aspiration upon community reformation towards the authentic Islamic teaching as
Muslim community is enchained with the culture as well as knowledge secularism and
liberalism. The summit of al-Sha’rawi battle on ennobling Islamic law is visible via his
masterpiece entitled Tafsir al-Sha‘rawi. Early analysis shows that he applied approach of al‘Ilmi al-Naqli al-Ijtima‘ie methodology in interpreting al-Quran by using combination of
numerous scientific elements such as divine science, social science and natural science in
which were already comprised in his tafsir. Thus, it is justified to be highlighted to the
community so that his knowledge would be able to exist in terms of future framework for
current knowledge urbanization besides unveiling current scientific of al-Quran prospect.
Hence, this article will pursue al-Sya’rawi’s scientific method that has been applied in his
tafsir.
Keywords: Scientific al-Quran, I‘jaz al-Quran, Sheikh Muhammad Mutawalli al-Sha‘rawi,
Tafsir al-Sha‘rawi, Modern Islamic Mufassir.
1

Senior Lecturer, Department of Al-Quran & Al-Hadith, Islamic Studies Academy, University of Malaya.
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1.0 Introduction
Current reality is corresponding with present knowledge advancement. This can be observed
through the thinking pattern shift of the community which was a result of two main motive2
that are; Firstly, knowledge acquisition gained from experience which is obtained as it is
without any particular motive. Secondly, the knowledge that is constructed on the motive of
curiosity through the analysis process established from the theoretical knowledge and
expanded via the constant practical knowledge.
Initially, these two main motives produce various knowledge concepts. For instance
knowledge concept in Islamic optic has evolved as a result of two main empirical bases
which are al-Quran dan al-Hadith3. In contra with the knowledge concept that was proposed
by the West scholar that was only rationale oriented: it is the only methodology used to
entangle the truth.4 This is totally the opposite way of Islamic knowledge tradition with
tawhidic foundation whereby Islam does not oppose academic decoration that gives input of
competitive excellence in nature. Moreover, it also encourages to entangle as well as
comprehend those in various dimensions with the purpose to acquire authentic fact and to
contribute towards resolving global difficulties.5
This is what has been conveyed by Zaini Ujang through an excerp of Jonathan Lyons’ book
entitled The House of Wisdom: How the Arabs Transformed Western Civilization which has
stated the success of intelectual Islamic thinking in various fields has given enormous

2

3

4

5

According to Ahmad Tafsir; nevertheless, in order to acquire the methodology in knowledge, it is initially a
threshold of the built-in inquisitiveness in man’s creation. See work of Ahmad Tafsir, Filsafat Pengetahuan
Islami, Pandangan Keilamuan UIN, Wahyu Memandu Ilmu (Islamic Knowledge Philosophy, UIN
Academicians Perspective, Divine Revelation Guide Knowledge), (Bandung: Universitas Islam Negeri
Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, 2006) 18.
Sidek Baba, Memahami Konsep Penguasaan Ilmu Pengetahuan: Ke arah Ummat Hadhari (Understanding
Concept of Knowledge Mastery: Towards Hadhari Follower), (Kuala Lumpur: Yayasan Ilmuan, 2010) 168169.
Ziauddin Sardar has given detailed elaboration on the concept of Islamic knowledge in the optic of Islam as
well as the West; he has made 15 comparisons between the contexts of Islamic and the West knowledge. See
Ziauddin Sardar, Explorations In Islamic Science (London and New York: Mansell, 1989) 95-97.
Alias Azhar, Peranan Pemikiran Saintifik Dalam Pembinaan Hukum Islam Semasa di Malaysia (Scientific
Thinking Role in Islamic Law Development in Malaysia), (Proceeding Proposal of Seminar Hukum Islam
Semasa Peringkat Kebangsaan on 28-29 September 2005, University of Malaya Kuala Lumpur, 2005) 1-10.
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contribution in knowledge growth and global tranquility.6 Thus, this situation demonstrate
former Islamic scholar thinking pattern was not only based on theoretical knowledge but also
practical in nature to produce an authoratitative discovery corresponding with the current
advance. This is what Hujjah al-Islam Al-Ghazali has attempted to deliver in his work
entitled Ihya’ ‘Ulumuddin whereby he had mentioned the requirement of Muslim to master
the knowledge of Syar’iyyah and Ghair Syar’iyyah meanwhile Ibn Khaldun inferred those as
al-Ulum al-Naqliyyah dan al-Ulum al-‘Aqliyyah.7
1.1 Science Islamization
It is undeniable that the existance of science terminology is spread through the West
civilization for the last four centuries. The prominent names such as Nicolaus Copernicus
(1473-1543), Francis Bacon (1561-1629), Kepler, Galileo (1564-1642), Isaac Newton and
many others had blushed the West science splendidly.8 Yet, Islam was the main pioneer of
scientific discovery before the existance of West civilization. The proud of former Islamic
science advancement was insufficient if we compare it with the current intelectual growth.
This is due to the fact that recent sciences terminologies are unlike the former work of
Islamic scholar during its splendid science era. It can be observed through the total separation
of intelectual and spiritual elements in developing human being civilization that was
pioneered by the secularist.9

6

7

8

9

Zaini Ujang, Menghayati Budaya Ilmu, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (Penerbit UTM, 2009) 14. Also see
Jonathan Lyons, The House of Wisdom: How the Arabs Transformed Western Civilization (London New
York and Berlin: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2010) 55-57.
This concept that was proposed by Imam al-Ghazali and Ibn Khaldun is actually an integral and holistic
knowledge concept within tawhidic framework in which according to Ismail al-Faruqi, it is the essence of
Islamic civilization that unites various knowledge fields from the outside in which also acknowledged by
Islam. See Nanat Fatah Natsir, Merumuskan Landasan Epistemologi Pengintegrasian Ilmu Quraniyyah dan
Kawniyyah dalam Pandangan Keilamuan UIN, Wahyu Memandu Ilmu (Summarizing Epistemology Layers
Integration of Quraniyyah Knowledge and Kawniyyah in UIN Academics Perspective, Divine Revelation
Guide Knowledge), (Bandung: Universitas Islam Negeri Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, 2006) 1. Knowledge
emphasis can be observed through a debate under specific topic that was discussed deliberately in details by
Imam al-Ghazali in his work. See Ghazali Muhammad, Mukhtasar Ihya ‘Ulumuddin, Irwan Kurniawan,
(Terj.), Mutiara Ihya Ulumuddin (Pearl Ihya Ulumuddin), (Bandung: Penerbit Mizan, 2008) 23-40.
Shabeer Ahmad, Development of Science and Technology in Islamic History (Riyadh: Dar al-Salam
Publisher, 2008) 10.
Louis Leahy, Jika Sains Mencari Makna (If Science Search Meaning), (Yogyakarta: Penerbit Kanisius,
2006) 70.

4
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There is no doubt that human being need science and technology to develop the world
perpetually. The potential of developing science and technology is can only be developed by
human being because they are the one who is competent to comprehend the restricted worlds’
nature. Their capability to understand the world scientifically, systematically, logically,
objectively and then the science as well as technology itself led them to administrate this
world adequately.
Thinking ethic with scientific bases is necessary to realize part of the world phenomenon but
premier acclaim towards only science has caused in domination of this knowledge towards
every aspect of present human life. Each knowledge discipline including the knowledge of
science social and literature required an explaination via scientific approach if it want to be
acknowledged comprehensively. This fact affected the community to neglect religion,
culture, custom and daily code of ethics which resulted them to be a follower of scientism10.
It is a belief that generate science as an ideology as well as main objective of their life till it
produce blind faith mankind that have vague guide regarding objective of life, a downfall of
religion sanctity, social institution, marriage, customary code of ethics and environment
destruction. This is the consequences once science was developed without religion and
mankind pure values which has caused them to be blinded. Albert Einstein has quoted:
“science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind” 11
Thus in confronting present millenium challenges, knowledge called as ghair syar’iyyah
knowledge and al-Ulum al-Naqliyyah need to be revised and interpreted using contemporary
Islamic knowledge advancement. Adaptation of science and technology progress in Islamic

10

11

The terminology exist when there is contradiction between the theory of earth rotates within its axis and
earth as the center of universe which is pioneered by Greek philosopher; Pythagoras. This theory has been
considered by the church as a faith dogma and finally, a conflict take place between the West intellect
(scientist) and the church before the Renaissance era. This conflict led to the birth of secularist ideology at
the West which separated science from the church faith. A worst situation occurred when a total separation
was done by the scientism who opposed all religion because they claimed that religion did not match with
the critical and scientific mind. Louis Leahy, op. cit.., p. 70. Bertens, Panorama Filsafat Moden (Modern
Philosophy), (Jakarta: Penerbit Teraju, 2006) 23. See too Reza A.A, Filsafat dan Sains; Sebuah Pengantar
(Philosophy and Science; An Introduction), (Jakarta: Penerbit Grasindo, 2008) 297.
Albert Einstein, Albert Einstein, On Cosmic Relegion and Ather Opinions and Aphorism (New York: Dover
Publication Inc., 2009) 43. See too Walter Isaacson, Einstein, His Life and Universe (New York: Simon &
Schuster Publisher, 2007) 390.

5
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studies education context is essential in order to be assimilated with recent society need12.
Along with main sources axis which are al-Quran and al- Hadith13, dynamic amalgamation
effort in comprehending tawhidic verses is necessary to face multi-dimentional challenges in
order to highlight Islamic teaching as comprehensive, universal and flexible.14 This is due the
complex difficulties in which occur within various aspects in the society. This has lead
scholars to think efficiently, creatively, criticially15 and proactively in order to solve the
issue,16 without neglecting ma’thur sources. This is where the writer realise the genuine
importance in al-Quran implied meaning revision based on present society situation which
had scientific characteristic preference. Formerly, academician and Islamic scholars prefer to
translate al-Quran using Ma’thur, Ra’yi and Isyari based on the situation at that particular
time. Thus, a new approach is needed in comprehending al-Quran context in accordance with
recent advancement which is to integrate science and technology in comprehending al-Quran.
It is not to put a total belief in the West science but instead, constructing estimation and shift

12

13

14

15

16

An example of highlighted issue by Rew Martin in his composition: according to him, the importance of
knowledge integration and anthropology approach in comprehension of Islam need to be developed in
present society context so that the comprehensiveness of dynamic Islam is highlighted in all aspects. Other
than avoiding the West scholar claim in which accusing Islam as inflexible religion. Thus, the application
towards Islamic comprehension needed to be more proactive to develop Islamic scientific thinking
framework. See Rew Martin, “Religion and development I: Anthropology, Islam, transnationalism and
emerging analyses of violence against women” Journal Progress In Development Studies, V. 11, Issue 1,
2011) 69. See too Alias Azhar, op. cit., p. 7.
Unlike the knowledge revolution growth in West optic whereby the West academic tradition progressed after
the scientist and West scholar separated from faith idealism ideology via secularism process. 13 Alias Azhar,
op. cit., p 14.
See Alias Azhar, Aplikasi Elemen Saintifik Dalam Pengajian Syariah di Malaysia (Scientific Element
Application in Syariah Studies in Malaysia), (Ph.D Thesis, Department of Fiqh & Usul, Islamic Studies
Academy, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, 2007) 1.
Critical thinking has been discussed a lot by numerous scholars particularly among the educator whether the
Islamic academician or the West. It is one of the two neuroscience studies aspects: critical and creative
thinking. These two aspects of studies are part of cognitive operation applied by human to find out meaning.
Roger Sparry and Ornctein discovered that human brain is divided to two parts which are Hoka (Right brain
hemisphere) and Hoki (Left brain hemisphere). Both has crucial parts and the difference of them are the
Hoki has function to produce scientific thinking critically and the Hoka produces scientific thinking
creatively. See Mohd Fauzi Hamat, Penerepan Pemikiran Kritis Menerusi Silibus Pendidikan Islam,
Kurikulum Bersepadu Sekolah Menengah (KBSM): Kajian di SMKA Negeri Melaka (Application of Critical
Thinking Via Islam Education Syllabus, ssssIntegrated Secondary School Curriculum (KBSM): A Study in
SMKA Malacca), (Journal Afkar Department of Aqidah & Islamic Thinking, Islamic Studies Academy,
University of Malaya. Bil. 8, Ed. April 2007) 209.
This situation is also reviewed by Rosnani Hashim in her works’ introduction. See Rosnani Hashim,
Eduacational Dualisme in Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1969) 1-3.

6
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in scientific discovery to be islamasized according to Islamic framework that is ta’abbudi and
tawhidic in nature.17
This is also one of the effort of present Islamic scholar such as Prof. Dr. Zaghlul al-Najjar18,
Dr. Zakir Naik19, al-Zindani20 and others which has been realised as well as higlighted to the
society in order to comprehend the importance of al-Quran content via scientific approach.
They are not only well-known among the present Islamic scholars, but also prominent all
over Europe because of their numerous contribution in the scientific qurani reflection
aspect21.
Yet as we unveil current society fanatism upon science perception, technology definitely
unseparable from science and it is a doctrine that needed reconsideration. This is due to the
issue that as we discussed about science terminology; we need to consider science

17

18

19

20

21

Alias Azhar, op.cit., h. 2. See also Dr. Muhammad Sayyid Tantawi review on debate of ethics regarding alQuran al-Karim. Muhammad Sayyid Tantawi, Adab al-Hiwar fi al-Islam, Mohd Nor Mamat (trans.) Adab
Dialog Dalam Islam (Dialogue in Islam), (Kuala Lumpur: Institut Terjemahan Negara Malaysia Berhad,
2008) 158-170.
His outstanding personage was highlighted with an outcome of a website: http://www.elnaggarzr.com which
downloaded almost whole of his work whether article, book, journal or news excerpt. Although his expertise
is more towards geology aspect (micropalaeontology), but his personage was outstanding as he is able to
produce various research in I’jaz ‘Ilmi (integrate scientific discovery with al-Quran knowledge). For instance
we can see a website at http://www.sunni-news.net dated on 11 October 2011; he has been recognized as
excellent Islamic Scholar for his adaptation of scientific knowledge into the field tafsir al-Quran. This
recognition is one of his qualified achievements as the figure selection upon the lists of Islamic Personalities
via
this
website
is
based
on
restricted
criteria.
See
website
http://www.sunninews.net/en/articles.aspx?selected_article_no=13445, dated on 10 October 2011. See too
http://www.elnaggarzr.com.
Dr. Zakir Naik was born on 18 October 1965; he is a medical doctor as well as an expert in comparative
religion. Actively involved in Islamic preaching and is a founder of Islamic Research Foundation (IRF)
which is an active organization that owned a media channel in Mumbai India. He started actively in the field
of da’wah when he had inspired by Ahmad Deedat methodology: he integrates scientific discovery in
describing Islam to the society. See http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zakir_Naik 20 January 2012.
His name is Abdul Majid al-Zindani. He is born on 1942. According to Daniel Golden in his composition, he
stated that al-Zindani is an academician and charismatic Yemen politician. As a founder of Iman University
in Yemen, it is unquestionable if his opinion not only affecting the present fact. Moreover, it is threatening
bigger power such as United States until he was labeled as al-Qaeda agent because of his direct voice in
revealing the truth. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdul_Majeed_al-Zindani 20 January 2012.
If we observed the history, Qurani scientific terminology is a new term in tafsir al-Quran studies discipline.
Its emergence began when the Islamic scholar tend to adapt West philosophical science for all purposes as
well as to avoid West scholar claim upon al-Quran comprehensiveness which is miraculous in nature and not
the work of Prophet p.b.u.h. We also need to view that there was an attempt to revive Islamic science by
several scholar and Islamic figures for instance Jamaluddin al-Afghani, Muhammad Abduh, Rashid Redha,
Muhammad Iqbal and Sayyid Ahmad Khan, yet these figures tend to debate science philosophy according to
socialism and Sufism perspectives. See Baharuddin Ahmad, (1994), Falsafah sains Daripada Perspektif
Islam (Science Philosophy from Islamic Perspective), Kuala Lumpur, Dewan Bahasa Dan Pustaka, p. xiv.
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methodology, organisation, objective, research priority, policy, science as a faith, science and
military, science and technology, as well as science education. We shall not restricting
science only as either a research methodology, empirical mehodology, particularly
experimental22 methodology or science comprehension as chemistry, physic and life science
subjects as these have became doctrines since the school level.23
All of the science components that have been mentioned before are crucial aspects in our
daily life and every aspect of life must be placed within religion domain. If the components
are in debate within Islamic scope, it is called as Islamic Science.24 This is the issue to be
highlighted throughout this study whereby the author examines interpretation proposed by
Syeikh Muhammmad Mutawalli Al-Sya’rawi via his interpretation in his work Tafsir alSay’rawi. It is not a rigid al-Quran interpretation which interpret al-Quran classically. Yet
most of the scholar are unaware of al-Sya’rawi use of scientific al-‘Ilmi al-Naqli al-Ijtima’i25
approach in describing al-Quran verses that contain the element of Divine Science, Social
Science and Natural Science26 which is constructed based on his own observation throughout
his active involvement in various field of knowledge.
Using his epic work entitled Tafsir al-Say’rawi, author will try to examine his methodology
and approach in describing al-Quran content via scientific approach. Finally, it is expected
that the results of early observation towards al-Sya’rawi methodology will uncover Islamic
academic credibility in relation to interaction with contemporary academic based on maqasid
al-Quran.

22

23

24
25

26

As applied by prior scholars such as Galilieo Galilei (1564-1642), William Gilbert (1544-1603), Isaan
Newton (1642-1772), and James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), Albert Einstein was completely utilizing this
method too.
Abdul Latif Samian (2009), Al-Quran dan Sunah Dalam Falsafah Sains (Al-Quran and Sunnah in
Philosophy of Science), in Mohd Yusof Hj Othman (ed.), Wacana Sejarah dan Falsafah Sains Dan
Masyarakat (Discourse of History and Philosophy of Science and Society), (p. 313-314). Kuala Lumpur :
Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka.
Ibid. p. 314.
This al-‘Ilmi al-‘Aqli al-Ijtima’i concept is based on authors’ estimation upon al-Sya’rawi interpretation
approach in interpreting al-Quran verse because when Syeikh al-Sya’rawi interpreting a verse, he examined
the verse via scientific dimension (such as society science, education science and other science components)
and then it was interpreted logically in which suits the context of the verse interpretation based on the
situation and society needs for the global significance.
Yahaya Jusoh (2007), Pendidikan Falsafah Sains Al-Quran (Philosophy of Al-Quran Science Education),
Penerbit Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, pp.19-21.
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2.0 Syeikh Muhammad Mutawalli al-Sya’rawi as Icon of Islamic Scientific Mufassir
2.1 Biography
His name is Muhammad Mutawalli al-Sya’rawi. His renown nickname;‘Amin’ was actually
originated from his father. His father was asked the reason he chooses his son name which is
al-Sya’rawi and then he answered ‘amin’.27 He was born on 15th April 1911 which is
equivalent to 17 Rabi’ al-Thani 1329 Hijrah at Daqadus28; a small village located at Mayyit
al-Ghumar area, district of al-Daqhiliyyah.29 He was also known as Abu Sami as his eldest
child name is Sami.30 On the night when he was born, his father had a dream of al-Sya’rawi
delivering sermon on rostrum. This has been a good sign that came along with the birth of alSya’rawi.31 He passed away on 22nd Safar 1419 Hijrah which is equivalent to Wednesday at
June 1998. He had contributed towards the global community as an proficient scholar for 87
years.

2.2 Al-Sya’rawi Life and Education
Brought up at Daqadus village; it is Eygpt ancient village with a calm environment as well as
adherent villagers of Islamic teaching had been one of the virtuous value incentive embedded
inside Syeikh al-Sya’rawi.
Even both of his parents were busy farmers, his father never neglected his children education
especially Syeikh al-Sya’rawi education. Syeikh al-Sya’rawi also has been trained to love
27

28

29
30

31

Al-Munsyawi et. al. (t.t), al-Syeikh al-Sya’rawi wa Hadith al-Zikrayat, (The Stories and Memories of alSyeikh al-Sya’rawi), al-Qaherah: Dar al-Fadhilah, p. 10.
Daqadus is a small village in Egypt located at al-Daqhiliyyah area, Markaz Mayyit Ghumar approximately
75 kilometer from Qaherah town. Originally, the village name is in Rome language which is Otokotos
( )اوتوكوتوسbut when the Arabs entered Egypt, they pronounced the village as Daqadus ()دقدوس. Al-Idris (t.t),
Abu Abdullah Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Mutawalli Ibn Abdullah Ibn Idris; Nuzhah al-Musytaq fi Ikhtiraq
al-Afaq, al-Qaherah: Maktabah al-Thaqafah al-Diniyyah, p.313. See too al-Bayumi et. al.,(1999),
Muhammad Mutawalli al-Sya’rawi, Jaulah fi Fi Fikrah al-Musi’I al-Fasih, al-Qaherah: Maktabah al-Turath
al-Islami, p.13. In Mu’jam al-Buldan, the name of the village was known as ‘Qadus’. See too Yaqut alHamawi (1955), Mu’jam al-Buldan (Dictionary of Countries), J. 2. Beirut: Dar Sodir, p 458.
Al-Munsyawi et. al., (t.t), op. cit.
Umar Ya’qub Jamil al-Solihi (2009), Madrasah al-Syeikh al-Sya’rawi fi al-Tafsir (al-Syeikh al-Sya’rawi
Methods in Tafsir), Amman: Dar al-Arar li al-Nasyr wa al-Tauzi’, p.171.
Muhammad al-Baz (1998), Muhakamah al-Sya’rawi: Syeikh al-Sya’rawi Ma Lahu wa Ma ‘Alaihi, Qaherah:
Maktabah Madboula al-Soghir, pp. 165-166.
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knowledge since he was a kid. At a young age, his father sent Syeikh al-Sya’rawi to house of
a prolific Islamic scholar or Islamic scholar that has produced works which is Syeikh ‘Abd
al-Majed Basha to pursue informal al-Quran knowledge.32 His great ability was seen when he
had memorized 30 juzu’ al-Quran at the age of 11 which is during 1922.
After al-Sya’rawi completed al-Quran memorization, he pursued his education via official
education system at Madrasah al-Aulawiyyah or known as Ma’had Ibtidai al-Azhari, Zaqaziq
on 1926 at the age of 15. After al-Sya’rawi graduated his study on the primary level, his
father send him to the secondary level at Ma’ahad al-Thanawi al-Azhari, Zaqaziq.
His determination in pursuing knowledge is acknowledged when al-Sya’rawi received the
excellence award in the graduation ceremony in 1936.33 His love of pursuing knowledge was
unstoppable as in 1937, he has further his bachelor degree studies at al-Azhar university
specializing in the Arabic language field ( )كلية اللغة العربيةuntil he graduated in 1941 achieving
marhalah mumtaz (excellent). Al-Sya’rawi has been awarded Doctor of Philosophy Degree in
which qualified him to be a lecturer at that time.34
2.3 Works, Contribution and Award
Al-Sya’rawi has given enormous contribution in spreading Islamic teaching especially at the
Middle East as well as worldwide generally and there is a need to be explored so that the
knowledge given will give benefits to the future generation. If we examined his dozens of
works that he had produced35, it was abundant to prove his struggle that is not only in

32

33

34
35

If we take a look at Egypt community tradition, they will send their children at their young age to the house
of Kuttab or Islamic scholar which produces works to pursue al-Quran knowledge. Rola Muhammad Ahmad
Husin (2000), “Manhaj Syeikh Muhammad Mutawalli al-Sya’rawi fi al-Quran al-Karim”, (Dissertation of
Fiqh & Law Faculty at Ali-Bayt University, Jordan), p. 21. See too Muhammad al-Baz (1998), op. cit., pp.
24-25.
Al-Bayumi (t.t), Muhammad Mutawalli al-Sya’rawi Jaulah fi Fikrah al-Musi’I al-Fasih, , Qaherah: Dar alMisriyyah al-Bananiyyah, pp. 13-18.
Rola Muhammad Ahmad Husiin (2000), op. cit., p. 21.
Terminology of his work realization was a revision version during his life selected from the lecture
recording, forum either on television, radio, at mosques where he was invited as invited lecturer guest. The
proactive characteristic owned by his children and disciple to publish most of his lecture recording in text
has benefited the Muslim until today. Since the beginning of his work publication, al-Sya’rawi never put any
condition as well as took any honorarium from the producer. Instead, he gave permission to the book
publisher to publish as much as possible of his delivered lecture. 35 According to Prof. Dr Muhammad Rajab
al-Bayumi, his disciples are uncountable in total because whomever following his lecture, he is considered
as his pupil. See ‘Abd al-Mu’iz ‘Abd al-Jazar et. al., (1998), op. cit., p. 96
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preaching36, but also in the field of writing. His competence in uniting Islamic and current
knowledge is outstanding and can be witnessed via his works.
Among his prominence works37 are :


Tafsir al-Sya’rawi38



‘Aqidah al-Muslim



Al-Fatawa



Al-Tarbiyyah al-Islamiyyah



Al-Hijrah al-Nubuwwah



Al-Isra’ wa al-Mi’raj



Syarh Mu’jizat al-Anbiya’ wa al-Mursalin



Mu’jizat al-Quran al-Kubra



Al-Islam Hadathah wa Hadharah

Throughout his life, al-Sya’rawi had been given trust to uphold various positions whether
inside or outside the country, for instance:


A lecturer at Ummu al-Qura University, Arab Saudi in 1950 and visiting lecturer at
Malik ‘Abd al-‘Aziz University from 1951 until 1960.39



Al-Azhar College Manager in 1964. 40



While in 1965, al-Sya’rawi hold the position of Genaral Affair Head al-Azhar
University.41



Chosen as al-Azhar ambassador at the Africa in restructuring the system of Arabic
language studies there in which it has been affected by France imperialism.42

36

37

38
39

40

41
42

He delivers lecture and talk at mosques actively. His career peak as da’ie is when he was invited to deliver a
religious lecture in a show called ‘nur ‘ala nur’ produced by Ahmad Farraj at Egypt TV station. The
community world widely followed his lecturer through this channel.
From the author observation, he had produced a total of 82 works that covers various field of knowledge.
Umar Ya’qub Jamil al-Solihi (2009), op. cit., p. 196. ‘Abd al-Mu’iz ‘Abd al-Jazar et. al., (1998), op. cit.,
p.99.
This tafsir of 24 volumes has been published by Akhbar al-Yaum Publisher, Qaherah on 1991.
Muhammad Yasin Jazar (1990), ‘Alim ‘Asrihi fi ‘Uyun Ma’asirihi, al-Qaherah: Maktabah al-Turath alIslami, p. 14.
This position was previously held by Syeikh Hassan Ma’mun, see Muhammad Yasin Jazar (1990), op. cit.,
p. 14.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Minister of Waqaf and Azhar Affair Ministry from November 1976 until 1978. At the
same time, he too has been appointed as member of Syura Council as well as a
member of Islamic Research Centre at al-Azhar University.

Consequently, his merit and contribution in upholding righteous prestige of Islamic teaching
has given al-Sya’rawi recognition from inside as well as outside of the country. Among of
them are: Exceptional Egypt Governer award in 1976, Excellent Islamic Figure award from
Dubai governance in 1977, Islamic Figure award in conjuction with the 1000 year
anniversary celebration of al-Azhar University in 1983 and Special award from Egypt
governance in 1988. Plus at the same year, he also received recognition award as Excellent
Faith Figure in conjuction with the celebration of Egypt Missionary day.
3.0 Tafsir Al-Sya’rawi Introduction
The tafsir is entitled as Tafsir al-Sha‘rawi to give an honour towards the author. In the
beginning, most of the content are the essence of his lecture for 16 years in spreading da’wah
from before ans after invited as special guest in a television show‘Nur ‘Ala Nur’.43 published
by Ahmad Farraj44. This tafsir was organized by a distingushed bureau operated by
Muhammad al-Sinrawi and Abd al-Waris al-Dasuqi whom were al-Sha’rawi disciples. It is
published by Akhbar al-Yawm publisher in 1991 after being revised on authenticity of
sources and takhrij hadith by Prof. Dr. Ahmad ‘Umar Hashim that is a deputy rector of alAzhar University at that time45.
Although al-Sha’rawi interpreted the whole al-Quran verses46, yet this tafsir al-Sha’rawi
published by Akhbar al-Yawm only covered 23 volumes where it started from the first Surah
43

44

45

46

During his first episode, Al-Sha’rawi explained the topic Qada’ wa Qadar and Af‘al al-‘Ibad using
interesting style of language and this has attracted the interest of listener and audience who was following
the lecture in live. Although it was a discussion that is academically in its topic, yet the comprehension and
knowledge in understanding Al-Qur’an debate has given him advantages to describe meaning and suitable
examples that suits the society at that time.
Rola Muhammad Ahmad Husin (2000), “Manhaj Sheikh Muhammad Mutawalli Al-Sha’rawi fi Al-Qur’an
al-Karim” (The Methods of Sheikh Muhammad Mutawalli Al-Sha’rawi in al-Quran Interpretation),
(Dissertation of Fiqh & Law Faculty at Ali-Bayt University, Jordan), p. 23.
Al-Sha‘rawi (1991), Tafsir al-Sha‘rawi, j. 1, Qaherah: Akhbar al-Yawm, p. 4. See too Muhammad ‘Ali
‘Iyazi (t.t), al-Mufassirun Hayatuhum wa Manahajuhum, Tehran: Muassasah al-Taba‘ah wa al-Nashr, p. 268.
The remaining Surah that was not published by AKhbar al-Yawm publisher is still kept in nadir collection
Arab
Saudi
governance
library.
See
http://www.islamweb.net/fatwa/index.php?page=showfatwa&Option=FatwaId&Id=556. 30 January 2013.
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(Surah al-Fatihah) until the sixty two Surah verse 11 (Surah al-Jumu‘ah). Meanwhile, 30th
juzu’ was published seperately under Dar al-Rayah47 publisher with a total of 680 pages.
4.0 Writing and Interpretation Methodology Analysis
Through early observation, the author find out Shaykh Muhammad Mutawalli alSha‘rawi arranged tafsir according to the methodology used by the previous Islamic scholar
whereby he started with 39 pages of introduction that discussed his inspiration to produce
this tafsir as well as several aspects ulum al-Quran amongst of it is nuzul al-Quran48.
Other than that, the aplication of tahlili methodology is also realised in each proposed
debate. He started with each verse of al-Quran interpretation based on surah arrangement
and explained surah meaning, words meaning as well as munasabat with the former surah.
Then, he described verse meaning by realising correlation with related al-Quran verses as
well as Prophet P.B hadith and the companion athar.49.
Interpreting verse or verses cluster, al-Sha’rawi explained using detailed language
perspective. Description in terms of grammatical and stlye of language are always observed
in every verse. This is clearly indicate his expertise in Arabic language aspect. When we
observe in overall, mostly al-Sha’rawi followed previous mufassir methodology such as
Shaykh Muhammad ‘Abduh, Rashid Redha and Sayyid Qutb50. Through author observation,
al-Sha’rawi had tried to propose his own approach in preaching the society towards Islam.
Based on methodology of previous mufassir, al-Sha’rawi modified latest approach in his
interpretation which is by using scientific al-‘Ilmi al-Naqli al-Ijtima’I approach in
describing al-Quran verses in which has elements of Divine Science, Social Science and
Natural Science51.
Scientific al-‘Ilmi al-Naqli al-Ijtima’I methodology that was proposed by him is a revision
and comprehension of him regarding traditional as well as current academic. He also took the

47
48
49
50
51

Al-Sha‘rawi (2008), Juzu’ ‘Amma, Qaherah: Dar al-Rayah.
Al-Sha‘rawi (1991), op. cit., p. 1- 39.
Muhammad ‘Ali ‘Iyazi (t.t), op. cit., h. 270-271.
Al-Sha‘rawi (1991), op. cit. Ibid. 271.
Yahaya Jusoh (2007), Pendidikan Falsafah Sains Al-Quran, (Philosophy of Al-Quran Science Education)
Penerbit Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, pp. 19-21.
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application current scientific discovery approach (al-‘Ilmi) upon al-Quran verses (al-Naqli) to
be translated in society application context (Ijtima’i). There is a need to be known, scientific
concept of etymology and terminology in this study must not be restricted as only an
experimental science research. As mentioned before, it involved all science operation for
instance in the work of Rasail Ikhwan al-Safa (10th century of Masihi), science has been
divided to three general categories which are52;
i.

Propaedeutic Science

ii.

Islamic Law and Religious Science

iii.

Philosophical Science

Propaedeutic Science has been divided into nine distinguished fields. Among of it are
reading, writing, business, measurement, agriculture, biography and history. Meanwhile
Islamic Law and Religious Science have been divided into six. This science is equal to the
religious knowledge as being comprehended currently. While philosophical science is divided
into four main parts which are; (a) mathematical propaedeutic, (b) logical, (c) natural science
and (d) natural metaphysic (natural theology). This is evidently indicated that Islamic science
tradition is unlimited to the aspect of al-Kawniyyah only, but encompassing the whole
knowledge debate as described before53.
Science also has been defined as discovered knowledge via scientific methodology. In
modern science context, the methodology is basically considered as the only empirical and
mathematical approach. Even though a few scholars did not agree with this classification, yet
author preferred to be based on Koestler opinion54. For example, he has revealed the fact
about approach variety in scientific methodology (such as via dream, inspiration and mystical
practice which is the non-scientific approaches) whereby has been applied by science figures
in the modern science progress. Even though if we observed carefully, this recent scientific
methodology terminology has only emphasized four intellectual activities: (i) Observation,
(ii) Generalisation, (iii) Description and (iv) Prediction.

52
53

54

Franz Rosenthal (1965), op. cit., p. 55.
Hairudin Harun (2007), Daripada Sains Yunani Kepada Sains Islam (From Greece Science to Islamic
Science ), c. 3, Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya, p. 6.
Arthur Koestler (1990), The Sleepwalkers: A History of Man’s Changing Vision of the Universe, United
Kingdom: Penguin Book, p. 532.
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Whereas, if we examine via early civilization tradition especially Islamic civilization,
empirical, mathematical and logical methodology concepts are a part or proportion of Islamic
academic elements55.
Principal techniques or methodologies of Islamic science discussed methodology variety that
allows human acquire reality information. Islamic scientific methodology also recognized
non-empirical methodology such as dream and gnostic methodology or kahsf as alternative
scientific methodology. It is once practised by renown scientists such as Ibn Sina who doing
i’tikaf or meditating to pursue inspiration in order to solve science problem. Then, he also
applied praying methodology as a scientific methodology and then meditating56. Here, we can
comprehend that Islam is integral within the application scope and the adaptation.
Hence, it can be concluded that al-Sha’rawi approach in his interaction with contemporary
academic while interpreting al-Quran is a latest approach. This matter is a basic principal that
he upholds as he tries to islamically reforming the society as well as revising contemporary
knowledge so that the society will be able to comprehend al-Quran essence based on current
progress. In other ways, he placed revealed knowledgeas the foundation in deriving scientific
element application to comprehend al-Quran. The figure below shows two contemporary
science model.

ALLAH

WORLD

Al-Quran &
Al-Sunnah

MANKIND

WORLD

MANKIND
(b)

(a)

Figure 1.0 Basic entity of (a) framework of tawhidic and (b) framework of non- tawhidic
55

56

This situation has been debated critically by George Saliba in his work that discussed how Islamic science
has become a foundation towards science splendour in Europe (Renaissance). See George Saliba (2007),
Islamic Science and the Making of the European Renaissance, Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, p. 1-40.
Ibid, p. 7.
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Within this tawhidic framework, there are two entities which are al-Quran and Prophet
P.B.U.H Sunnah. Both entities are acceptable by the Muslims as reference and main
resources of knowledge which gives guideline and life rules either individually or
collectively. Through this model science we acquire tawhidic science characteristic with the
essence of al-Quran in developing epistemology and methodology as well as science activity.
Therefore based on these entities, al-Sha‘rawi try to apply the contemporary scientific
element while interpreting al-Quran for comprehensive public interest.
5.0 Interpretation Analysis
When al-Sha‘rawi interpret Surah al-An‘am verse 125 :

ِ
ۚ الس َم ِاء
َّ َضيِّ ًقا َحَر ًجا َكأَََّّنَا ي
َّ صعَّ ُد ِِف
َ ُص ْد َره
َ َوَمن يُِرْد أَن يُضلَّهُ ََْي َع ْل
Meaning: “those whom He willeth to leave straying, He maketh their breast close
and constricted, as if they had to climb up to the skies.”
Surah al-An‘am (6): 125
When al-Sha’rawi interpret this verse, in the beginning he also used former mufassir
approach which are application of etimology and terminology in each word from the verse.
Yet, what is interesting from his interpretation methodology is from the methodology
dimension and correlation approach of each verse with related scientific element discipline.
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In short, the author summarized his interpretation based on figure 2.0 belows:
Figure 2.0. description of scientific application element in tafsir al-Sha‘rawi
Firstly, according to the language perspective on the early interpretation after each word
description57, al-Sha’rawi explained the phrase ‘those whom He willeth to leave straying’ by
Allah is just like ‘their breast close and constricted, as if they had to climb up to the skies’.
He described this matter according to natural scientific perspective (I’jaz ‘Ilmi) which is by
relating it with Dyspnea phenomena (breathing difficulty) such as scientific scholar discovery
that stated the implication upon this phenomena is painful hardship. This is because he
interpreted the word ( )حرجاas  الحجزعن الفعلwhich means seperating an act58. He relates the
word ‘constricted’ when someone is in the air, there will be imbalance; it is just like an
existance of ‘attraction’ to the left, right, above and below which caused ‘extreme’ crowding.
The affecting impact will cause ‘seperation’ with normal humanity stability which is oxygen
deficiency59.
Secondly, al-Sha‘rawi description by associating al-Quran evidences among of it are Surah
Hud verse 12, Surah al-Nahl verse 127 as ‘binder’ and ‘support’ to verify Allah as the
universe ruler. This element was encompassed in divine metaphysic. What was meant by
metaphysic is numerous proverbs indicated by Allah in al-Quran are the subjects beyond
human expectation. Yet, the knowledge growth encourage human continuously to study
concealed ‘wisdom’.60
Thirdly, based on al-Sha’rawi main methodology to Islamasize the society, the author think
al-Sha’rawi tried to bring out the society from the outdated thinking for society development.
Due to this proverb verse significance, we can observe the importance of knowledge mastery
for Muslims in order to find out ‘sign’ incorporated in al-Quran domain. It is also to invite
reflection by scientific approach. The approach that he used is a metocognitive, abductive as

57
58
59
60

Al-Sha’rawi (1991), Tafsir al-Sha’rawi, j. 7, Qaherah: Akhbar al-Yawm, p. 2932.
Ibid.
Ibid. p. 2932-2933.
Ibid.p. 2931.
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well as collective application methodology in the debate reconstruction in accordance with
society context.
5.0 Conclusion
In short, mufassir methodology discovery that uses different approach from former mufassir
which gives benefits towards the Muslim particularly within recent intellectual growth
context. This situation not only highlights al-Sha’rawi credibility as a contemporary Islamic
scholar, it also placed Islam as a flexible and global religion in embracing current issues.
Hence, the author has stand that research and investigation upon concealed wisdom in verse
al-Quran are necessary to be continued and developed especially when observing recent
scientific progress which has transformed numerous current human welstanchaung.
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Deictic expressions as time-related discourse markers
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Abstract

Deixis is a widely researched subject in both cognitive linguistics and pragmatics and refers
particularly to the primary dimensions of perception such as time, space and person. After the
‘Pragmatic turn’ in the 1950’s and the upcoming new research techniques on spoken
language, two additional dimensions were suggested: social and discourse deixis (Levinson,
2000). Their respective linguistic entities, such as pronouns and anaphoric structures,
became interesting for research on discourse dynamics and strategies, e.g. in multimodal
corpora such as talk shows or political debates. This project addresses the questions of i) how
the primary dimensions of perception, especially time and space, develop in early bilingual
language acquisition and methodically ii) how deixis can be analyzed as time related events
in the context of mixed-topic discourse. The data is part of a longitudinal study on bilingual
language acquisition (German, Spanish) of three-year-old twins which includes protocols and
recordings of natural speech in different everyday situations. The results show that the
probability of occurrence for spatial deixis is higher for the L1-learner than the competent
adult speaker. Temporal deixis, on the contrary, occurs significantly more in the adult
speaker’s performance, and displays a highly significant dominance over spatial markers.

Keywords: deixis, deixis dominance, discourse analysis, language acquisition
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Abstract

Grice’s cooperation principle (1975) and the related conversational maxims are the point of
departure for many empirical projects in the field of pragmatics and discourse analysis.
However, non-experimental studies on cooperation as a part of language acquisition are still
rare, particularly when it comes to early L1-acquisition (children 0 to 4 years old).
The bilingual speech production of young children seems even more difficult to investigate,
since language shift as a conversational conduct is very sensitive to the observer’s paradox
(see also Grantyn I., Knauer G. 2013) as first described by Labov. The present study, based
on the regular observation of bilingual communication (one couple of twins, protocols and
recordings), aims at describing the development of cooperation strategies in early bilingual
language acquisition (German, Spanish) as well as the violation and flouting of this principle.
Samples of different periods of language acquisition were compared and related to the
‘Theory of Mind’ i.e. the faculty of a speaker to make correct assumptions about the inner
state of knowledge (and possible implications) of the listener. The results show that the
cooperation principle follows a clear pattern which is closely related to the acquisition of
deictic dimensions and their respective linguistic entities.
Keywords: bilingual language acquisition, cooperation principle, conversational maxims,
bilingual communication
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Abstract

Through the use of a diagrammatic method it seems possible to support a both intuitive and
controlled framework for creation of artistic work using 3D printing technology in
combination with artistic sensibility. The paper investigates to what extend such a method can
be used to evaluate the outcome of a given artistic situation, with the intent to approach the
essential needs in artistic creation. The specific diagrammatic methodology is fundamentally
inspired by and further elaborated from C. S. Peirce’s semiotic system consisting of
interrelated signs, wherein the diagram holds a very special position in the semiotic
reasoning process. Viewing the creation of art pieces through the specific diagrammatic
approach, indicates that, in the given case, it can be possible to organize the process of
creation according to a diagrammatic system, and that this system is flexible enough to allow
for an artistic sensitivity and unpredictability as a main driver and parameter. Using the
Peirce inspired diagrammatic approach can be useful as a framework for understanding the
creation of art on a crossbreed platform involving both traditional skills, artistic inspiration,
and newest technologies, such as 3D printing.
Keywords: Diagram; Method; 3D print; Artwork

1. Introduction
The question of how artists work with art can be answered in countless ways. It is
possible to consider the way you work, and record how. The question of why the work is
performed specifically in this way, and not in a different way, is a much more complex issue
because it requires a delving deeper down below the layers and processes that underlie the
design. The mental thinking underlying a given work of art is thus a significant factor in order
to raise awareness of the opportunities and obstacles this means in practice. How does this
affect the way we can reflect on the artistic result created? Art can be understood as an
interaction between artist and other actors as well as interaction with technology. That tools
available for artists are becoming more and more digital is a result of development in the rest
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of society. That has resulted in the current case study of own artistic production of sculptures
using 3D print technology, as a diagrammatic artistic methodology.

2. Diagrams
The diagram is one of the architect's most important tools. But it is also a broad
concept ranging from logic diagrams and flow charts to architectural plans and sections and
much more abstract ideas about how substances are relationally connected in the world we
live in. Within semiotics, the diagram plays a significant role. Semiotics from the Greek
σημειωτικός, semeiotikos, can be translated 'sign interpreter'. It comes from σήμα, sema, the
Greek word for 'signs'. Semiotics is therefore the science of signs. Under the premise that
everything that 'makes sense' is signs, semiotics can be used for analysis of a vast amount of
words, actions, myths and all other meaningful sign systems, including works of art and
artistic methodology.

2.1 The Semiotic Diagram
Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914) builds his very extensive writings about numerous
topics related mainly to logic and philosophy of science, semiotics and mathematics, but also
subjects such as aesthetics and metaphysics. He is also considered the main contributor to
pragmatism. Peirce's thinking contains a constituent fascination of triads. Being able to divide
and define concepts from tri-partitions is fundamental in several Peircean contexts. The most
basic of tri-partitions is his classification of phenomena, which, in this way, can be understood
in either Firstness, Secondness or Thirdness. The understanding of this becomes the starting
point for his semiotics, and is therefore a very important distinction. Firstness is simple and
elemental, potential, not real. The Secondness is existence. A realization of the Firstness’
quality in quantity. If Firstness is feeling, Secondness is experience. Thirdness is the relation
between Firstness and Secondness; it relates quality and quantity. Habits, laws and science
belong here. The concretization of Thirdness realizes a given phenomenon from the Firstness
universe of possibilities associated with a Secondness amount of events. Firstness is
equivalent to the predicate, while Secondness is the subject and Thirdness the connection
between the two [1].
In his semiotic system, Peirce uses the Firstness, Secondness, Thirdness trichotomy as
a general principle for classification of the triads of signs, of which the most famous is Icon,
Index, Symbol.
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As shown (table 1) the diagram appears here as a particular type of icon, a hypoicon.
Since it is an icon, it is representing its object through likeness. While the other two
hypoicons, image and metaphor, are representing their objects through likeness via simple
qualities and likeness through parallel to something else respectively, the diagram represents
the object by structural similarity, through relationships between different parts. A relation
based icon, supported by conventions [2].
Table 1 - Peircean categories and tricotomies

Source: Author’s diagram, after C. S. Peirce
Frederik Stjernfelt describes in his doctoral thesis Diagrammatology [3] how the
diagram in Peirce plays a central role, and can be spread out to a quite extensive operational
tool for mental experiments and reasoning. A clean diagram, understood as a diagram not yet
pointing to a specific situation or a specific physical context or content requires initially a rule
from which it can be understood. An example would be this sinsign → which may be
perceived as acting in different ways. Its occurrence could act as a connecting link, but could
also show an effect, a direction, or other, depending on the rule, which is included for an
understanding of the diagram. The rule is a symbol. Already a clean diagram without
reference to anything specific is therefore an icon that is controlled by a symbol or a symbolic
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rule. The symbols play a dual role for the diagram’s operability, as it is by virtue of exactly a
symbol that the diagram may act like interpreter for the given phenomenon referred to. The
icon lets the diagram as an iconic legisign, operate within a set of rules and then predict
something about that object which the symbol refers to. If e.g. an (iconic) arrow on a piece of
paper is perceived (symbolic) as a direction, this can also be interpreting symbol for a North
arrow and thereby diagrammatically show the direction to the north, for example, a on a map
or an architectural drawing [3]. Such a diagram that includes some sort of relation to
something (a possibility) in the world, are called empirical diagrams, in contrast to the pure
mathematical diagrams that do not have these references, or relationships.
2.1.1

Experiments on the diagram
Being able to conduct experiments on a diagram requires of course the presence of this

diagram, which is provided as part of a process involving several ways to draw inferences. In
one example, regarding the design of a bridge, this stepwise process can be outlined [3]. The
first step in this process is to draw a diagram showing the conceivable bridge construction
which then is combined with a symbolic framework to establish an understanding - an 'initial
symbolic interpretant', for example in the form of the relevant equations for calculation of the
carrying capacity of the bridge. The bridge at this point is said to be represented by a symbol,
and the interpretant is a pre-diagrammatic icon. These two together form a suggestion to how
the bridge might seem, and meet the requirements there is to it. What matters is that this
proposal offers the potential for transformation, so experiments can be performed on the
diagram.
This initial proposal shows, according to Peirce [4], that there is both activity and
curiosity present in the interpretant, which is a mixture that will normally lead to
experimentation. This deductive experimentation function in accordance with the rules set in
the diagram, derived from previous inductions (e.g. gravity as important for the calculation of
the bridge’s carrying capacity). These can be traced in part to a general assumption of the
bridge by virtue of its use for cars (and not for atoms or planets) and the purely formal rules
inherent in the equations with variables that are included in the diagram. Secondly, they can
be traced to their individual requirements for logical consistency, independent of whether they
are used in conjunction with a bridge. A third source of rules for conducting experiments is
the intention of the diagram – i.e. why it has been created. In the example of the bridge, it will
be the carrying capacity, which must be guaranteed, and thus becomes a motivation for
experiments. These rules allow that the diagram is transformed through experimentation, and
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the bridge design can be adjusted until it is working as intended in terms of carrying capacity
and so on. The transformation-diagram becomes the transformed diagram, which in a way
was contained from the beginning.
Table 2 - The structure of the diagrammatic reasoning with feedback mechanisms and
relationships to forms of inference and the imaginary moment.

Source: Author’s diagram – inspired by Stjernfelt [3].
Here the concept of abduction must be introduced in the diagrammatic reasoning. The
diagram operates deductively with origins in earlier inductions. However, there is another
type of inference involved in the diagrammatic reasoning, namely abduction, an addition to
the two other well-known forms of reasoning, deduction and induction. Together they form
another triad: abduction (Firstness), deduction (Secondness) and induction (Thirdness).
Abduction is kind of an educated guess that, by examining a number of facts and permitting
them to propose a theory of correlation, can lead to a hypothesis. On a general level, it can be
said that the abduction suggests how a given phenomenon can be formalized and then follow
the deductive diagrammatic phase after which a final inductive study compares the
transformed diagram with the given phenomenon in a conclusion. However, there is an
intricate correlation between abduction and induction in the diagrammatic reasoning. With
this in mind, the above explanation is further developed. From the inductively based data
about the symbol pre-diagrammatic interpretant, abductive guesses are used to select the
properties that will be sufficient to define a more formalized diagram. This is a feedback
mechanism between the two inferences constantly trying to align the starting point with its
diagram. The feedback mechanism also takes part in the next stage of performing deductive
experiments on the diagram. The experiments carried out according to a constrained syntax
for manipulation by identification of the diagram-icon with the properties of the object and
the intention with which manipulation is carried out, creates opportunities for manipulation on
the diagram itself, now understood as legisign. After experimentation and manipulation of the
diagram, a possible symbolic understanding of the transformed diagram is created by
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abduction. Finally, this second symbol can be compared inductively with the empirical
information in the first interpretant. This is where it can be determined whether the diagram
works in relation to the intention with which it was established (table 2).
2.1.2

The imaginary moment
When a diagram in this manner is established for experimental purposes, it appears as

an icon, but intrinsically related to the symbols that interpret it. It is not a pure icon however,
but a hypoicon, which can even be difficult to discern from its object. The ‘imaginary
moment’ occurs just at the moment when the diagram appears to be the object itself, and not
its representation. This happens by the contemplation of icons in general (such as art works),
and with regard to diagrams, it is an important part of being able to define the rules by which
to experiment on the diagram. In the first phases of the diagrammatic reasoning, intuition
appears as a major factor. By virtue of abduction there is a guess to a link between symbol
and diagram-icon, which applies also when the transformed diagram must be evaluated in a
symbolic reading. This shows at once the many possibilities for using the diagram, but also a
possible source of fallacies, because a certain bias about the object can blur the experiments.
Creating a virtual division of the imaginary moment, a clean diagrammatic phase in which the
diagram appears as a clean iconic legisign can be ensured, and distracting intuitions are
prevented from affecting the outcome. This requires, however, an important subsequent
comparison of the two symbols, in order to ascertain whether the diagram works.

3. Case Analysis of 3d Printed Sculptures
The 3D printed sculptures used as a case for a diagrammatical analysis in this paper
have all been created software wise using Rhinoceros NURBS 3D modelling software and
equipment wise using PLA plastic in various colors in a Flashforge Creator Pro 3D printer. In
the following sections, the process of creation will be analyzed utilizing the diagrammatic
reasoning introduced.

3.1 Diagrammatic Reasoning of Printed Sculptures
Using the diagrammatic reasoning as exemplified the process of creating a 3D printed
sculptural work can be examined going through the stages from ‘a’ to ‘g’ (Table 2) adding a
loop back through the transformation diagram in stage ‘d’, due to the specific nature of the
case study here presented.
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3.1.1

From symbol and pre-diagrammatic iconic interpretant to diagram-icon
It can be presumed that any creative process contains an amount of curiosity and

activity, in order to qualify as a creative process, as a creative process without any activity is
absurd or meaninglessness at best to discuss. The curiosity and activity towards an intention,
in this case to create a specific piece of sculptural work, stems from an artistic inspiration.
Since the origin of artistic inspiration, although very interesting in its own accord, is not the
focus of this paper, it is enough to say here, that previous observations and experiences have
invoked a specific intention in the artist to use the specific technology to create a specific
expression. A desire to materialize the intangible in a meeting between the rigid and the
sensitive, e.g. experiences from a lucid dream, inspired to combine modern technology and
materials with an artistic sensibility, creating something both light, dreamlike, and at the same
time hard and crystalized.
The first step is to draw a diagram ‘a’ showing a conceivable sculptural expression of
soft and rigid. This, combined with a symbolic framework based on the induction of
knowledge of the constraints and possibilities of the software modeller, the special PLA
material, and the 3D printer technology, results in a pre-diagrammatic iconic interpretant ‘b’
(Table 2) as a first understanding of a sketch (figure 1).
Figure 1 - First steps of the diagrammatic reasoning based on inductive relation between
the symbol and the pre-diagrammatic iconic interpretant.

Source: Author’s sketches
Abductively, the properties from ‘a’ and ‘b’ can be selected and in the software
modeler they form a suggestion, a diagram-icon ‘c’ of what the sculpture could look like to
meet the requirements of the artistic expression and the constraints of the technology and
materiality (figure 2). The abductive guesses are informed by various concepts in the software
modeler such as ‘lofting’ commands by which creating a surface from endpoints through the
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diagram sections can result in a closed shape. This must then be compared with the initial idea
in the feedback mechanism.
Figure 2 - Diagram icon taking shape in the software modeler.

Source: Author’s sketches
What matters is that the resulting diagram in the software modeler can be used as a
foundation for experimenting in the transformation diagram.
3.1.2

Transformation diagram - experiments on the clean diagram
In the transformation diagram ‘d’, deductive experimentation can now be performed

using the rule sets from the previous inductive steps e.g. the importance of the constraints of
the material, the feasible printing dimensions, and the artistic intention. These can be traced
partly from general assumptions about the sculpture deriving from lofting with the drawn
lines in the software modeler and a relation between wall thickness and size of the sculpture
according to its nature in this case as a 1:1 piece, and not a scalable representation. Secondly,
they can be traced from the inherent need for logical consistency e.g. so the model will
support itself, and not collapse, during the printing process. These are logical requirements
independent of the nature of the result as an artwork or something of a different nature.
Thirdly, experiments can be performed on the diagram according to rules regarding the
artistic expression and intention of the diagram. The expression of the surface of the sculpture
changes in relation to the size and shape of the curves and line used for creating the surface.
The influence of the constrained syntax of the software modeler on the underlying geometry
can be adapted through experimentation to meet an intended artistic expression (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 - Experiments on the diagram by changing parameters according to inherent
rule sets.

Sorce: Author’s sketches
The question to why the diagram has been created is what motivates the whole
process, and can in this case be derived from the premises of the artistic intention. At this
stage, when the artistic premises are accepted and the diagram contemplated as if it was its
object, and not just a representation, the ‘imaginary moment’ occurs. Now the
experimentation is performed on the diagram’s structural likeness to its object using the rules
inherit in it. The diagram now operates as an iconic legisign. The artist is now performing his
experiments as if on the final outcome of the artwork, through manipulating the relational
parameters of the diagram. This means that contingency and conclusion exist simultaneously
in the artwork during the imaginary moment. Thus the criteria for the experimentation will at
this point also include an assessment of the diagram’s possibility to sustain all qualities of the
final artwork, such as materiality, transparency and colors. The experimentation results in the
transformed diagram ‘e’ which can translated to a symbolic understanding.
3.1.3

From transformed diagram to symbol and post-diagrammatic interpretant
The Transformed diagram must be interpreted symbolically in order to proceed its

objects’ process of creation. From the software modeller a translation is required for the 3D
printer in order to print the sculpture. The transformed diagram outputs sufficient information
to permit an abductive selecting of the properties and settings for a translation into code
strings (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 - Gcode and 3D printer interface symbolizing a possible sculpture.

Source: Author’s screenshots
The correct settings of heat temperature and speed are abductively suggested and the
resulting new symbol ‘f’, in form of code strings, can in a post-diagrammatic interpretant ‘g’
be inductively compared with the intentions in the pre-diagrammatic interpretant ‘b’, and it
can be checked if the diagram works and the intended artistic expression can actually be
created. This assessment is both very rigid, i.e.: will it be technically possible to print, but also
sensitive, i.e.: can the artwork sustain its intention artistically with the given expression? At
this stage, the sequence of colors are not yet determined exactly, only the artistic intention of
a desired outcome exists. Due to the nature of the specific case study, and the creation of the
color sequence, another layer can be added to this diagrammatic reasoning. This leads back,
through an iterated loop, to both the transformation diagram and the imaginary moment.
3.1.4

Iterated loop through transformation diagram
That the specific case study is a sculptural art work 3D printed in full scale allows for

a certain second experimentation on its diagram. Using colors is a crucial part of the
intentional artistic expression creating certain degrees of vibrancy in the shape and
emphasizing a direction. Now the fully operational diagram can already be 3D printed, but
crucial experimentation continues. While the 3D printer is mechanically producing the exact
desired shapes by positioning melted plastic filament according to the diagrams’ rules, the
distinct colors are created by a manual artistic interruption. Without stopping the printing
process, the given filament thread is manually cut and replaced with another color (figure 5).
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Figure 5 - Colored printing filament is manually cut and replaced during the printing
process in order to change the color sequence of the sculpture.

Source: Author’s photos
This can be described as a loop back to the imaginary moment in the transformation
diagram. At this exact time experimentation is literarily performed on the diagram being the
artwork itself and not a representation.
Figure 6 - Final sculpture samples from the case study

Source: sculptures and photos created by the author. [5]

4. Results And Discussions
The diagrammatic reasoning reflects artistic processes in several respects. To be able
to carry out experiments on the diagram shows that a diagram can be understood as a
framework for creation in this specific context.
Many of the above-outlined steps in the diagrammatic reasoning are more or less
visible without a designated effort to analyze them. Especially when dealing with technology
such as digital tools, the reasoning processes are happening very fast, and can seem to
overlap, and even seem hidden. Discerning the differences between e.g. iconic and symbolic
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signs, can seem inaccessible, without an understanding of the interrelation of the implicated
signs. This is where the diagram has the potential to become a tool in more than one respect.
This analysis shows that the semiotic diagram has the potential to assist a creative process, by
creating an awareness of the correspondence between actions in the creative process. In this
way all the steps in the process can be addressed, including the use of digital tools, and the
language in which to communicate with the computer. In a creative process embracing digital
systems, it is imperative to be able to address the role of user interfaces, which keep track of
the binary codes for the user by providing choices and act as a translator between the user and
code. By virtue of this, it may sometimes be difficult to figure out the basic principles of the
way the software works. Controlling software in a desired direction, requires an increased
awareness. This can be investigated in the stepwise analysis using the diagrammatic
reasoning, and can contribute to increased awareness of a creative process.

5. Conclusions
The diagrammatic reasoning can be used as a framework to better understand the steps
in the creative work with 3D printed sculptures, and it is shown how it is possible to use a
Pierce inspired semiotic diagrammatic method to highlight the different types of inferences
involved in artistic work. This analysis shows that it can be possible to organize the process of
artistic creation according to a diagrammatic system that is flexible enough to contain an
artistic sensitivity and unpredictability as a main driver and parameter alongside the technical
requirements.
Using the diagrammatic approach can be useful as a framework for understanding the
creation of art on a crossbreed platform involving both traditional skills, artistic inspiration,
and newest technologies, such as 3D printing.
With the semiotic diagrammatic reasoning as a reference, we can pose informed
questions about how an artistic process works. We can understand the creative artistic work as
a series of interrelated signs, and discern the types of requirements for input in the various
steps, and how these sign-relations manifest themselves and are perceived differently in
different contexts. This paper’s introduction to the diagrammatic reasoning can be seen as an
opportunity to raise the awareness about the ongoing processes in the creative work of art in a
digital context.
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Abstract
The book “Open Work” written by Umberto Eco in 1962, approaches the 20 th
Century Art form a different perspective and aims to form a wide range of scope on
prominent branches of art as well as Plastic Arts.
In this respect, some approaches suggest that art should not be under the sole control
of the artist and the viewer can also contribute to the art – piece as a member of the
composition thanks to the interaction to be set –up with the viewer. He supports this approach
with the term “mobile structure”.
When it comes to “Plastic Arts”, it is said that the art of painting attracts the most
attention and the understanding of art differs completely form traditional painting in the 20
the century. Unlike the traditional understanding of art which has been in progress since
drawing on cave walls, considered the existence of art, the coincides with the ear when the
artists acted unconsciously. Right after the Second World War, artists are observed to look for
more different forms of creativity. During the same period, artists exhibited similar
approaches at two separate parts of the world parallel with Abstract Expressionism seen in the
U.S. A, Informal Art was on the stage in Europe.
In this study, Informal Art and reflections will be examined base on Umberto Eco‟s
book “Open Work”.
Key Words: Informal Art, Abstract Expressionism, Umberto Eco, Plastic Arts.

1. Introduction
Umberto Eco is expressing Plastic Arts in terms of “Informal Art” as a support on his poetic
which he uses in his book “Open Work”. While mentioning the “mobile structure “approaches
which he expresses using general terms, he reflects its direct counterpart in plastic arts over
the informal. Art without a form (informal) includes full independent approach in the
understanding of art and a manifesto claiming that mobility should be in the prominence. It
can be emphasized that production stages and periods is more essential rather than the
outcomes of the art work. In support of this, it is possible to say that the art work is completed
together with full integration with the viewer.
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The concept “Open Work” is a whole of expressions of Umberto Eco. His thesis here is that
we should handle the organic bond between the viewer and the artwork aesthetically and
should study it with all phases through which the production is realized. Mehmet Rıfat
touches upon this issue as follows; “In this book, it is claimed that musical achievements and
literature and plastic artworks exist thanks to their ability to create and lead to interpretations
multiple”. (Rıfat, 2008, p. 167)

2. Informal Art and Its Reflections in Terms of “Open Work”
“Open Work” handles Plastic Arts though the perspective of Informal Art can be considered
to be the name given to the art in Europe seen at the same time as the Abstract Expressionism
in America. There are some definitions in the literature regarding this issue.
Those artists who recognize Informal Art destroy the classical art approach in a way. The
purpose of these artists was to get rid of bout figurative approach and some principles
considered to be milestones of drawing.
They were going to be able to use them unilaterally, consciously and in an unbalanced way.
Using such an approach, it can be seen that they aimed to establish a totally unique concept
with their own a structuralism.
With this current, strict art morphology was not employed any more and they tried to use
shapes out of form. Unlike the Abstract Expressionism, which existed during get rid of some
habits coming form traditional approach of painting. With this respect the representatives of
informal art did not completely lose control on their own inner world. There was kind of semi
– control. The plastic elements of painting, the concepts of form, composition and color show
up a little.
“Informal shares the general quality of all open works at first glance. We can see
epistemologic structures in the informal; there are the structural analyses of a widespread
theoretical recognition (not of a certain theory, of widely accepted cultural belief); apart from
the ct of forming, they represent the reflections of thoughts obtained through contemporary
scientific methods, uncertainity categories of natural phenomena and the validity of statistical
distribution in arts. So, the informal questions categories of causality, two valuable logics,
connection of monosemy and the principle of impossibility of the third state.” (Eco, 2016,
p.189)
Informal, is the abbreviation of the French expression “art informal” and it entered the Art
History as a style of 1940‟s. As its name suggests, “informal” finds its meaning as a
movement against geometric abstraction. Informal does not emphasize on the form; instead, it
tries to emphasize spontaneous and unexamined nature of the process of painting in order to
immediately reflect its spirit. That way, the process of painting gains more importance than
the finished outcome of art. Informal art is an international style and it is seem in Art History
in different forms; among these are tachisme, action painting, abstract expressionism and art
brut.
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Eco defines “Open Work” as follows: “The definition of “Open” work, should be separated
from some other possible and commonplace meanings in order not to cause any
misunderstandings of terminology despite the role it plays while displaying its dialectic
relationship between the structure and the interpreter actually, the qualities of “integrity” and
“openness” of an art piece is one of the discussion topics of aesthetic theories.” (Eco, 2016,
p.65 -66)
In terms of aesthetics, “Open Work” aims to help the viewers interpret the artworks freely and
in the frame of these interpretations, it also aims to contribute unique interpretations apart
from those dictated. These interpretations can be shown to take form in different thoughts
without any repetition depending on the viewer and the variables of emotion and time. Emre
Zeytinoğlu, mentions “Attack against Structural Thought: “Open Work”” in his article in
magazine on the internet;
“Any artwork in “Art History”, whether it is a religious monosemic figure or it is an abstract
painting, is open for viewer‟s interpretation indisputably. Even those artworks with the
strictest rules and with a strict monosemic view, will not be able to evade feeling the effects
of countless interpretations when applied to perspectives of ether eras. The aesthetic
perspective is also trying to open new doors to discover new interpretations and new
possibilities. Eco her puts forward an opinion about the paintings of Jackson Pollock; for
example let us take a look one of his paintings (picture 1). The irregularity of indicators, the
disorder of counters, and the fragmentation of figures all invite the viewer to set up a network
of connections. The unique behavior that the indicator has determined creates a drift and helps
the creator rediscover his /her own orientation.” (Zeytinoğlu, 2015)

Picture 1:Jackson Pollock, Convergency, 237,5 x 393,7 cm, Oil on Canvas., 1952
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Throughout history, we can say that artists have generally tended to leave traces of mystery in
artwork in their artwork. This has helped his work to stay vivid and in interaction with the
viewer. Here are Eco‟s supportive expressions;
“….mobile structure is a possibility for a lot of personal enterprise but these are not random
and out of shape; an invitation free form necessity and certainty for the world the artist has
always wished us to enter
That way, the artist presents an artwork to be completed; he / she has no idea about how to
complete it, but once completed, he / she knows that it will be his own, not someone else‟s
and also knows that it will be his/her own style that comes out after the dialogues of
interpretation even if it is constructed unpredictably; because it is the artist himself /herself
who structures, directs and creates and predicts possibilities for natural requirements of
development in the frame of a certain logic.” (Eco, 2016, p. 91)
“In order that an artwork can be meaningful for those who perceive it, it should depend on
meaning and values obtained from previous experiences and interacted with qualities
presented by the artwork itself.” (Eco, 2016, p .100)
With this purpose, the “Open Work” poetica Umberto Eco touched upon included “informal”
into its general scope and he even put it into the definition with a board sense.
Mentioning the poetica of “Informal art” as a quality of contemporary painting includes a
generalization; “ Informal has turned into a definition by pulling itself out of a criticism
category and by including artist like Wols (picture 2), Bryen (picture 3), real tachisme, action
painting, J‟brut, l‟artoute specialists, e.t.c. At this point informal category goes into a broader
definition of open work poetica.” (Eco, 2016, p.183)

Picture2:Wols (Alfred Otto Wolfgang Schulze), la grenade bleue, 46 x 33 cm,Oil on Canvas., 1946.
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Picture3:CamilleByren, New York, 146 x 114 cm, Oil on Canvas., 1955

Art world; in 1950‟s artists who recognized informal art looked for a creation unique for
themselves by using a traditional art approach. Together with on its own, they devised some
individual methods of expression. Rather than sticking to one single style, a polyphonic
language came into being usually free brush beats and thick layer of paint were seen on the
painting. Similar to the “abstract expressionism” that simultaneously in America, it is possible
to come across various phases of production; this movement includes artists who created not
only figurative works but also non-figurative one‟s. Although it is centered in Paris, its effects
spreaded onto many part of Europe, especially Spain, Italy and German.
Informal Art is only one of the new style that got spread during and after the 2nd World War in
Europe, where similar currents existed at the time, and if was an art approach of importance.
Amy Demsey wrote these as to this issue; “Informal Art (Art without a form) was the name
given to the abstract painting with gesture with dominated the international art world in
Europe from mid – 1940‟s to the end of 1950‟s, and it was found out by French writer,
sculptor and jazz musician Michel Tapies (1909 – 1987) although there was a controversy
among some other term like Lyric Abstraction, Painting of an Object, tachisme.” (Dempsey,
2007, p. 184)
The artists of the era usually applied to their own spirituality during the phase of creating a
new style. This spirituality comes into being in the form of lyric abstraction. During this phase
of creation artists used to associate their personalization with authenticity, automaticity,
emotion and movement. They used to consider the time concept in the adventure of
investment while making up their artwork.
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Those artists who were interested in Informal Art were aware of innovative approach at the
time and they weren‟t much interested in silhouette of the form, which was in harmony with
American Action Painting.
With this respect, the style of expressionist painting was affected by Paris school at the
beginning; however, after 1950, there existed artists who were in pursuit of new style and
meaning everywhere in Europe. They all followed this movement.
We already mentioned that the definition of “Informal” was invented by Michel Tapies, who
considered the new understanding of painting as a seal of off form. Psychologically in the
existence of the approach the surrealist roots of automatism have their effects psychologically.
Informal art does not include figurative traces, but it consists of abrupt movements and
regular orders of words, which come out all of sudden. As well as terms of integration, color
is basic element commonly in painting as a changeable element.
Techniques related with the use of mixed colors and materials can make up a different
method, which is there dimensional like sand and which has a material quality easy to
understand for the viewer, not with previous materials of painting. Free style, which is an
inspiration for the inner world, can be considered to make up the mobility of painting and the
creation process of Informal Art in which coincidence is dominant.
“Eco tried to sharpen the definition of “Open Work” an explains further the “completeness”
and “openness” of an artwork. The artwork, according to Eco, „is the final product of an
artist‟s effort to organize a communicative effect in such a way that every viewer interpret it
in his /her own way‟. The viewer join in a game between a stimulant based on his / her
understanding of piece according to his / her own affection and mental capacity and his / her
response to this stimulant” (Avşar, 2016, p. 99 -117)
The permanent artists who spreaded Informal Art in Europe and worked toward this goal are;
considered the founder Wols (A.O. Wolfgan Schulze) (1913 -1951) (picture 4) with, Hans
Hartung (1904 – 1989) (picture 5), Alfred Manessier (1911 – 1993) (picture 6), George
Mathieu (1921 --)(picture 7).Henri Michaux (1899 – 1984) (picture 8), Serge Poliakoff (1900
– 1969) (picture 9), Jean – Paul Riopelle (1923 -2002) (picture 10), AntoniTapies (1923 –
2012) Picture 11). (Eschenburg, 2005, p.621)
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Picture4: Wols (A.O. Wolfgan Schulze), Painting, 81, 81,1 cm., Oil on Canvas., 1946.

Picture5: Hans Hartung, Etching 5, 23,8 X 28,7 cm.Etching, 1953
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Picture6: Alfired Manessier, Figur ve Pietism, 146,7 X 97,2 cm, Oil on Canvas, 1944-45.

Picture7: George Mathieu, Concontrated Escape, 92 X 173 cm, Oil on Canvas, 1987.
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Picture8: Henri Michaux, Abstract Composition VI, 56 X 36 cm, Special paper lithography,, 1984.

Picture9. Serge Poliakoff, Grey, Red and Yellow Composition, 50, 5 X 69 cm, lithography,1960
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Picture10. Jean-Paul Riopelle, 76,5 X 90, 5 inch ,Forest Burning, 1955.

Picture11

o

Grey Relief and Black
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3. Conculusion
It cannot be denied abrupt reactions reflected obviously from human sub – conscience in the
frame of mobile structure expression which is handled by open Work and informal poetica.
Also, it bears an interactive process with the interpretation of the vividness of the excitement
which is felt during the time when it is written or painted on a canvas.
What Umberto Eco mentioned and supported in his book “Open Work” is actually the
abstract expressionism and wider version of manifestos of Informal Art. Artists have an aim
to help the viewers to bring out shape and imaginations in their brains on an abstract platform.
While doing this, the production phases and some possible surprises helped to depend on the
coincidental out coming by getting away from the dialect of traditional painting.
The effort to get rid of the adventure to build a connection with live material by way of
overcoming personal sensitivity during. The process of creation and it can be seen that he /
she begins to create something like a gate between different dimensions on earth.
If we can see and touch what we have around us, we usually believe that they really exist
without doubt. However, if we cannot touch but see them only, we still continue to believe
although we have doubts. It was like this until today. Though In the light of latest scientific
researches and data obtained through monitoring techniques.
We have learned that all presumptions are invalidated in micro and macro scale and the
nucleus of the atom is not something like an apricot seed which is building block of
everything in the universe including the mankind, but he himself is made up of electrons.
Because of this new finding which transforms all mass reality into supernatural, we can say
that we are experiencing a situation in which we do not exactly know what is real or unreal.
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Abstract
This thesis aims at exploring and discussing compliment speech delivered by the judges of the TV reality
shows American Idol and Arab Idol. It seeks to analyze, compare, and contrast the routinely used
compliment SAs in English and Arabic in order to discover the similarities and differences between the
two languages in terms of topics, structure, and function of the speech acts. The corpus of compliments
collected in this study consisted of two hundred (200) speech acts which were conveniently selected
from both singing contests (100 in each language). Relevant theories and empirical studies have been
consulted for the sake of delimiting the context of the actual research and suggesting new dimensions
for future research. Thus, based on the data collected by the researcher, this study has determined to
what extent the compliment speech acts used by the contestants of American and Arab Idols in order to
facilitate communication and promote a cozy environment for the contestants. To this end, frequencies
and percentages were calculated to answer the research questions. Findings have confirmed that the
use of compliment speech acts is part and parcel of both TV reality shows; however, the purpose,
function, and structure of these latter differ according to the socio-cultural norms in both societies.
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Abstract

This paper conducts an experimental study, in order to find new and improved methods for
filling the gap between the academic knowledge provided by universities and colleges, with
the professional practice in the designing field of architecture in Jordan.
The experiment was held in the second semester of the academic year (2016-2017), on thirdyear bachelor architectural students, at Jordan University of Science and Technology,
Irbid/Jordan.
It was expected that students with more interaction with the professional practice system, will
have a more developed and coherent design projects, than those whom all the design process
will take place within the design studio.
This experiment is focused on the building material sector of the profession especially white
cement and its potential to enhance students’ skills in understanding material characteristics
and its effect on the designed architectural product.
Keywords: filling the gap, architectural design, building materials, white cement,
professional practice.

1. Introduction
Recently, the focus on filing the gap between academic knowledge and professional
work in the architecture field has been increasing all over the world. Jordan is not an
exception, many students struggle after graduating from universities, when they face the
reality of how different, complex and precise working on real projects is. This issue manifest
as students of architecture are engaged in studio design only, which is limited in resources.

1

My sincere gratitude to the Arab Company for the White Cement Industry ACWCI for their cooperation in
applying this experiment.
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In her study, Ann Heylighen stated: "Rather than the sole concern of schools and
universities, Learning should be considered a life-long activity that takes place in partnership
between students, teachers, parents, professionals and society at large”. (Heylighen, 2003).
Universities in Jordan already have started to be aware of this; moreover, some of them were
and still experimenting new teaching methods for design courses. A valuable example about
how that can be applied was discussed in (Destination: Practice), authors were convinced that
filling the gap between academia and practice can be achieved by hiring practicing architects
for studio teaching. (Neuckermans, and Heylighen, 2001). This happened recently in many
Universities in Jordan, like Jordan University of Science and Technology, and German
Jordanian University.
The approach this experiment took in filling the gap between academia and
professional practice was different at some level, it was not done by bringing practicing
architects to the studio, nor taking internships by students in architectural offices, it
concentrated more on architecture as a craft; dealing with realistic building materials and its
effect on the resulted designed product, using white cement as the main driver in the design
course through this specific experiment.
This paper will provide a new example of practice involvement in the academic field,
and how can that improve designing and understanding skills for students of architecture.
Furthermore, it will examine the effects of new teaching methods on the design process, and
its effect on the final architectural product.

2. Knowledge Exchange in architecture field
Ann Heylighen explained in her article, what distinguishes academic knowledge in
architectural education among other academic fields. It is the structure of design studios in
architecture and its way to prepare students for professional practice. Design studios vary with
their different objectives, emphases, technologies and structure; she added that these studios
have unique quality which differentiates them from other educational programs. Based on
that, she wanted to connect the design studio with the world of practice. (Heylighen, 2003)
Beside individual students, architectural education at large would benefit from filing
the gap between academia and professional practice. Developing students’ learning
capabilities is as important as teaching the knowledge and skills needed to practice a specific
profession. (Lammertyn, 2001 as cited in Heylighen, 2003) In mind the gap article, the
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authors have argued that the knowledge should be exchanged in architecture from both sides
between academia and practice -while respecting the individuality of both-, meaning that
practical knowledge is also important to enhance the academic outcomes. “In case of
architecture, however, we would argue that this flow should be bi-directional: from academia
to practice, but also the other way around” (Heylighen, Lindekens, Martin, & Neuckermans,
2006).
To support their argument, they suggested two mechanisms for knowledge exchange.
The first one is by engaging seasoned professionals to provide practice-based knowledge for
students and interns. The second one is the data collection through participatory observation
of competition design. They also provided cases of professional architects working in
collaboration with academic researchers. (Heylighen, Lindekens, Martin, & Neuckermans,
2006). While the experiment this article illustrates suggesting a third mechanism, by attracting
professionals from the building material sector to be engaged in the design teaching process,
the Arab Company for White Cement Industry ACWCI was approached in order to discuss
ways of cooperation to start applying the experiment on ground, they approved and were very
enthusiastic to witness the results of this new knowledge exchange method.

3. The cooperation Experiment
In Europe, there is a debate about whether academic research in areas of design
practice is different from the research in other fields. The authors of Architectural Practice
and Academic Research stated that Practice based research PBR should not be apart from
traditional concepts of academic research. In fact, it is a subcategory of traditional academic
research. Even academic research that is developed within the traditional scientific fields
contains practical elements such as experimentation, data collection, observation and
interviewing. Maintaining the link between design research and traditional academic research
is necessary because it will enable design to show that it conducts high quality academic
research. (Biggs, and Büchler, 2008)
Therefore, this practical experiment of bringing the two worlds of academia and
practice together will be of great value to “Practice based research” “PBR” (Biggs, and
Büchler, 2008); considering that it aims to examine the relationship between the design
process and the involvement of practical work inside and outside the design studio, also to
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produce better understanding for architectural elements especially building materials and its
effect on architectural design. Moreover, its attempt to improve design skills and practice of
architecture students, and last but not least it will suggest new methods for filling the gap
between the academic knowledge and professional practice of architecture in Jordan, since it
is the first time to happen in Jordan.
The hypothesis here was based on that the involvement of practical experiences in
building materials with the academic knowledge of design will improve students
understanding for realistic architectural elements and strengthen their design skills.

3.1 Methodology
A “Practice based research” “PBR” (Biggs, and Büchler, 2008) is the core of this
study as it is an experimental study.
3.1.1

Experiment settings
-

Location: it was held at Jordan University of Science and Technology,
Irbid/Jordan.

-

Time duration of the experiment: the experiment extended through the second
semester of the academic year (2016-2017), around four months.

-

Course description: the experiment happened during Architectural Design Four
course [ARCH312], five credit hours for the course, two days a week. The course
consisted of five sections, each section has an individual instructor, and one course
coordinator for the five sections, doctor Anwar Ibrahim.

-

Sampling: it was done on third-year bachelor architectural students. The section
which the experiment was applied on, was supervised by the author of the paper,
Arch Rania Al rawwash, it was section four and it consisted of 16 students, all of
them were part of the experiment2. The selection of third-year students was based
on the required skills gained by architecture students for experiment purposes such
as developed design skills and architecture understanding, also the nature of the
proposed design projects for this academic phase that fits perfectly with the study
intensions.

2

One of the students was banned from the course due to his high absence percentage, so he did not proceed the
experiment with the rest of the class.
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-

Design project description: Each four students were assigned to study a stararchitect, then, they were required to design a mosque individually based on the
architect’s design methodology. The design has to reflect depth in conceptual
aspects and formal translation that departs the dominant classical forms of this
building type. They were also required to critically question the necessity of the
conventional traditional elements of the mosque like domes and minarets3.

3.1.2

Experiment explanation
The cooperation Experiment between third-year architecture students at Jordan

University of Science and Technology and the Arab Company for the White Cement Industry
ACWCI was suggested by the paper’s author. The first meeting between the author and the
general manager of the company, Eng. Khaled Tarawneh was before the beginning of the
second semester of the academic year (2016-2017), on Jan. 26, 2017. It was held to discuss
ways of cooperation to support and enrich knowledge exchange between academia and
practice, where it resulted in a number of vital goals; beginning at exposing students to
professional practice to make a linkage between what is being taught inside lecture halls with
the actual applications in the real world. As well as producing better practical understanding
for building materials; its physical, chemical, and designable characteristics’ and its uses
especially the white cement material. Ending with suggesting white cement as one of the main
modeling materials for architectural physical models during the design course, by taking
advantage of the material design and physical potentialities.
In order to apply these goals, as well as to start producing tangible results, a detailed
action plan on a limited time base -the second semester of the academic year (2016-2017)was organized. Starting with presenting an introductory lecture about white cement, its uses
and characteristics at Jordan University of Science and Technology. A site visit to the Arab
Company for the White Cement Industry ACWCI factory at “Aldlail” area during the first
stage of the academic semester was assigned. Resulting in the design and model making
stage, including a series of workshops held by the company experts in dealing with white
cement as a building material to help students dealing with the molding and mixing
techniques for their models through design course studios.

3

Design project description was done by the course coordinator of architectural design four course, at the second
semester of the academic year (2016-2017), Doctor Anwar Ibrahim.
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The introductory lecture on white cement was presented by lab and quality control
manager, Mr. Laith Tarawneh, a 2-hour scientific lecture was open to all the students of the
architectural department from all the different years to widen knowledge spread range. The
lecture was of great importance in raising students’ awareness about white cement physical
and chemical characteristics, its uses as a building material with the newly up to date uses on
the practical field such as its usage as an insulation material, and the ongoing research about
futuristic usages for this pioneer material, and its role to friendly replace the traditional natural
stone image that overcomes Amman -the capital of Jordan- architecture over the past years,
due to its durability, strength and relatively low cost in relation to the natural stone4.
The lecture ended with an open discussion with students and lots of raised questions
from their side, some of them were answered, others were open for future research by the
students. Students are in need of this kind of practical knowledge exchange in the form of
lectures presented by practicing professionals, not to mention the importance of the future
outer research that is being done afterwards which enhances the students research abilities,
and forms a knowledge extension base provided by these lectures.
Arranging a site visit to ACWCI factory at “Aldlail” area on March 21, 2017. At this
stage of the study, the experiment was tested on a more focused group of students, it was
applied only on the sixteen students of section four of the architectural design 4 course, as a
part of the design-studio outer visits. The visit was divided into two parts, the first one was a
factory tour led by lab and quality control manager, Mr. Laith Tarawneh, and some of the
factory employees’ experts. It was done to introduce the production process for the white
cement raw materials mixtures’, until it is ready as white cement diverse products, which
consists of Grinding, Burning, Cooling, Drying, Packaging, and Storage by explaining where
each part of the process happens inside the factory and how.
The second part was essentially a practical part, that was guided by factory
employees’ experts, it consisted of introducing ways of dealing with white cement when it is
ready to use, practically by making realistic samples of white cement physical models in front
of the students, using them as explanatory tools of how to make white cement molds,
mixtures, additives and water percentages for each mix, also the needed moisture levels and
time duration until white cement model is solid and ready. For most of the students, visiting a

4

A part of the given information in the lecture that was presented by lab and quality control manager, Mr. Laith
Tarawneh at the Arab Company for the White Cement Industry ACWCI.
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material factory was a first-time experience, for all of them, visiting a white cement building
material factory was their first, which it gave them a precise understanding for this building
material, further, it opened new dimensions in dealing with it especially as a physical model
making tool of their architectural building designs. This example of practical knowledge
gained by factory site visits would greatly help in filling the gap between academic
knowledge and professional practice, especially on the craft side of the architectural
profession which has been recently neglected due to the technology invasion of the
profession.
Students started to experiment with the white cement during the design course studios
by now not only as a physical model making tool benefiting from its flexibility, and
potentiality in producing models that have a considerable illustrative design image, but also as
a true building and/or insulation material through their mosques’ designs. After an intensive
previously gained scientific and practical knowledge about white cement, each student was
encouraged to use this material freely in a way that serves his/her design approach, in
producing a comprehensive design output. This stage was accompanied by several workshops
that were led by the experts of the ACWCI factory through the design studios, to guide
students in the model making process of preparing molds, mixtures, additives, water
percentage addition, temperature and moisture control, and adhesives, due to its complexity in
comparison with the traditional model making techniques known by architecture students over
the years depending mainly on recycled paper.
The results were outstanding, several students used white cement as a design tool
during the early stages of the conceptual thinking to create a better understanding for their
architectural ideas, and the conceptual form they are envisioning figure 1 a+b. Some of them
used it to illustrate parts of a building that has many details which need to be shown in a
larger scale for better visualization. For instance, one student has a complicated detached
minaret, it was made of white cement on reality too, therefore he made a larger individual
physical model to the minaret by the white cement figure 2. Others used it as a tool to create
site topography which has a slope section, in order to emphasize the strong integration and
harmonic relationship between the building (the mosque) and the site by creating sectional
architectural physical model figure 3.
This is only a sample of the distinguished results of what students were able to
produce after going through this experiment. At the project final day, all instructors had to
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circulate between the five sections and put grading for all the students5. Section four -which
the experiment was held on- had extraordinary feedback from the instructors, the depth in
thinking through model making as a design tool was expressively shown through the student’s
work.

Figure 1 a: Student’s Work, Mahmod Haj Yahya

Source: Photo taken by author arch. Rania Al rawwash

Figure 1 b: Student’s Work, Seba Habashneh

Source: Photo taken by student Seba Habashneh

5

Instructors are course coordinator Doctor Anwar Ibrahim, course instructors architect Anwaar Banisalman,
architect Basma Adel, architect Nida Alhamzeh and architect Rania Al rawwash.
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Figure 2: Student’s Work, Baraa Mteir

Source: Photo taken by student Baraa Mteir

Figure 3: Student’s Work, Owais Kattan

Source: Photo taken by student Owais Kattan

Furthermore, the cooperation experiment was presented at the Arab International
Conference and Exhibition in White Cement and Building Materials, which was held in Al
Hussein Sport City, Amman/Jordan on May 8, 2017 and May 9, 2017. The conference was
organized by the Arab Company for White Cement Industry ACWCI, with the participation
of the leaders’ companies in building material and construction sectors, both nationally and
internationally. The author of the paper gave a lecture at the conference called “The
Aesthetics of White Cement and its Uses in the Past and the Present”. The lecture explained
the advantages of white cement and its wide range uses, also the collaboration between
architectural students at architectural design 4 course with the ACWCI as an experimental
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study. Results as architectural products (posters and models) were exhibited during
conference days.

3.2 FUTURISTIC VISION
The general manager of ACWCI, Eng. Khaled Tarawneh praised the outstanding
educational level that Jordan University of Science and Technology JUST architectural
students have, he also emphasized the importance of the continuation and development of
such experiments, that aims to minimize the gap between academic field and professional
practice. Both practicing professionals, either architects or professionals working in the
building material and construction sectors nationals and internationals, also academicians
from several Jordanian universities who attended the conference and have checked out
students’ work at the conference exhibition had the same impression. One of the valid future
suggestions, is to start to learn architecture design by building one to one scale small projects
by students on a semester or a year base, many architectural schools in the west and the US
has similar approaches and programs in order for students to gain practical knowledge. In
Jordan, it is still shy attempts and not systematically designed through the curriculum. It is
very important to work on including more practical courses in Jordanian architecture schools’
curriculums. As a fast step forward, an elective course was suggested by the author to teach
material advance studies, the course will focus essentially on research and practical part in the
building material field. The course has initial approval to be on the first semester courses of
the upcoming academic year (2017-2018).

4. Conclusion
The gap is affecting both sides; academic knowledge on one hand and professional
practice on the other, this resulted in providing less qualified architects for the market, thus,
affecting the quality of the built environment in the long run, in my opinion. After a thorough
research, most of the evidences suggested that knowledge exchange is a crucial part of the
solution, that is why practicing professionals need to revise and expertise from the academic
knowledge provided by universities, in order to establish evidence based design through
scientific research, to raise the profession standards. On the other side, students will gain
practical experience and will be up to date with what is recent in the profession that is
growing vastly.
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In Jordan, the architectural education system lacks interventions that aims to fill the
gap between both worlds (academia and practice), this experiment provided a trial to that
through an architectural design course by reaching for the practicing society for knowledge
exchange, organizing practicing professional lectures, and inside design studio workshops.
Design studios not only are used for teaching architectural design, it is a comprehensive
educating approach that must deal with the various architectural elements, that is why this
experiment was proceeded as a material lab this time, and it could be altered each semester to
adapt another architectural element to explore the potentiality of it in improving student
understanding to the building. This paper presents an attempt of producing better
understanding for students of the various architectural elements such as building materials and
other forces which affect the designing process, eventually resulting in improving the final
architectural product, through the academic phase of architecture by coming closer to the
practice world. It is just one step towards the solution, the next step should take the
development of the architectural education system in Jordan as a whole and direct it toward
new systems taking into consideration more practical methodologies, this can be achieved by
improving architectural curriculums to make such experiments and interventions naturally
integrated to the architectural educational system in Jordan.
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Abstract
The focus of the study was on how features of candidate talk in the IELTS Speaking Test
(IST) relates to the high and low score they receive. Overall, the aim of this study was to
identify the candidate discourse feature that distinguishes their English proficiency
levels in the IST. Therefore, this study demonstrated as follows. Firstly, the organisation
of the interaction of the IST. Secondly, the function of Conversation Analysis (CA)
approach applied in the IST. Lastly, the important discussion is to classify the
relationship between the candidate talk and the score that they were given in the IST.
Furthermore, the study found the classifications of interaction in the IST that indicates
the high and low score of the candidate speaking performance in which to identify the
candidate talk in relation to the lexis, syntax, and other forms of language they produce,
and also how they develop their personal identity by showing that the candidate is a high
achiever for their future goals during the speech in the IST. Additionally, the data of
spoken interactions between the examiner and the candidate were taken from IELTS
official website and YouTube, and the data transcripts would be based on the
transcription conventions of conversation analysis.

Keywords: Candidate Talk, IELTS Speaking Test, High- and Low-scoring Candidate,
Conversation Analysis.

1. Introduction
It is commonly understood that several tests have been provided to measure the
academic speaking or oral ability of the students as one of the requirements to enrol the
1
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Scholarship
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university level especially in the English-speaking countries, and one of which is IELTS
speaking test (Ducasse & Brown, 2011). However, Issitt (2008: 131) has suggested that
taking the IELTS speaking test would be “more tension” for the candidates as they are
assessed in a short time individually, and also due to having waited for several times
would make them nervous. Therefore, Issitt (2008) proposed several strategies dealing
with the IELTS Speaking Test in his study. Consequently, the issues regarding of how to
identify the spoken discourse of candidates which includes their form and function of the
language use, and the “behaviour of the oral examiner” in the speaking test on how the
examiner gives support to the candidate, and a number of interactions established among
interviewer and interviewee, have recently been a research interest for most researchers
(Taylor, 2000; O’Loughlin, 2002; Seedhouse, 2012).
In regard to concerning the criteria of how to measure the English-speaking ability of
the candidate, Brown et al. (2005) as cited in Brown (2006) pointed out that there are
four major points which included in the assessment of speaking performance, as follows;
a) the linguistic competences of the candidate, which includes the grammar and lexical
resources; b) the fluency which considers the rate of the speech, pause, and repair; c) the
pronunciation; and d) the content of the speech. In addition to that, there are two major
issues, linguistic capability and interactional issues in which the students may fail in
Oral Proficiency Interviews (OPIs) (He, 1998; Seedhouse, 2012). However, Douglas
argues that it seems to be unequal in speaking test to give a similar score to the candidate
by only relying on grammar, fluency and coherence, vocabulary and pronunciation in
which “the speakers may produce qualitatively different performance and yet receive
similar ratings” (1994: 125). Additionally, Douglas (1994: 126) points out that in the
study of Douglas and Selinker (1993), in most of speaking proficiency test, although the
candidate produces a “rhetorical complexity” in his talk, it would not be assessed based
on its category, but it would be evaluated based on the grammar, since the rhetorical
complexity is not in the scoring category, and the assessment of grammar would be more
relevant to it.
Furthermore, for the purpose of the discussion, the primary focus of this study is to
comprehend the relationship between candidates talk and the score they receive in the
IST. According to the study of Lazaraton (2002: 161), she identified the “live
examination performance” on how to see the connection between candidates talk and
their score in which it focuses on the language features produced, and the different
scores that the candidates received. In addition to that, Lazaraton (2002: 161-162) adds
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that “there has been a very little published work on the empirical relationship between
candidate speech output and assigned ratings” (see also Seedhouse, 2012: 3). Therefore,
it is key to observe this particular matter, as the embodiment of identifying the
relationship between candidates talk and their scores would “provide valuable input for
validation processes” (Seedhouse et al., 2014: 5).
Therefore, this study will attempt to demonstrate as follows. Firstly, the organisation
of the interaction of the IST. Secondly, the function of CA approach in the IST. Lastly,
the relationship between the candidate talk and the score that they get in the IST based
on the observations of Seedhouse et al. (2014). In addition to that, the classifications of
interaction in the IST that indicate the high and low score of the candidate speaking
performance in order to identify the candidate talk in relation to the lexis, syntax and
other forms and functions of language they produce, and also how they develop their
personal identity by showing that the candidate is “a high achiever” for their future goals
during the speech in the IST (Seedhouse, 2012: 1; Seedhouse et al., 2014). Furthermore,,
the data of spoken interactions between the examiner and the candidate from IELTS
official website and YouTube, and the data transcripts would be based on the
transcription conventions of Seedhouse (2004) and Atkinson & Heritage (1984) of
conversation analysis.

2. The Interactional Organisation of the IELTS Speaking Test (IST)
The substantial matter that needs to be understood before identifying the connection
between candidate speech and the band score they receive is the interactional
organisation of the IST, as it could act as a catalyst for comprehending the institutional
goal of the IST, and also to differentiate its interactional organisation and “the
benchmark of free conversation” (Seedhouse & Harris, 2011: 6). In addition, the other
key issues that will be exemplified in this study is the relationship between candidate talk
and the score that they will get. Thus, Seedhouse (2012: 10) suggests that it should bear
in mind to understand the background of “how the interaction is organised” and how the
function of the interactional organisation in order to distinguish “the high- and lowscoring behaviour” of the candidate.
Furthermore, it is important to know the overview of the interactional organisation in
the IST as follows (Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006; Seedhouse & Harris, 2011, Seedhouse,
2012). It is illustrated that the organisation of turn-taking and sequence in the IST has
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positively linked to the rule of the IST. In part 1, it is a question from the examiner and
subsequently the candidate answers adjacency pairs. In part 2, it is a long turn speaking
by the candidate, “started off by a prompt from the examiner and sometimes rounded off
with examiner question” (Seedhouse, 2012: 10). In part 3, it is a question from the
examiner, and candidate answers adjacency pairs, this part is basically the same with the
part 1, but the question in part 3 would be more complex, and there will be an
engagement of a discussion between the examiner and the candidate. In order to follow
the institutional goal of the IST, Seedhouse & Harris (2011: 14) describe that the topic
provided by the examiner is “pre-determined” as it has been “written out in advanced in
script”, and the examiner should follow the script without any additional information.
Another thing to be considered is how the interactional organisation could be able to
distinguish between the high- and low-scoring tests (Seedhouse, 2012). Furthermore,
Seedhouse & Harris (2011: 15) describe that in part 1 and part 3 of the IST, the
component of “turn-taking, adjacency pairs and topic” are all gathered in the basic
organisation of the IST. In this case, Seedhouse & Harris have divided two elements of
all questions asked by the examiners; the first element is “an adjacency pair”, in which
the candidate should respond or answer the question of the examiner, and the second
element is “a topic”, in which the candidate should develop or provide more explanation
and description about the topic given. This particular organisation classified as “topicscripted question-answer (Q-A) adjacency pair” (2011: 15). From this classification,
Seedhouse (2012: 11), therefore, presents the concepts of “topic-as- script” and “topicas-action”. As a consequence, this concept could lead to determining the candidates’
score in the IST which will be demonstrated further in the discussion.

3. The Function of Conversation Analysis (CA) Approach in the
IELTS Speaking Test (IST)
In order to identify the relationship between candidates talk and their score in the
IST, it is substantial to employ the Conversation Analysis (CA) approach, as Seedhouse
(2012) suggests that CA is not only functioned to comprehend the interactional
organisation, but also to analyse the speaking performance of the candidate in the IST.
Also, Seedhouse (2004: 12) examines that the purpose of the CA analysis is to
“develop an emic perspective” or participant perspective in order that the participant
would be able to “achieve the organisation and order” of the interaction in which both
of the interlocutors could have a shared understanding of their action when they talk, in
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terms of turn-taking, adjacency pair and sequence of their interaction. Additionally, it is
the belief of Seedhouse (2012: 8) that CA analysis is more appropriate to identify “lowand high-scoring candidate” in the IST, “as it is an inductive approach which examines
the micro-detail of the interaction” which analyses both verbal and non-verbal
behaviour of the interlocutor.
Furthermore, several studies have applied the CA approach to identify the candidate
discourse in the speaking test as follows. In the study of Lazaraton (2002), she
undertook the CA approach by observing the comparison between the discourse
produced by the candidates and their band scores in the IST in order to make sure the
suitability of how to comprehend the speaking assessment of the candidate’s discourse
in the language testing context. Additionally, Seedhouse (2011) points out that the
implementation of CA approach is also used in the study of “Richards and Seedhouse’s
(2005) model of “description leading to informed action” (p. 39). In this context, they
have suggested that in order to create equality among candidates in the Speaking Test,
it is, then, substantial to assure the “validity by standardisation of examiner talk”.
Moreover, Seedhouse & Harris (2010) also employ the CA approach in their study.
They classified the high- and low-scoring candidate in the IST by examining candidate
responses in part 1 and 3. In addition to that, they found that the candidate who
accomplished the high score has a tendency to elaborate the topic given by providing
more instances and explanations in his talk. On the other hand, the low- scoring
candidate tends to respond the examiner with a long pause, a short turn and provides
less contribution to the speaking test (see also Seedhouse, 2014).
Therefore, by understanding the function of CA model from several studies, as
above mentioned earlier, in analysing the spoken interaction of oral proficiency test, it
is, then, argued that the use of CA approach would be more appropriate to be employed
in this study by investigating of how to see the relationship between candidate
discourse and their band scores.

4. The Relationship between Candidate Talk and the Score in the
IST
In this part of the study will attempt to outline the relationship between candidate
talk and the score they receive in the IST. Although the candidate talk or discourse
feature is not categorised produced in the band descriptors of the ITS, it is the belief of
Seedhouse et al. (2014) that the performance of the candidate talk would impress the
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examiner, as it could be able to give a significant influence on their score.
Furthermore, the outline of this analysis will be based on the study of Seedhouse,
(2012) and Seedhouse et al. (2014). As above mentioned, the spoken discourse of the
candidate will employ CA approach based on the transcription conventions of
Seedhouse (2004) and Atkinson & Heritage (1984). For the purpose this analysis, this
study will attempt to illustrate the comparison between a high- and low-scoring
candidates in order to comprehend its difference.

4.1. Topical Coherence
Topic is a key feature of candidate success in the IST, as Seedhouse & Harris
suggest that in order to achieve a high score in the IST, the candidate requires
following the instruction as follows; “a) understand the question they have been
asked; b) provide an answer to the question; c) identify the topic inherent in the
question; and; d) develop the topic inherent in the question” (2014: 12). In this
context, it will be compared the high- and low-scoring participant in relation to the
way they coherently address the topic given.
Extract 1
1 E: ↑Do you think that’s::(0.1) the way that(.)the:: news
2
any reported is generally goods: em::(0.1)in er:: or
3
in different media, newspaper, on television,(0.2)and
4
radio.
5 C:→ m:::(0.3)I thought er:::(0.3)newspaper(.)is quite good
6
fo::r(0.2) our causes er:: in not just [meing::](0.2)
7
[yun](0.2) it’s m::: ((say in whisper)) reading
8
newspaper is quite (0.1) I think is quite good hobby(.)
9

[yeah]
The extract 1 exemplifies the low-scoring candidate (score 4.0), in which he

struggles more to answer the question proven by the way he displays a hesitation
marker, ‘er::’ and ‘m::’ with lengthy pauses. The most crucial issue is that he could not
address the question coherently, as he was previously asked about his opinion regarding
the news from different types of media such as; newspaper, radio, and television, but
eventually, he only describes his opinion about the newspaper. In addition to that, in his
final statement, he utters that “I think it’s quite a good hobby” in line 8. From his
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statement, it can be noticeable that he misleads with the question, as he, further, talk
about his hobby. Therefore, this feature of discourse fails to provide the information
about the topic coherently.
Extract 2
118 E:.hh >what are some important< programs(.)for
119
communities, to provide their residents.
120 C:→well(.)I think that(.)a very important program ↓is
121
athletic(0.1)because(.)>many people say<(0.1)a
122
123

healthy population ↓is a happy population(0.2)so I
think(.)it’s important >for the community leaders< to

124

ensure that(.)the sports club like tennis, football,

125

are available and

to all of their residents.

On the other hand, the candidate in extract 2 is the embodiment of high-scoring
candidate (score 9.0). The participant in this extract has successfully addressed the
topic with the coherent and succinct response in line 121. Additionally, in order to link
his argument coherently, he uses the markers ‘so’ in line 122 to connect the clauses,
and also, he use the adverbial clause for reasoning ‘because’ in line 121, it is, then,
proven by his ability to link his talk logically in a proper sequence.

4.2.Controlling Trouble/Repair
Extract 3
90 E: .hh(.) er:: ↑what characteristics are:
91
advantages(.)and:: which are disadvantages for social
92
leaders.
93 C:→m:: a hard question.
94 can I: just think for a [moment.]
95 E:

[↑sure

] >take your time<.

96 C:→okay.
97
98
99

(0.3)
well:: I guess if I had to think(.)of er:: a key
personality trait(.)for a good leader(0.1)it would be::

100
101

confidence(.)>if a person is< confident(.)they can
really gain the respect and:: trust >of their audience<.
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102

On the other hand(.)a disadvantages of >a good leader

103
104

would be someone< who:: displays(.)socially
irresponsible behaviour like, drinking, or gambling.

The candidate in extract 3 receives the high score (9.0). In this context, the
candidate has successfully controlled the trouble occurs in her speech by repairing
the question to the examiner in line 94. The candidate just wants to make sure
whether her interpretation regarding the question is relevant to her further response.
Also, although the candidate initially struggles with the topic, she still produces a
discourse in line 93, in which the candidate simultaneously responds by saying ‘a
hard question’. This particular action can be a strategy for the candidate to think
about the topic rather than just keeping silent or using a filler. Ultimately, after
asking for clarification, the examiner, then, confirms the candidate repair in line 95,
and agree with the candidate interpretation.

Extract 4
36 E: ↑what kind of things, >do you think people will enjoy<
37

doing in the ↑future.

38 C:→what kind of people .hh(0.2)m::
39 E: what kind of hobby(.)would be popular(.)in the future.
The extract 4 is positively different from extract 3, as this extract embodies the
low-scoring candidate (score 3.0). In this situation, the candidate finds it difficult to
answer the question, she, thus, tries to repair the question displayed in line 38.
However, instead of repeating the question, the examiner directly moves to the
following topic in line 39, which is more specific about the previous question.
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4.3. Display Engagement with the Topic
Extract 5

In extract 5, the candidate achieves a high score in the IST (8.0). In this example of
talk indicates that the candidate fully engages with the topic, and it is displayed in line
57, he successfully responses and develops the advantages of being a famous people,
and also in line 63, he does not forget to address its disadvantages. Furthermore, the
candidate engagement with the topic also impressed the examiner to ask the following
question in line 71. Consequently, it can be clearly seen that the candidate develops the
topic with more elaborations and supported by the evidence, as Seedhouse (2012)
examines that the engagement of the candidate with the topic given is elaborated
“beyond minimal information and by providing multiple examples” (p. 21). Therefore,
candidate talk in extract 3 is classified as the concept of “topic-as- action” introduced
by Seedhouse (2012: 11).
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4.4. Successful Repetition & Identity Construction
Extract 6
105 E:.hh er:: if you could be a leader in your
106

neighborhood.(0.2)What social issue would you ↑address

107 C:→so:: what you are asking is(.)<if I were a leader> what
108

social issue(.)I would like to [↑change]

109 E:

[↑yes

] exactly.

110 C:→Okay↓ well(.)a hot topic in my community
111
is::(.)the:: >high cost of< post secondary
112
education(0.1)many students in er:: >college and
113
university< really struggle to pay their tuition
114
fees(0.1) so:: if I were a leader(.)I would try and make
115
116
117

er:: strong initiative(.)to create >some sort of
program< with either free:: or subsidized(0.1)
>post secondary education<.

In extract 6, the candidate achieves the high score (score 9.0). There are two
major factors why the candidate in extract 8 gets a higher score. Firstly, she has
successfully repeated the question of the examiner, by confirming her understanding
about the topic to the examiner in line 107 and 108. Subsequently, the examiner
provides a positive response to the candidate by saying ‘yes, exactly’ in line 109.
Therefore, the candidate can continue her speaking confidently, as she considers that
she is on the right path.
Another factor that indicates the candidate in extract 8 receives 9.0 band score
since she successfully constructs her personal identity in line 114 until the end of her
talk, as Seedhouse et al. (2010) examine that the candidate who can show the aspect of
his identity in the speaking test may give a positive impact on his score. In this
occasion, the candidate demonstrates her intellectual and modesty that she is a
missioner proven by her concern in the educational setting. This particular discourse
was successfully addressed by Seedhouse (2012) and Seedhouse et al. (2014), in
which it can give a positive impression to the examiner.
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Extract 7
126 E: and the:: ↑what training(.)do you need for you:r(.)job.
127 C:→.hh m:: in fact .hh m:: there is no::(.)a very m:: very
128

well designed system: in this field(0.3)a::nd my job

129
130

i:s dental system(0.1)bu::t(0.3)>everyone can be a
dental<(0.2)assistant I think.
The candidate with a low score (score 5.0), on the other hand, tend to develop the

topic by displaying that he is a modest person and “often localised aspirations”
according to Seedhouse (2012: 30). In her talk, the candidate is asked about the
training that she needs for her job in line 126. However, in her respond, she illustrates
that her job is not a well-designed system in her job in line 127 and 128. Moreover, by
showing her modesty, she considers that everyone can be a dentist. From, this
example, it can be noticeable that the candidate does not portray her job as
optimistically well designed. In addition to identity construction in the candidate talk,
Lazaraton et al. (2008) present the concept of Language Proficiency Identity (LPID),
they suggest that this particular area or analysis need to more investigated, especially
how the impression of the examiner in relation to the candidates’ LPID which they
construct during the talk (see also Seedhouse, 2012: 31).

4.5. ‘Colloquial’ delivery
Extract 8
77 E: the use of >famous people< in the:: advertising(.)in
78
79

other things(.)d’you think there is an: negative
effect(.)especially on young people.

80 C:→er:: at time(.)yes:: >there are some of<
81
the advertisements(.)which are not or not er:::
82
y’know(0.2)they- they are offensive(0.2)to the younger
generation

The high-scoring candidate is exemplified in this extract (score 8.0). The
candidate in this interaction has proven her ability to impress the examiner by
displaying her ‘colluqial delivery’ or “native-speaker delivery” (Seedhouse, et al.,
2014: 19) such as; ‘y’know’ in line 82. Although in fact, the candidate is not a native
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speaker of English, she is still able to sound like a native speaker in this particular
context. Seedhouse & Harris examine that this certain discourse has a positive impact
on the score of the candidate, as it would be able to establish a “holistic impression of
the examiner” (2014: 19).

4.6. Lexical Choice
Extract 9

The candidate in extract 9 exemplifies a high-scoring participant in the IST (9.0).
The candidate successfully develops the topic by using a relatively less common
lexical choice, in which he uses the words such as ‘vital’, ‘stability’, ‘individual’ and
‘essential’. Moreover, the way the candidate develops the topic and the choice of
lexical items indicate that she is an educated and an intellectual person and has a high
level of social status (Seedhouse, 2012).

4.7. Hesitation Marker
Extract 10
30 E: ↑what- what are the most popular types of hobby
31 in korea(.)now(0.1)↑what the most people like to
do.
32 (3.2)
33 C:→(ca)er::(1.2) many koreans like reading
34
.hh and talk about(2.0)m:::(2.5)talk abou:t others(.)
35
[yeah] .hh m:::(2.5) m:: and some:: person(1.3)er::
36
like to(1.2)go to the movies (0.2)
The low-scoring candidate tends to doubt and display any hesitation in the talk.
The extract 10 exemplifies the candidate who gets a low score (3.0). In this analysis,
the candidate is indicated to be less fluent and struggles more to answer the question
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and tend to display any hesitation markers such as; ‘m:::’ and ‘er:::’ in line 33, 34,
and 35. Consequently, this particular feature of speaking, portraying floor holders or
hesitation markers may influence the candidate’s score in terms of fluency as it is
depicted in the band descriptors (Seedhouse et al., 2014).

4.8. Syntax
Extract 11

The candidate in extract 11 achieves a high score (score 9.0) because of her
ability to develop the topic using a complex sentence. Seedhouse (2012: 24) examines
that the capability of the candidate “to develop the topic is often linked to the ability
to construct syntax”. It can be clearly seen that the candidate in extract 11 uses a
complex syntax and construct the sentence with subordinate clause, using an adverbial
clause for reasoning, ‘because’ in line 149. In addition to that, she displays her ability
to use a variety of tense, in line 144 she uses a past tense, in line 147 she constructs a
perfect tense, and in line 149 until the end of the talk, she uses a present tense.
Therefore, the use of complex sentence and the ability develop the topic are linear to
each other, as it could lead to increasing the candidate’s score in terms of grammar.
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5. Conclusion
As above seen, this study has presented the institutional organisation of the IST
(Seedhouse et al., 2006; Seedhouse, 2012), the function of CA approach in relation to
analysing the micro-detail of a conversation (Seedhouse, 2004) in the IST, and the
primary discussion of this study is to analyse the relationship between candidates talk
and the score they receive in the IST. In addition, it can be proven form the analysis
above that the speaking feature of the candidate has a positive relation to the discourse
they produce during the test (Seedhouse, 2012; Seedhouse et al., 2014). Therefore, it is
suggested that this particular investigation needs to take into consideration for the
purpose of creating a valid and reliable oral speaking test, especially in the IELTS
Speaking Test.
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1. Introduction
The term ‘language policy’ is still continuing to convey its specific definition, as
this particular term often interchangeably collides with the term ‘language planning’.
It is, then, substantial to make a clear distinction between these terminologies.
Schiffman (1996) defined the term language policy as the official authorisation that
has been agreed and decided by the legislators in order to be implemented by the
society. Additionally, Spolsky and Shohamy (2000) stated that language policy is
illustrated as an instrument used by the government to change the use and the status a
particular language. In addition to its purposes, language policy is defined as the
national language and culture which are functioned as a means of education, job,
training and language status (Ager, 1996). On the other hand, the term language
planning is the progress of regulating the language and focus on its implementation
and status planning in a speech community (Spolsky and Shohamy 2000; Ager, 2001).
Therefore, from the definitions, it can be summarised that language policy and
language planning are positively associated with each other, as the successful
language policy is definitely supported by the language planning.
In the case of Indonesia, its language policy has become an interesting instance to
discuss. Beginning from its diversity, Indonesia consists of over 13,000 islands and
has approximately 700 languages among a significant number of different ethnic
groups (Simbolon, 1999). The diversity of Indonesia faces various challenges in the
development and implementation of the national language in order to unite the nation
(Paauw, 2009).

On the other hand, there have been persistent struggles of the

Indonesian government to keep maintaining the national language and preserving the
vernacular languages (Simanjuntak, 2009). It is suggested that the more Indonesian
language is being observed, the more vernacular or minority languages will be
discovered, as in the study of Simbolon (1999), there have been only 410 languages
over approximately 700 languages have been investigated. Therefore, in this paper,
the author will examine and critically evaluate the implementations and implications
of language policy in Indonesia. Subsequently, for the purpose of the discussion,
firstly the writer will attempt to describe and discuss the context of language policy in
Indonesia and its implication towards the minority languages. Furthermore, the author
will attempt to examine the language policy’s implementation on education and
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language teaching in Indonesia and ultimately, summarise the conclusion of the
discussion.

2. Context and Implication of Language Policy in Indonesia
2.1. Context
Prior to the independence of Indonesia in 1945, the language planning has been
initiated since long time ago (Simanjuntak, 2009). It was in 1928, the Youth Pledge or
“Sumpah Pemuda” was conducted in which a thousand of young people declared that
Bahasa Indonesia is the unifying language, as stated in the pledge “one land, one
nation, one language” (Paauw, 2009), and intended to replace the Dutch language as a
means of both formal and informal communications (Wanandi, 2002). Consequently,
after the Dutch’s imperialism, Indonesia upheld and spread the value of nationalism to
all parts of the nations since its independence which was proclaimed by Ir. Soekarno,
the first President of Indonesia on 17th of August 1945, as the embodiment of the
nationalist movement and expression for the unity of a multifarious ethnic groups who
lived in the archipelago (Bertrand, 2003).
Although the idea of “one land, one nation, and one language” seems to be
monolingual, the establishment of sense of identity and sense of nationhood bring all
the diverse ethnic community to unite and to avoid any conflicts and other potential
risks that could happen among the society (Paauw, 2009). Furthermore, Alisjahbana
(1962) states that “the more Indonesian people learned to express themselves as
Indonesian, the more conscious they became of the ties which linked them” (p. 29). It
was proven when the economic and political instability occurred in 1998, the unity of
Indonesian was still kept maintaining by most of the society (Wright, 2004). This is
how the government keeps showering the value of nationhood in order to maintain the
stability of the nation.
In addition, Bahasa Indonesia is basically the root of Bahasa Melayu or Malay
language which is widely used as a lingua franca in the coastal areas of Indonesia in
Sumatera, and also widely spoken by several countries in Southeast Asia such as
Singapore, Malaysia and Brunei Darussalam (Simanjuntak, 2009). In order to state its
own national identity, Malay was renamed as Indonesian in the Youth Congress
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which was held on 28th of October 1928. Despite the richness and the number of
interlocutors of Malay in Indonesia at that moment, it had been challenged by
Javanese language, the most dominant local language compared to others, which was
constituted 45 percent of the inhabitants of Indonesia (Kennedy, 1945) and the
language itself possessed a multifarious literary tradition (Dardjowidjojo, 1998).
The status of Bahasa Indonesia as the national language is clearly stated in 1945’s
Constitution, chapter XV (verse 36). Following this, the position of Bahasa Indonesia
was enforced as the official language in the 1950’s Constitution, chapter IV, as it is
considered to emphasise the significant value of nationalism which becomes the
actionable resolution for the development and the implementation of the Indonesian
language policy (Moeliono, 1986).
Furthermore, for the purpose of standardisation, the language seminar was
conducted on 16th of August 1972, the spelling standardization was successfully
achieved for the language use in written form (Nababan, 1991). In addition to that, the
Indonesian Extensive Dictionary or “Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia” has been
successfully accomplished in the Fifth Language Congress in 1988 (Simandjuntak,
2009). This is how the language policy and planning enforced by the government in
order to strengthen the national language position through standardisation
(Simandjuntak, 1972). However, there was an issue of lack of lexical items when
Indonesia reaching the status of national language, the language was partially
contributed from Javanese vocabularies, but there were several cultural and social
restrictions of Javanese vocabularies (Dardjowidjojo, 1998). Therefore, some of the
lexical items were borrowed from foreign language, English such as “komputer, disket,
laser, relevan, spiral” (Dardjowidjojo, 1998: 41).

2.2. Implication towards minority languages
Beside the enforcement of national language, government of Indonesia also
promotes the idea of multilingualism or linguistic diversity by preserving and
maintaining the diverse vernacular languages in Indonesia (Renandya, 2004).
However, in reality, there has been a little attention on the cultivations of the local
language, as it is proven by a consecutive language planning and instructions are
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authoritatively made by a particular language agency under the Ministry of Education
of the Republic of Indonesia (Idris, 2014).
In regards to concerning the development of Bahasa Indonesia and the vernacular
languages, there have been several attempts enforced by the government, starting
from establishing the Language Centre or “Balai Bahasa” in 1948, the Language and
Culture Institute or “Lembaga Bahasa dan Budaya” in 1952, National Centre for
Language Development or “Pusat Pembinaan dan Pengembangan Bahasa”, and up to
now the Language Board or “Badan Bahasa”, all of these institutions are controlled
under the Ministry of Education (Idris, 2014).
As a result of the significant expansion of national language, the number of its
interlocutors increase immensely. Additionally, it is commonly understood that
nowadays most of the Indonesian people are multilingual, they have multiple
language competences with, at least, one vernacular language combined with Bahasa
Indonesia (Lo Bianco, 2012). As the exemplification of my personal language
competence, I am originated from Bugis ethnicity, I, therefore, can speak Buginese.
Furthermore, I can speak Bahasa Indonesia, as it is widely used in the educational
setting, ranging from primary school until higher education. Moreover, because of my
University in Bachelor Degree was based in Makassar city, I am consequently able to
speak Makassar variety. In addition to that, I also speak English, as it is important for
me to obtain excellent academic resources at Newcastle University. This particular
case does not only happen to me, but also many of Indonesian people are multilingual
and even acquire more languages. Thus, it can be seen that this particular context
reveals the successful of Indonesia in establishing a single language as the official
language in a multicultural and multilingual society, and this could also lead to
making the relationship Bahasa Indonesia and vernaculars become diglossic (Idris,
2014). In this case, the use of Bahasa Indonesia is widely used for inter-group
communication in a formal setting such as education, law, administration, while
vernaculars are generally used for intra-ethnic communication in an informal setting
(Nababan, 1991). In addition to that, according to Dardjowidjodjo (1998), the
functions of Bahasa Indonesia and vernaculars are different, in which the official
language is functioned as “business language”, whereas the vernaculars are used as
“family language” (p. 45).
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The rapid spreading of Bahasa Indonesia has become a moot point, whether or not
the emergence of Bahasa Indonesia could act as a catalyst for the endangerment of
the local or vernacular languages. In the current study of Suryadinata, et al. (2003),
they suggested that the development of Bahasa Indonesia has fortified particular
languages and also deteriorated others, this is due to the fact that national language is
essential for nation-building progress, and however, there are still several parts of
minority groups in Indonesia are not fluent to speak Bahasa Indonesia, as they do not
use it in daily conversation. However, the findings of the study of Suryadinata, et al.
(2003) has positively contradicted the previous study from Alwi (2000) in which he
observed the number of interlocutors of major vernacular languages in Indonesia, and
his findings found that the number of speakers were stable over the 1980 until 1990
period. Additionally, Alwi (2000) also argues that the increase use of official
language has not considerably declining the locals or vernaculars. This is due to the
fact that the position of local languages remains exist and have a role to express the
ethnic identities of the interlocutors even in the big city such as Jakarta in which
Bahasa Indonesia is functioned as a means of intercultural communication
(Lowenberg, 1991). Nonetheless, this particular point still need to be updated in a
longer period of time.
Despite the fact that there is a wide range of local or vernacular languages in
Indonesia, the people are still mutually intelligible by using Bahasa Indonesia with
many different accents and pronunciations as a major distinction (Nababan, 1991). As
a prime example of pronunciation difference between Sundanese and Buginese when
uttering Indonesian words. Sundanese interlocutors have a problem of pronouncing
variable /f/ and /v/ and pronouncing those variables as /p/ such as “factor” becomes
“paktor”. On the other hand, Buginese people have an issue of pronouncing the final
nasal sounds, /m/ and /n/ and pronouncing it as velar nasal /ŋ/ such as “makan”
becomes /makaŋ/. Therefore, all the stakeholders in the country such as the
educational system, the mass media, the civil service, have worked together in order
to minimise the major differences among the vernacular varieties and also deal with
the increase number of the interlocutors of the language (Nababan, 1991).
Although the domains of use of the locals or vernaculars are restricted in the
society (Nababan, 1991), the right of the development and existence of vernacular
language are still being guaranteed to be protected (Idris, 2014). This is proven by the
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position of vernacular language in Indonesia stated in the Constitution (Explication of
Chapter XV, article 36) in which it ensures the maintenance of vernacular languages
which are properly preserved by their interlocutors. In addition to that, Nababan (1985)
has stated that the spread of Bahasa Indonesia has not been seen as a discouragement
and threat to the preservation of using vernaculars. Despite the maintenance of
vernacular languages, only a few of them have been successfully maintained,
especially the in the western part Indonesia such as Javanese and Sundanese which
are widely spoken and classified as the larger vernacular languages in Indonesia, and
there are still minority languages in the eastern part of Indonesia are being endangered
and need to be preserved (Musgrave, 2008). The recent study of Idris (2014) reports
that a few varieties such as Tarwali, Kolo and Sanggar are dying in Bima, Nusa
Tenggara Timur (NTT), a province in eastern part of Indonesia, this is due to the fact
that most of the interlocutors have shifted the language to Bahasa Indonesia and the
little awareness of the young speaker to learn the varieties. As a consequence, Idris
(2014) has suggested that the language policy and planning that concern on the
empowerment of minority groups to maintain or preserve the roles of their local
languages need to be implemented or made.

3. Implementation in Educational setting and Language Teaching in
Indonesia
In relation with the language policy in educational context in Indonesia, the
government has legalised the use of regional or vernacular languages of the students
as means of instruction in order to support the teaching process. This particular
regulation is allowed in the level of kindergarten and in the first three years at primary
school level, as it is regulated in 1950’s Constitution No. 4, Chapter IV in section 5.
In addition to that, this regulation is also emphasised in the 1989’s Constitution No.
30. The main purpose of this consent is that the government considers the perceiving
information of the learners in that level is vital, “if it is deemed necessary”
(Dardjowidjodjo, 1998: 44). In other words, this particular policy is only applied in
rural area where the majority of the learners’ daily communicative language is not
Bahasa Indonesia, while in the big city such as Jakarta, Bahasa Indonesia is still used
a means of instruction. However, there could be a challenge for schools in the village
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where the children have different local languages. For example, the Buginese which
the children acquired from their parent in Sidrap regency is clearly noticeable as
different from the one acquired by the parent in Enrekang regency, although the
location is only separated by the regional border. In this case, the languages are not
mutually intelligible, so that, there should be two vernacular languages of instruction
in the first three years of primary school in that region. Thus, if this case occurs,
Wright (2004) suggests that Bahasa Indonesia would be the rewarding choice in order
to create an equal opportunity among the society especially in education context.
Although it is noticeable that the construction of language and culture have been
recently developed in the education curriculum of Indonesia, Simanjuntak (2009)
reports that the awareness of teachers to teach vernacular language only to follow the
curriculum rather than to cultivate the value of the cultures to their students. This is
because of the lack of concern from teachers (Simbolon, 1999) and the lack of
awareness that language truly represents the identity of the interlocutors (Joseph,
2004). Additionally, it is clearly regulated in the primary purpose of the recent
curriculum of language teaching in Indonesia is to focus on ‘discourse competence’,
in which it concerns on the “changing perspective on language, from a test for
nationalism to realistic daily basis roles” (Simanjuntak, 2009: 16). Furthermore,
Alwasilah (1998) has suggested that the cultivation of the value of vernaculars should
not be restricted by the development of official language throughout the nation.
On the other hand, the widespread of Bahasa Indonesia as a national language
has brought the most essential factor in the development of literacy and educational
system (Paauw, 2009). It is proven when the Dutch’s imperialism in 1930, Moeliono
(1993) reports that only 30.8% of the Indonesian population over age of 10 was
literate (p. 129). Following this, there has been a significant growth in 1996, after the
independence, as Bukhari (1996) confirms that the percentage of inhabitants who is
literate in Indonesia was 87.26% (p. 28). This phenomenon embodies the expanding
availability of primary education throughout the country, and has a remarkable effect
on the literacy of the national language (Paauw, 2009). Furthermore, the idea of
literary in this context is the ability to read and write, and the implication of this could
catalyse the opportunity to get a better education and professional career
(Simanjuntak, 2009).
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In regard to concerning the foreign language teaching in Indonesia, English is
considered to be substantial for the development of modern technology and scientific
knowledge (Montolalu & Suryadinata, 2007). In addition to that, since the
independence of Indonesia, English has become a compulsory subject for both junior
and senior high school level in order that the learners would be able to write and read
the scientific paper in English (Jazadi, 2008). Furthermore, the existence of English
brings a lot of benefits in many areas such as education, business, diplomacy and
cultural promotion, which can support the national development (Idris, 2014). On the
other hand, the development of English in Indonesia has become a moot point, as the
policy makers also consider the negative impact of this language that may cause the
national identity and culture (Heryanto, 2007). Despite the negative consequence,
government of Indonesia enforces the policies which simultaneously preserve and
secure the national identity, while actively keep up with the globalisation and
international education standard, and impose the language policies that oratorically
intent to overcome the Herderian, ‘one nation-one language’ ideology (Zentz, 2012).

4.

Conclusion
Ultimately, from the discussion, it can be seen that Indonesia can be categorised

as the successful nation in implementing the language policy (Dardjowidjodjo, 1998),
although there are several complex issues arise, and that is principally the nature of
the multilingual society. Beginning from the paradox of upholding the idea of
nationalism by having one language policy, while preserving the value of local culture
or vernacular languages.
In addition to the context of language education in the country, there has been
several attempts enforced by the government to simultaneously implement Bahasa
Indonesia as a means of instruction, while also to preserve the vernacular languages
by allowing it to be a means of instruction beginning from kindergarten until the first
three years of primary school in rural areas (Dardjowidjodjo, 1998). Furthermore,
foreign language teaching, English is also important to keep up with the excellent
academic resources (Idris, 2014).
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THE RELATION OF MASTER AND APPRENTICE IN ART OF PAINTING AND
ITS PLACE IN TURKISH ART EDUCATION
Assistant Professor Ismail Tetikci
Uludağ University Fine Arts Teaching Division Department of Art Teaching

ABSTRACT
Painting art continued during learning phase with different methods such as learning
from a master, watching the master or experiencing; But it has always with a similar system.
Rubens, from Renaissance masters; Van Dyck, from Rubens; Jacques Louis from David
Antique; After the 19th century, artists interacted extensively with each other or with the past
using similar or opposite methods. On the Turkish art of painting towards western
understanding, there are important influences such as Realism, Impressionism, Cubism, and
the masters in these understandings. In this study, by examples of outstanding workshops and
artists in the history of painting, it is emphasized that how and in what way the artists are
influenced by masters and contemporaries and the reflection of this effect on art and arts
education. In the direction of this goal, similar or separate methods of Turkish Painting were
tried to be considered. With such an evaluation, it is aimed to shed light on today's art
education and methods by focusing on past art education or learning.
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INTRODUCTION
Painting art has been based on master apprentice relation since its beginning. Even
though the traditional workshop education has shown changes in our century, the method of
“learning from a master” has always continued in principle. Master apprentice relation has
always existed by the nature of many other branches of art and artisanship.
Through the ages, art has gone on in every period either by adding to what it has
learned from the previous one or by moving into a different dimension despite oppositions
against it. Egyptian art has affected Greek art and Greek art has affected Roman art.
Consequently, Uyghur Miniature affected Seljukian Miniature and that affected Ottoman
Miniature Art. In short, tradition is always ground on the antecedent one from itself. In the
middle age, while with the religious oppressions an idiosyncratic believed world view was
being followed, renaissance has created dogmas by acting mostly on Antiquity. Workshop
masters are the protagonists of handing down from one generation to another. Masters like
Giotto and Masaccio laid significant foundations of training many new grand masters of
following generations. Verrocchio is one of the most important of these masters. He was the
master of grand masters like Leonardo and Botticelli. Like in many workshops, Verrocchio
also engaged on collective production with his students in his atelier. Every apprentice was
working on complementing different artworks under the master’s watch. While one was
preparing the paint, the other would be drawing the pattern or another one would be dealing
with the technical affairs. Another apprentice who became versed within many years would
be working with the master on the finishing touches of the painting or the sculpture. One of
the finest examples of this collective production is “Baptism of Christ” which was made by
Verrocchio and his apprentice, Leonardo. (Picture-1)
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Picture -1 Andrea del Verrocchio, Leonardo da Vinci, Baptism of Christ, 1472-73, Uffizi Gallery,
Florence
Picture -2 Andrea del Verrocchio, Leonardo da Vinci, Baptism of Christ, Detail

On the right, in the painting which is themed on the baptism of Christ, there are two
angels sitting on the left side of the painting while Saint John is baptizing Christ. One of the
angels, the one at the back, was painted by Verrocchio and the other angel, in front, by
Leonardo. Leonardo was still a young artist when he helped with this painting. He made
more distinct reforms than his master and was giving clues on that he was going to continue
making in the future with the angel figure he painted. Leonardo’s figure is painted with more
dramatic and a spiritual feeling to a certain degree than his master’s. With the angel’s hair, the
curves in the movement and the figure’s general kontroposto standing, Verrocchio’s painting
came to a dynamic state. Also, the angel figure’s forward and front move is set up on creating
a triangle with St. John figure.1
This painting is both one of the important works which tells us the magnitude of the
master apprentice relationship and at the same time, a painting in which we can watch the
growth of a great master who improves, changes and renews what he has learned
Rubens is, with no doubt, the one of the best to show us the workshop training and the
size of master apprentice relationship. The Baroque master artist is known with many
1

Wasserman Jack, (1984), Leonardo Da Vinci, Hanry N. Abrams puplished,s,48 , New York
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masterpieces he made. Rubens, who has an art sense in a wide range, has helped with
nurturing several important artists.
Many of the talented Fleming artists were proud of working under his management and thus, learning
from him. If there was a new work order from the church, or the king or the prince, Rubens would
sometimes draw a colored sketch. (Indeed, … painting was such a sketch for a larger composition)
To draw the sketch on the canvas was the job of his apprentices’ or assistants’. After they were done
with all the painting and setting according to their master’s sketch, Rubens would take the brush, touch
up a face here, brush on aclothing made of silk there or soften poignant contrasts.2

A few apprentices of the artist are almost as famous as he is. Van Dyck is in the leading
positon among them.
“Rubens having a great deal of master assistants helped him afford to take on the numerous orders. Van
DYCK who was among the head assistants started working in the workshop in 1617 and worked there
for some time. Some figures in the Spear Strike (Picture-3) made in 1620 is thought to be the work of
Van DYCK. In a number of his compositions some of the parts were done by just Rubens’ assistants
and in some of his paintings all the parts were done by his assistants; however Rubens supervised all of
them.”

3

2

GOMBRİCH, E.H., (1997), The Story of Art, Remzi Bookstore, p,398-400, İstanbul

3

Eczacıbaşı Encyclopedia of Art (1997), YEM Publishing, Volume 3, p.1590, İstanbul
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Picture -3 Peter Paul Rubens, The Coup de Lance, 429x311 cm, oil on canvas, Royal Museum of Fine
Arts, Antwerp, Belgium

One of the important traits of Rubens separating him from other masters is that in case
of a collective production of art he wouldn’t hide who made at what rate or what kind of
contribution. He didn’t conceal the labor done if another person added something on his
painting.
One of the most important matters apart from the master apprentice relations in the
workshop, is the new world created by an artist outside of the general traits of movements
and periods of being followed by the succeeding generations of many important artists. This
learning type is not the kind where an artist learns from another one but of learning from his
works. In art history, there are countless grand artists continuing Caravaggio’s sense of
painting, based on from light tones to dark tones figural structure. It is also known as the
“Caravaggisti”.
His novel use of light generated admiration from his contemporary artists and other artists from
following centuries. French artists like Georges de la Tour, especially the Dutch artists in Rome in 17 th
century embraced his style so much that from then on they were called “Caravaggisti” or “Caravaggio
cult”. Considering that most of the cults come out many years later after the artist or artists create them,
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it was a really surprising development. While Caravaggio was alive, the Dutchman Carel van Mander
published a book named the Italian Artists Living in Rome in Our Day. In this literary work a small
chapter was reserved for Caravaggio the young artist. It was noted that there were quite a lot of
mimickers of Caravaggio’s style among a wide range of artists. 4

Picture -4 Caravaggio, The İncredulity of Saint Thomas, Oil On Canvas, 107x146.1 cm, 1601, Neus
Palais, Postdam
Picture -5 Georges de La Tour, The Newborn Child, Oil on canvas, 76 x 91 cm,
Rennes, Musée des Beaux Arts

In fact, many of the grand masters aren’t that different from Caravaggio. On art
history, they have similar influence more or less. In 1900s, Cezanne’s understanding of
Geometry and after that cubist world created by Picasso and Post-Cubist following after him.
Similarly, all of the Art History is full of this and so on just like Kandinsky’s abstract world
and the ones he influenced. However, only the master and his apprentice’s collective
production of artwork creates a different perception of art.
In Traditional Turkish Art, there are quite a number of collective work productions,
too. One of the reasons is the close link between the master and the apprentice. Traditional
Turkish Art teaching takes many years and has its own tradition. Among these arts, there are
special areas like Calligraphy, Tezhip (decorating with gold), Miniature, Ebru (Paper
Marbling), Çini (Tile Art). The apprentice works with his/her master on many artworks and
can’t use his/her signature until she/he gets approval from his/her master. This relationship
continues in a certain degree even after the apprentice gets his/her approval and becomes a
master. Among traditional arts, the need to mutually complement one another entails writing
4

Krausse Anna-Carola,2005, The Story of Painting Art from Renaissance to Present, Literatür Publishing, p, 35,
Almanya
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more than one name under the artwork. For after the calligraphist writes the writing, another
artist, the Ebru artist or the Tezhip artist, decorates the sides. Even sometimes the three of
calligraphy, Ebru and Tezhip are used all together. Hence, the names of all three artists’
should be written under the artwork. Especially in Classical Ottoman Period, these kinds of
art acts were organized by institutionalized organizations. Nakkashane and Ehli Hiref
Organization were the foremost among them
Written works prepared in Nakkashanes were decorated by the labor of many artisans not just one. Today
the written works filling up our museums and libraries were provided in this way. The oldest notebook of
the organization named as “Ehli Hiref” (the palace artisan association) working in the Nakkashane is dated
to (Hijra)-932/ (Gregorian) 1526. The nakkashes (muralists) who were the one of the most important
divisions in this organization weren’t only limited to activities related to book art, but they also prepared and
applied the patterns of Maden işleri, Çini (Tile Art), Kalemişi to palace mansions and Sâir buildings. This
patterns belonging to the palace nakkashes were sent to the people in charge in the Ottoman States and made
sure that they were applied correctly. Even, in case there wasn’t a master to engrave at the location the
artisan would be sent with the pattern. The style union and cooperation that is seen in Ottoman Art and
lasting for centuries was preserved in this way. In every Nakkasshane the most skillful and veteran master
was chosen as a semakkash and would be responsible for Nakkashhane. Nakkasshanes can be called as the
“practice school”. The members of Ehli Hiref Organization would get their salaries once in every three
months on daily wages. All the salaries and promotions that all the workers get would be written on the
payments’ notebook. If the qualified people from the Ehli hiref aren’t enough, in return of being paid by the
market artisans, masters would be employed to work in the palace when the art creation is hectic. Every
artisan working in the Palace Nakkashhane, whether being connected to the Ehli Hiref or not, had to create
an artwork according to the wishes of the management and in their service. However, the palace would show
tolerance to acceptable innovations and set free the artisan.5

In Ottoman period, acquaintanceship with Western Art was limited with western artists
that came to the palace. With the Westernization movements and improvisations of mutual
dialogues in art with Europe, students were sent abroad to study painting art. As a result of
mutual student exchange agreements Ottoman Empire made with European countries, France
being in the fisrt place, many people were sent to different countries to get education in Art.
Names like Osman Hamdi, Şeker Ahmet Paşa, Süleyman Seyyit takes the lead among these

5

Derman, Çiçek, A General Outlook on Ottoman Tezhip http://www.obarsiv.com/e_voyvoda_0607.html (Date
Accessed: 14.08.2017)
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students. Şeker Ahmet Paşa who was one of these names: Ahmet Ali Efendi ( Şeker Ahmet
Paşa) was known with his serious, peaceful, honorable personality and had worked with
academic and official artist like G. Boulanger and L. Gerome in Paris for nearly eight years. 6
Şeker Ahmet Paşa who got training from two important masters for a long time had added
East’s immaterial spirit and maybe he painted under some naive effect. It is possible to see his
academic skills which he learned from his masters in his own portrait. (Picture -6). His
idiosyncratic view of nature can also be discovered from the painting named “Orman (The
Forest)” (Picture-7), later on for which John Berger wrote an article on.

Picture -6 Şeker Ahmet Paşa; Orman, Oil on Canvas, 140x181 cm, İstanbul Resim Heykel Müzesi
Picture -7 Şeker Ahmet Paşa; Self Portrait, Oil on Canvas, 1880’ler, 118x85 cm, İstanbul Resim
Heykel Müzesi

Another name who was an apprentice of Boulanger and Gerome just like Şeker Ahmet
Paşa was Osman Hamdi Bey.

Osman Hamdi Bey; who wasn’t military-rooted; along with being an artist, he was also an important
culture person. Osman Hamdi Bey made many contributions in culture and art circle by his findings
6

Renda, Günsel-Erol, Turan, Contemporary Turkish Painting Art History since the Beginning to Present,
Volume 1, Tiglat Printing House, p,114-115, İstanbul
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from archeological excavations he made, taking the lead on establishing the Sanayi-I Nefise Mekteb-i
Alisi and many other works.7

It is possible to better see his master Derome’s doctrines in Osman Hamdi Bey’s
paintings. The artist, who is a gifted apprentice of Gerome, painted under an orientalist
influence but quite realistic Ottoman world in an insider’s view. It is possible to say that
Osman Hamdi Bey is the person to lay the foundations of Turkish Art Teaching in Western
perception. That is because he is the founder of today’s Mimar Sinan Güzel Sanatlar
Üniversitesi (Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University) and Sanayi-i Nefise Mektebi is the name of
this school when it first opened The artist who broke new grounds and was active in
numerous fields undeniably became one of the most important names in Turkish Art History.

Picture -8 Osman Hamdi; Türbede, 1908, Oil on Canvas, 124x93 cm
Picture -9 Jean-Léon Gérôme, Oil on canvas, 54.6 x 62.9 cm,1884 or earlier

Şeker Ahmet Paşa, Osman Hamdi Bey and Sami Yetik continued the education they
got in a way to create a lasting impression in their country. They taught in many places and
trained students. Afterwards, many important personas were sent abroad to study in a similar
way and when they came back they added what they have learned from their masters and the
reflections of the important movements of the period into Turkish Painting. It is possible to
7

Tetikci, İsmail, 2010, Nature Human Relationship in Western Understanding Oriented Turkish Painting Art,
qualification in art artwork text, MSGSÜ Institute of Social Sciences p.46, İstanbul
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mention Çallı Kuşağı, D Grubu, Yeniler Grubu and many associations among these groups.
While Çallı Kuşağı Artists were influenced by the effects of impressionism, the artists of D
Grubu made artworks under the influence of Geometric or Cubist effect. The truth of one or
several movements should be dominant elements on the production of the artist and the
characteristics of the education between the Teacher and his student that still continues even
today can’t be denied.

CONCLUSION
Every new examination on Painting Art History reveals many connections different
from one another and art relations about human beings. It can be understood that things that
look similar actually have sometimes clean and sometimes hair thin differences. Just like
every study on human beings gives the impression as if we are studying an unknown
existence that we are facing for the first time. The reason is that, although every human being
is the same with certain common factors, actually they are utterly new worlds. Painting art is
just like a parallel of this. Every master, every movement exists as long as there are artists
continuing their doctrines. Though they all shared the same common ground, they have
offered a whole new world to us.
Verrocchio gave education according to his own doctrines. However, Leonardo has
opened the doors to a whole new world and that is high Renaissance. In fact, even though they
acted on the same art dogmas in principle, Leonardo could add brand new information on
what is already in existence.
Traditional Turkish Arts, longstanding with very strict rules and even have corporate
rubrics, have always continued by adding on in spite of taking too many years. This Classical
Art Teaching all based on rules and workshop system, is actually the most natural reason to
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the forming of future’s and today’s art. Since for it to achieve satisfaction or come to the point
of repeating itself, it needs artists that accept and continue its doctrines. Every movement or
doctrine reaching saturation point gives rise to the birth of a new movement or period denying
it before itself. In fact, this togetherness and the oppositions are the Art Education itself. The
teacher trains the apprentice or teaches him/her, acknowledges an apprentice or rejects
him/her. Just like for a teacher to have apprentices who accept or reject him/her. A similar
situation also applies to art movements.
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Abstract
Today’s world is clearly divided into nation states that govern and rule the people according to a
specific judiciary. The effect of this division is the collapse of human individuality and the identity
which they hold as to their national homeland and cultural surroundings. Borders are the modern
artifacts that help in building these states but the focus of this research is on the issue that whether these
borders will be able to provide an identity that will both be intermediately transitional and culturally
creative to the border people. This research will be analyzing Jamil Ahmed’s book, The Wandering
Falcon in light of the border theory by Homi Bhabha and Gloria Anzaldua.
Since Pakistan is one of the many countries whose borders on all sides were not always
constructed, but among a plethora of reasons, one main factor to construct the border connecting
Balochistan with Afghanistan was the political stance of the state against terrorism. But do tribal areas
need to be cleaned off to avoid terrorism or is this division doing more harm to indigenous people than
protect the state from outsiders.
Keywords: Border, identity, existence, homeland. transition
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Paper
This research paper deals with the most prominent post-colonial element present in Jamil
Ahmad’s (hereafter Ahmad) book The Wandering Falcon (2011); borders as utopic domains. Since
borders are constructions of the colonial era to create differences among people all over the world,
borders have also become the imaginative boundaries of the colonial land for every person, which man
struggles to avoid or trespass but ultimately fails in his efforts because one is afraid of crossing over the
line and stepping across the borderland. They have instinctive fear of losing identity attached with ones
own land, which restrain them to free themselves of psychological constructions.
“The beyond signifies distance, marks progress, promises the future, but our intimations of
exceeding the barrier or boundary- the very act of going beyond- are unknowable, unrepresentable,
without a return to the present which, in the process of repetition, becomes disjunct and
displaced”(McLeod 9).
Not every frontier of a nation is constructed into a border, and one such liminal zone is the
boundary of Balochistan, a province of Pakistan, adjoining with Iran and Afghanistan. There are small
openings from where border people cross the frontiers for transport of goods as well as nomadic settling
according to seasonal changes but with time nation-states are reinforcing laws in these areas because
with the regulation of people and goods, there had also been transportation of narcotics and crimes
taking place which had in turn exploited the liminal zones. With the exploitation, newer and stricter
authorities started settling in the borderlands creating new borders for the people. The tribes, which
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resided at the frontiers, were being turned into colonies by the nation through their army that patrolled
the boundaries. This was another border being constructed between the tribes, because on the
borderlands, there is no concept of nationalism or siding with any state, so the different tribes have the
same culture and customs to follow. They usually have conflicts with each other but they also
understand one another in terms of lifestyle, trade, traditions and most important by law of right and
wrong.
So the restricting authorities have a dividing effect on the psyche of the border people that they
don’t belong to a land but to a politically constructed nation or only one side of the border.
In a similar context Gloria Anzaldua, a Mexican-American author, defines border theory as, “… a guide
to the inner self of a colonized person to confront his fears of liberation and struggle to decolonize
himself to achieve freedom” (136). Although borders were created by the British, but if we look at the
present time, every nation develops boundaries to impose laws and nationalities on their citizens. Within
a nation, there are several other boundaries of different domains restraining humans from psychological
liberation and freedom to co-exist. Such people become the ‘in-betweens’ as said by Bhabha because
they belong nowhere but the border and they relate to the zone as their identity. The border becomes a
reflective tool for the tribal people to recognize their existence amidst the clash of nation-states. So the
border metaphorically becomes the no-man’s land because the people residing there do not have any
identity. They are considered as nomads who keep shifting across borders but once their shifting is also
restricted by the state orders, then their only sense of existence is also taken away leaving them in the
sphere of no place.
The idea of displacement within ones place is also important because when a person is forced to
choose between two sides of the same border, then he feels divided from within because border people
have no dividing lines of prominence. Ahmad portrays the tribal people of Balochistan in the same
circumstances and their struggle in confronting the authorities of nation-states with their own tribal laws.
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Even Basharat Peer states in his article, The Wandering Falcon by Jamil Ahmad, “The Wandering
Falcon is also a blistering critique of the ruthless ways of nation states, as they seek to impose
artificially constructed borders on older, more fluid worlds” (The Guardian).
The concept of borders as boundaries to separate humans and nations from one another to create
difference and segregation started during the time of British colonization. They created boundaries to
exclude the subjugated ones from the colonizers. It was also created to impose and identify domination
over the colonized people so that there would always remain separatism between the subjugator and the
subjugated. For the British, the borders were always a physical fence creating distance, but the impact of
those fences were affecting in every manner on the individuals of the territory.
Homi Bhabha, in his book Location of Culture says, “A boundary is not that at which something
stops, but, as the Greeks recognized it, the boundary is that from which something begins its presencing”
(8). It means that after every new border starts a new culture, civilization and a nation. But the question
arises that does the start of something new ends the on-goings which were present behind the boundary?
No, it does not end but it actually merges with the start of something new. In this manner, we can state
that boundaries are the ‘locus of hope’ because they signify hybridity, creativity and ethical prospects. It
is a place of assimilation of cultures, nations, thoughts and even individuals because the physical fences
only remain as societal, political and visible constructions but not psychological barriers.
According to Olivia Cadaval, “Borders are artifacts of history and are subject to change over
time” (24). So wherever two or more cultures and civilizations meet, there is a possibility of change.
This change makes frontiers an ambiguous area for the onlooker as well as the resident because anything
can happen at any time. It is the ‘interstitial perspective’ which makes borders as places of resistance
because boundaries are owned by two nation-states and when the laws of any state changes, it applies
most strongly on borderlands, creating opportunities for exploitation and stimulating people to revolt
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against the authority. There is confrontation and struggle in these parts because people cannot side with
any one nation or state but the governments impose laws and shifting borders on them.
Gloria Anzaldua, a Mexican-American author, in her preface to Boderlands says, “I am a border
woman” suggesting that she is in a state of ambiguity and alteration. (1) She cannot side with any
country or comply by any law. In a positive manner she is free of the constraints of institutions and in a
negative manner she does not belong anywhere. Not belonging to any particular place gives a sense of
loss and displacement to the individual because when we talk about the existence of a person, he is
recognized by his essence among the surroundings and when a person does not belong anywhere then
how can he possibly exist? From this question onwards, the border theory becomes a metaphor of
individual psychology and a region of ‘utopic’, signifying a displaced self. Michaelson and Johnson, in
their book Border Theory: The Limits of Cultural Politics say, “On either side of the border, on both
sides of the border, there is one cultural identity; however it is defined, in whatever terms it is disclosed,
it is nevertheless one – it is our identity” (133-34). In other words, the identity of a person becomes
individual rather than political and the boundaries surrounding him become ‘imaginative borders of the
nation’ which only appear visually but cannot restrain a person from choosing between one culture and
another. (Bhabha 43)
Although this theory initiated as an argument to contemplate on the US-Mexico border issue, but
concerns of border theory can also be seen in Jamil Ahmad’s book The Wandering Falcon (2011) where
he talks about the political and geo-statistical borders of Balochistan, a province of Pakistan, adjoining
those of Iran and Afghanistan. The book brings forth the cultures of the indigenous people of tribal areas
for whom the borderlands and its laws are imposed and outlawed by themselves only. The author looks
at the utopic areas as the realm of true human identity and existence where a person does not need
documents to prove his belonging to any place or tribe.
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Ahmad’s book The Wandering Falcon is a collection of short stories, with each story only
connected by a wandering boy called Tor Baz – the black falcon. The work can be placed under the
context of border theory because it portrays human life, customs, traditions and human psychology
being affected by the creation and strengthening of borders. Since borders are social, geographical and
political constructions, the book also begins on a geo-statistical setting, “In the tangle of crumbling,
weather-beaten and broken hills, where the borders of Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan meet, is a military
outpost manned by about two score soldiers” (Ahmad 1). The setting is essential to the book because
today boundaries are not only considered barriers separating nation-states, but it becomes the zones of
liminality of cultures where negotiations, communications and movements are traced. It is also called
the point of hope by a few border theorists because the zone where two cultures, jurisdictions and
nations meet, there is always “…hybridity, intellectual creativity and moral possibility”. (Johnson and
Michaelson 2)
The book can also be called as a Bildungsroman because it traces the maturity years of Tor Baz
from childhood to adulthood. Although we are not told of his age after 5 years old, but his physical
description allows the readers to estimate the passing of time by the end of the novel, when he is referred
to as a young man rather than a small boy. The name is apt for the boy – the black falcon – because he
embodies all the characteristics of the falcon specie. Being very strong for his age and circumstances in
which he survived, Tor Baz is a nomad, wandering from land to land and from tribe to tribe. He hunts
down people of his own kind either by being in the disguise of a “Guide” or of “a young man” who
wanted to buy Shah Zarina for marriage. He is familiar with the ways and minds of the border people
and he knows well how to make people fall in the old tricks of trade. Being a wanderer himself, Tor Baz
becomes the finest example of borderlands where negotiations, articulations and expressions of
belonging occur. He represents the border people and their significance in our society. He witnesses all
the changes which take place, he stands in a place of ambiguity, he sides with no particular tribe, he
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represents movement between borders and he himself becomes a symbol of historical artifact because he
is the only one witnessing the passing moments becoming history and through whom the readers can
recall history.
Having no identity or borrowed knowledge attached with any tribe or land, Tor Baz is the only
character who raises the question of belonging to the Afridi, “…what makes a man like you, who has
lived in a foreign land, seek out and visit this place and these people?... This land should have meant
nothing to you as you have not seen or lived in it” (Ahmad 119). The man inherited his Afridi identity
from his father but he never lived in the land of Afridi tribe himself and now he wants to reside in the
place of his inherited belonging. Ahmad says on the previous page, “The boundary between the tribes
was not marked in any way”, signifying that even though there are no visible frontiers, but there still are
borders within borders (118). Every tribe has an unmarked boundary and when any kind of border is
crossed over, whether physical or psychological, the self is displaced and divided into the self and the
other. The displacement occurs because the person feels detached from his roots of belonging. This is
the moment when he enters the utopic domain of ambiguity, where all cultures, borders, laws and
identities meet. This ‘locus of hope’ allows one to gain knowledge of his self because according to
Johnson, ‘…the act of crossing serves the psychic function of reflection. The border itself becomes a
mirror exacting knowledge of the self and the other” (Madsen 185). So we can say that the Afridi man
wanted to cross the boundary of the tribe because he wanted to know his inner self which was attached
to the Afridi inheritance because he had borrowed knowledge of the tribe from his father. His journey
also marks the act of wandering during which one gains knowledge through experience and exposure of
other people like when he meets Mehboob Khan and Ghairat Khan who tell him about his father’s
occupation as an agent of Germany working during World War I. (Ahmad 126-30)
Through the re-telling of past events, Ahmad brings in a reflection to the colonial era when the
entire world was divided and confined to borders, creating nation-states. Since these people were
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already colonized by the British, they had crossed borders and had gained knowledge about their inner
self, these people were aware of their existence in the society as “…marked by a tenebrous sense of
survival, living on the borderlines of the present” (Bhabha 19). These people were divided into two
groups, one siding with the British while the other siding with Germany, but they did not raise flags
against one another, rather when the dispute of raising flags was taken into knowledge, both the groups
elaborated on the strategies of communal selfhood and raised each other’s status as an Afridi, “Ghairat
Gul did not wish that I (Mehboob Khan) be destroyed. His value to the British would have lasted only as
long as I existed as a danger to them. Without me, even Ghairat Gul would have been reduced to an
ordinary poor Afridi” (Ahmad 130).
Just like Bhabha says, “there are imaginative borders of the nation” the Afridi tribe presented it
through their acts of siding with a superpower at the time of war (28). The borders are ‘imaginative’
because the people who are upholding the flags do not belong to any of the flag-state, so the nations
become imaginary. Similarly, the border people do not belong to any nation; rather they belong to their
tribes or clans because they do not have any state identity to uphold. The tribes also have imaginary
borders which are unmarked due to which these border people do not have any documents as a proof of
their identity. As new laws impose over their act of movement across borders, they find it difficult to
register themselves as belonging to any side of the boundary.
Ahmad says about nomadic tribes, “There was no way for them to obtain travel documents for
thousands of their tribesmen; they had no birth certificates, no identity papers or health documents. They
could not document their animals. The new system would certainly mean the death of a centuries-old
way of life” (54). Here comes the clash of civilization due to colonization. When I say colonization, it is
in reference to the strengthening of borders by nation-states, for which the tribal people are subjected to
different laws leading to conditions of hardship and exploitation. When the nomad tribes had attempted
to cross the border to enter Pakistan, they were warned to stop and turn back. Since it was necessary for
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them to move to plain areas in winter season, and because it was important for the animals to have
water, some of the nomads moved forward and were killed in the indiscriminate firing. People, their
animals and their beliefs were all killed in genocide and the place later stanched so terribly due to dead
men and animals that the soldiers had to depart from the post. This scenario reflects the situation of
Germany during holocaust when the smell of burned bodies curtailed the air all around.
The exploitation of border people by state authority is also portrayed through the act of replacing
sardars of tribes because every tribe have their own set of laws which apply only on the local people and
not any foreign body. The authority of changing the laws also rest with the tribal community but in one
of the story, A Point of Honour, the state authority killed seven sardars of different tribes, signifying the
replacing of power and the diminishing of tribunal laws. Jangu Khan said, “The officers of the district
chose to remove the chief of our brother tribe. We allow the right to make and unmake chiefs only to
ourselves. We cannot accept the power of anyone else to decide who our chief shall be and shall not be.
This is the cause and we cannot help but fight for such a cause” (Ahmad 27). Changes in national laws
allow tribal communities to revolt against the government because they are being forced to leave their
ways of living and condemn themselves to political strategies.
The strengthening of borders is seen as a ‘process’ by Newman, who says, “The process through
which borders are demarcated and managed are centered to the notions of borders as process and borders
as institution”. So the process of demarcating borders to make them as institutions for the border people
is relevant to the concept of colonization because people are forced to condemn their own customs and
laws and take on laws stated by the nations. This is another perspective to look at colonization in the
modern era where humanity is being challenged in the name of national security. When Walter D.
Mignolo talks about borders as dividing lines, “On the one side of frontiers was civilization; on the
other; nothing, just barbarism or emptiness”, he refers to the Western Europe as civilized and South Asia
as barbaric.
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In Ahmad’s book, The Wandering Falcon, we can take the indigenous or tribal people living on
borderlands as civilized and the foreign authorities and nation states as barbaric. I say barbaric because
these authorities are the ones which involve mankind into war and violence. When Mehboob Khan
recalls his story of being an agent during WWI, Ahmad points to the idea that these border people were
not at war with any country but being the subjugators, they had to side with any one superpower in order
to survive. They were given standard flags to uphold which had “… verses from the Holy Koran
inscribed upon them and they could not be disgraced” (Ahmad 130). The this particular idea of
inscribing verse from a tribe’s holy book is very manipulative because through the people’s culture and
religion foreign states force tribes to enter war and today these tribal people are called as terrorists. We
should first think who the real criminal is the terrorist or the creator of the terrorist and who is then the
barbaric and the civilized? Ahmad in an interview to Steve Inskeep says about the educated ways of the
tribal people, “…they didn’t know how to read or write, but they do know, the basics of what, you know,
human values are” (NPR News).
When we talk about endurance in borderlands, Ahmad clearly tells his readers the choices for
survival that these people have. He says, “If a camel got lost, one man – if not two – would have to drop
out. In such circumstances, a camel was not merely valuable, it was life itself”, and in such conditions
protection of animals is equally important (20). Similarly, crossing the borders is also a condition for
survival because borders then become conjunction of national laws and customs, where movement of
people and goods are standardized. With the borders being such conjunctions, theorists today believe
that the significance of border being the periphery of a nation should be changed to the axis of the state
because being an ambiguous area, change takes place at borderlands. With change knowledge of social,
geographical and political upheaval and even order is gained. Being the zones of cultural originality,
possibilities for a better world and hopeful tomorrow are also initiated at the borderlands.
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Ahmad has portrayed an essential picture of ‘utopic borders’ suggesting to his readers that these
areas are undergoing tremendous changes due to its positioning and being a zone of liminality. Instead
of making them centers for war time, they should be centers of cultural assimilation and creativity from
where changes for a better world should begin like Tor Baz, who represents change in himself by giving
hope to the readers that he may settle down and get married. “I could settle down…Who but God knows
what the future holds for me and for this land? Maybe it is time now to end my wanderings” (180).
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Abstract
Many search engine marketing campaigns channel most of the budget towards pay-per-click (PPC)
schemes, with a small fraction going towards search engine optimisation (SEO). This research aimed at
finding the best way to allocate a marketing budget across these two platforms. Firstly, a comparison was
made between high-ranking websites to see how PPC and SEO respectively have been applied. It was found
that an investment in SEO was seldom made. Secondly, the cross-over point between expenditure on the two
systems was determined in a case study. It was determined that the website traffic crossed over after around
three months, and the expenditure after six months. From this point onwards SEO became more costeffective. Finally, the cost per acquisition (CPA) was determined for both PPC and SEO. Results show that
the CPA for SEO was significantly lower than for PPC, in all the test cases investigated. In conclusion, a
dual approach is proposed. A model was designed, which could be applied to design a cost-effective search
engine marketing strategy. When applying this strategy correctly, expenditure will be reduced and yield
increased.
Keywords: search engine; ppc; seo; digital marketing

1.

Introduction
The Internet started making an impact on the business world during the mid-ninety nineties, and has

since grown dramatically in the number of users. During 2005 there were around one billion users, growing
to about 3.5 billion in 2016. Africa alone saw a growth rate of about 2 500% in 2011 [24]. User access to
product information, services, their pricing and other essential information has become a lot easier [30].
Most modern search engines (including Google, Bing and Yahoo!) display two types of results: paid results
at the top (resulting from a pay-per-click {PPC} scheme), and natural (or organic) results lower down on the
screen. Each set of results is ranked according to its own algorithm – ideally a given website should rank
highly in both. Doing effective search engine optimization (SEO) on a website should improve the ranking
in the natural section [25], and running an effective PPC campaign should increase a website’s ranking in
the paid section of search engine results.
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1.1 Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
Previous research has proven that most users expect to see relevant search results on the first page
rather than further down [36], and they do not like scrolling down to view results lower down. As a result, it
has become imperative for e-commerce websites to rank highly for certain search queries. If this is not the
case, those websites will experience a decrease in visitor count, resulting in fewer sales and a reduction of
income for e-commerce websites.
Improving the ranking of a webpage in the natural result section involves many factors playing a role
– often categorized as being one of on-page or off-page SEO. On-page SEO refers to what a website owner
can easily change on the webpages themselves. This includes the webpage text, meta-tags, anchor text, and a
number of other factors [41]. Off-page SEO refers to elements which are outside the direct control of the
website owner – mostly in-links (backlinks), which are hyperlinks pointing from other websites to the
website in question [34], [36].

1.2 Pay-per-click (PPC)
Around the turn of the century it was predicted that search engines would adopt a business model of
using some form of micro-payment to survive [9]. This has materialized in the form of paid advertising,
where the user might see two types of results on a search engine result page (SERP), often without
understanding the difference. Natural (organic) results are produced by the search engine, based on SEO,
and paid results (in a separate area) are produced as a result of a PPC scheme [10].

2.

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
The volume of information available on the Internet cannot be measured [37], although some authors
did try to calculate the actual size – Ambergreen estimated in 2005 that over 1.3 billion webpages were
available at the time [1]. It was impossible (during the early years of the Internet) to simply find relevant
information, since no complete index was available. Search engines improved this situation, assuming that
the search engine knows about the existence of the website a user might be interested in finding [40]. As
long ago as 2001 researchers estimated that about 80% of Internet users make use of search engines to find
relevant information [33].

2.2 The Internet and Business
There is no doubt that the Internet has transformed business – this was already noted around two
decades ago [11]. Singh claimed that, while it took telephone technology 35 years to attain a 25% market
share, the Internet managed that in only seven years [32]. However, it cannot be assumed that all business
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websites are automatically well-designed according to industry best-practice rules [35]. Previous research
has proven that this is not always the case, given one specific industry [4].
Apart from the obvious advantages of e-commerce versus bricks and mortar selling, the Internet
makes it possible to measure just about everything clients do before, during and even after purchasing. This
is something which business was not familiar with from pre-Internet days. With a (free) measurement
system like Google Analytics, it has become possible to record and interpret every move the Internet user
makes. The chain of events leading up to an actual online sale can now be dissected in an attempt to increase
the rate at which users convert from casual browsers to paying customers [7], [8].
The exponential growth in mobile users has also changed the way business operates. The number of
devices connected to the Internet has bypassed 12 billion in 2013, and payments made using a mobile phone
approached the $1 trillion mark at the same time [2]. It is no secret that any online business has to ensure a
strong presence in search engine indices to ensure exposure to potential clients.

2.3 Search Engines and SEO
One the one hand, search engines provide users with a free method of finding relevant information,
including products and services for sale, on the Internet [37]. On the other, due to inherent human laziness
and low-quality search query generation, a webpage which does not rank well (high up) on a SERP, will
simply not draw many clicks [36]. It has been proven that a user who is familiar with the content of a given
webpage can easily construct an effective search query, resulting in listing this webpage high up in the
search results. However, asking another person to repeat the process, without being aware of the website
content, often results in search failure [16].
The website owner (especially for e-commerce websites) must ensure that proper search engine
marketing (SEM) is done, to improve the chances for the business website to rank highly in both PPC and
natural results [6]. There are basically two methods to do SEM: use SEO and/or PPC. SEO involves the
application of a large number of interrelated best practice guidelines to make the website more “crawlerfriendly” [20]. Once the search engine crawler visits this website, it should be able to extract more meaning
out of the content, causing it to rank better for relevant queries [21], [39].
SEO is an ongoing process, with the highest expenditure at the start, tapering off to an almost
negligible figure over time [19]. Some of the elements involved in SEO are relatively simple and nontechnical (including writing good content, setting up meta-tags, Alt text and anchor text), while others could
become quite time-consuming and technical (link-building, download speed, and others).
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2.4 PPC
PPC advertising is commonly used to draw paying clients to e-commerce websites [22]. It is
generally accepted that PPC and SEO can be used together, as part of an overall marketing strategy [5].
The functioning of a typical PPC system is auction-based – participants bid on one or more keywords
and/or key-phrases [27], [29]. The more popular a keyword, the higher one will have to bid to ensure that the
PPC ad shows on user screens [38]. As an example, Google claimed a revenue of $8.44 billion in only the
fourth quarter of 2010, of which 97% was contributed by their PPC system [38].
Previous research has however proven that users seem to trust organic results more than paid results.
Figures of around 50% to 60% preference for organic results have been noted [28], [14]. However, the top
paid results are displayed above the top organic results, theoretically drawing user clicks away from organic
to PPC results.
Initially only the bid price determined the ranking of PPC advertisements, but that raised some
ethical issues. Currently, the ranking is a result of the product of the bid price and the QS (quality score) – a
new measure introduced by Google to weed out websites trying to draw clients in an unethical way [26].
Whether SEO or PPC (or both) are used, the fact remains that drawing users to a website is the top
priority. Once they have arrived, the next step is to convert them from a casual browser to a paying client.
This conversion process involves other factors outside the scope of this paper, including the usability of the
website, and other factors prescribed by viewing historical user behavior data through an analytics system.
Some simple searching experiments prove how these two types of digital marketing are often used.
When using a search query that does not have a strong commercial undertone, like: “3rd International
Workshop on Finance, Business, Economics, Marketing and Information Systems Istanbul 2017” (without
the quotes), a number of organic results, but no or irrelevant advertisements show up – see Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1 Google results for a non-commercial query – no PPC ads
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Source: www.google.com

Figure 2 Yahoo! results for a non-commercial query – only irrelevant PPC ads
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Source: www.yahoo.com
However, when a similar query is used, after “adjusting” it to include a commercial undertone (in
this case: “finance business economics online books” (without the quotes)), PPC ads start appearing on top
of the organic results – see Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 Google results for a commercial query – PPC ads appear

Source: www.google.com
Figure 4. Yahoo! results for a commercial query – PPC ads appear
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Source: www.yahoo.com

3.

Research Problem
It has been established many times that an online presence, especially for an e-commerce concern, is

not negotiable [15]. More than a decade ago the estimated spending on online transactions globally was
already noted as being $102 million [3]. Search engines drive a large amount of traffic to websites – mostly
through either SEO, PPC or both. Most business websites should strive towards ranking highly in either
natural, or paid, but preferably in both types of listings [15].
Other authors have claimed that spending on these two digital marketing platforms can be split as
being 82% on PPC, 12% on SEO and 4% on other platforms (Sen, 2005). However, it is generally accepted
that spending SEO decreases after an initial peak, while PPC spending continues as long as the campaign
remains active [17]. This points to a contradiction, which is one of the motivations behind this research.
There appears to be contradicting results from previous research, whether natural or paid results are
more popular in terms of clicks harvested. A claim has been made that 60 – 68% of users prefer clicking on
organic results, while only 14 – 40% prefer PPC results [12]. This trend seems to be confirmed by other
authors [28]. However, the same author claims that if one of the two marketing platforms is ignored,
potential clients will be lost.
Hence the research problem can be stated as that website traffic maximization (and therefore the
return on investment {ROI}) is at risk without clear guidance as to the budget split between SEO and PPC
marketing.
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4.

Research Methodology
This research project was done in three phases, involving three separate empirical experiments.

4.1 Phase 1 – SEO & PPC simultaneously
Firstly, an experiment was done on websites which did invest in PPC, to determine if they also
invested in SEO. One of Google’s directories was used to identify 13 common item categories, like:
Computers, Family & Community, Finance, Food, Gifts & Occasions, Real Estate, etc. Many experimental
searches were then done for each category, using first a fat head search phrase – a short, wider and less
focused search query. Another search query was also constructed for each category – this time a long tail
query, which is longer, more focussed and specific. On each SERP, the first 10 PPC results were recorded.
Further multiple searches were then done to determine if these same websites did appear in the first 100
organic results, using the same fat head search queries.
To ensure result accuracy, a cross-check was done. The PPC results generated by each fat head query
were checked to see if they had organic results for the long tail queries. This was then repeated with the PPC
results generated by the long tail search queries, and all results were recorded [19].

4.2 Phase 2 – PPC only then SEO only
Secondly, another experiment was done in a case study on one e-commerce website, using first only
PPC, then switching over to only SEO, with the purpose of determining which one produced more website
traffic, sales and ROI in the long run. The company involved was a small local manufacturer. Digital
analytics were used to gather data on user behaviour, and website traffic and financial expenditure were
recorded. The website owners invested in PPC only for 1 year (at ZAR3 000 per month), without spending
anything on SEO. They then terminated the PPC campaign, with the expenditure also ceasing at that point.
A once-off expense of ZAR19 000 was then made on a SEO campaign. Various basic on-page SEO
elements on the website were identified and improved. These include: header tags, image filenames, metadata, Alt tags, and textual descriptions.
After these improvements, traffic figures and expenses were still monitored and recorded for a
period, before drawing conclusions [18].

4.3 Phase 3 – PPC versus SEO – lowest cost per acquisition (CPA)?
Thirdly, a final comparative experiment was done on three different e-commerce websites, in an
attempt to determine how the CPA compares between SEO and PPC. The three websites were from different
industries, and in all cases both SEO and PPC were used to market. Digital analytics and other methods were
again used to gather data, and the websites were monitored for 90 days. Website 1 is in the bedding and
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linen industry in South Africa, No 2 is a toy retailer in the UK, and No 3 is in the roadside assistance
industry in South Africa. In the case of No 3, one specific goal conversion was used instead of traditional
sales, being new membership sign-ups.
All three were using Google Adwords as a PPC platform, and these figures were recorded for the
expenses. The following are some of the types of data recorded for all three websites, for both SEO and
PPC:
-

number of clicks harvested

-

number of user sessions

-

e-commerce conversion rate (for No 3: goal conversion rate)

-

number of transactions

Finally, the CPA was calculated [17].

5.

Results and Interpretation

5.1 Phase 1 – SEO & PPC simultaneously
The 26 search queries (13 categories x 2 types of queries x 10 results per page = 260 websites)
generated a large volume of results, summarized in Table 1. Those websites without showing any results for
SEO were marked N/A. The top half of the table lists those websites which did produce results for fat head
keywords. The bottom half shows those websites with PPC results for long tail search queries.
Table 1. Fat head and long tail results
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Source: [19]
The results proved that few of the websites which invested in PPC also produced highly ranked
organic listings in the top 100 results for either of the two types of search queries used. This suggests that
digital marketers seldom include SEO as part of their SEM campaign. When assuming that both would cost
the same over a selected period of time, SEO would still require a lower investment in the long run,
confirming the contradiction noted elsewhere.
Further research would be required to determine the reason behind this phenomenon, but at this stage
it has to be assumed that marketers choose PPC since it requires no understanding of website structure or
design, and expenses can be tightly controlled. A typical small to medium-sized PPC campaign can also be
run in-house, retaining control inside the company.

5.2 Phase 2 – PPC only then SEO only
As could be expected, this experiment proved that the implementation of a PPC system can produce
favourable results, if it is acceptable that there will be a fixed monthly expense. Once the campaign was
terminated, website traffic dropped to virtually zero. On the other hand, the implementation of an SEO
campaign requires a relatively large investment at the start, but very little after that. After the initial dramatic
drop in traffic, SEO started producing a gradual increase in traffic, bypassing the figures produced by PPC
only after about three months. The expenses for the two systems crossed over after about six months, with
the monthly expense of SEO decreasing consistently into the future (see Figure 5). As expected, the PPC
traffic was fairly stable while the campaign was running (blue line), then dropped to zero when it was
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terminated. Shortly after that, SEO traffic started picking up (red line), eventually bypassing the average
PPC level. Expenditure wise, there was a consistent cost per month during the PPC period (green line),
which dropped to zero after termination of the campaign, then peaked sharply as the invoice for the SEO
was paid. However, after the peak, it dropped to zero. This high initial cost was then spread over the
remaining months in all calculations.

Figure 5. Cross-over points for traffic and expenses

Source: [18]
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5.3 Phase 3 – PPC versus SEO – lowest CPA?
After recording and combing all the results, each website’s data was summarized. See Table 2 for an
example of website No 2’s data.
Table 2. Calculation of CPA for website No 2

Website 2
Clicks
Cost
CPC
Sessions
Bounce Rate
Pages/Sessions
Ecommerce Conversion Rate
Transactions
Revenue

PPC

RatioPPC:SEO

SEO

322483
£85 594,69
£0,27
442399
59,55%
3,19

3871508
£3 372,13
£0,00087
4872537
26%
6,08

1,78%
7869

0,85%
41186

0.5
5.2

£354 876,22

£2 163 584,37

6.1

£14,92

£0,10

CPA

12
25,4
310,3
11
2,3
1.9

149.2

Source: [17]
From website No 2’s data it can be seen that PPC contributed 96% and SEO only 4% of the total
marketing expenditure. The CPA was calculated as a ratio, where a value of 1 would indicate the same CPA
for both methods. Any value higher than 1 indicates a proportionally better CPA for SEO.
In contrast, SEO produced 92% of all the clicks on the website. This seems to indicate a reversed
situation: the platform absorbing the most money produces by far the least income.
After combining the data of all three websites, and summarizing it, Table 3 shows the overall results.
A higher value for cost-per-click (CPC) and CPA is worse, where a higher value for Conversion Rate is
better [13].
Table 3. Calculation of averages for CPC, Conversion Rate and CPA
Measure

Website 1

Website 2

Website 3

CPC

4.1

310.3

36.0

Conversion Rate

0.6

0.5

0.1

CPA

2.6

149.2

4.4

Source: [17]
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The CPA for SEO is, on the average (and in each individual case), lower than that of the PPC
campaigns. When averaging the averages, the CPA is about 52 times higher for PPC than for SEO. This
implies that an expense of ZAR100 on SEO would require ZAR52 000 on PPC for the same results.

6.

Marketing Model
The author would like to present a model, combining the results of the three experiments, as a

proposed strategy for splitting a marketing budget across both SEM channels. This model allows for
freedom of choice, where some industries might have different expectations than others from their marketing
efforts, and certainly differing budgets which must be stretched to cover as much as possible.
Each block in the model (see Figure 6) involves decisions to be taken, based on the company’s
requirements and unique situation.

Figure 6. Model to determine budget split across SEO and PPC
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Source: [17]

Correct application of this module should produce the maximum financial returns for an appropriate
marketing expenditure.

7.

Conclusions, Significance and Recommendations
It can safely be assumed that marketing budgets in most companies are under constant pressure to be

utilized to its maximum, giving the highest returns for the lowest inputs. The results of this study indicate
that tilting a budget in favour of SEO as opposed to PPC has many advantages. However, using the proposed
model (see Figure 9), companies can use PPC when their needs prescribe, for example, immediate traffic to
a website, or a monthly payment rather than a large up-front expense.
However, this research has proven that running a PPC campaign only could be unwise spending of
precious marketing dollars. A sizeable part of market share can be lost this way. This finding can be
especially significant when the power of scale is applicable. Large corporations with high monthly
marketing expenses, for example, could make relatively small adjustments in the way they spend money on
SEM, which can be amplified to result in large amounts of savings. This research contributes to the body of
SEM knowledge by proving that inconsiderate spending of money on digital marketing could miss the
target, and lead to great losses.
The author recommends that all business adopt this model, or a variation of it, in their marketing
departments.

8.
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Abstract
This paper intends to contribute to the literature on the post-war legal order and the
international trade regime through a revisionist reading of the genesis of the pax Americana. It
explores the ideational construction of the post-war order through an elucidation of the
ideational content of the “negotiated” legal system and the “actual” trading regime. It argues
that post-World War II economic order was constructed through two parallel compromisebuilding processes at the domestic (within the USA) and international levels. While the policy
ideas building the post-war order were initially produced and clarified within the United States
before and during the war, the promotion of these ideas in the international sphere was not easy
and unproblematic as usually assumed. In other words, the USA as the hegemonic power did not
(or could not) impose the rules of international economic order on other states of the capitalist
world as shown by the International Trade Organization (ITO) negotiations. The failure of the
ITO project, which had deviated from the U.S. demands, and the launch of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) as an inevitable substitute of it was owing to the
conflict of ideas between the domestic hegemonic planning and the unintended international
outcome.
Keywords: World Trade Organization, GATT, world order, legal economic order
1. Introduction
The theories in International Relations (IR) are built on certain assumptions, which are
sometimes not even questioned. A prominent example is the theory of hegemonic stability that
emerged during the catastrophic atmosphere of the 1970s. The theory assumes that the United
States was the hegemonic state that constructed the economic order in the capitalist world after
the Second World War by setting the rules of international economic transaction. Charles
Kindleberger and other leading scholars simply suggested the existence of a hegemonic state as
the precondition for the stability in international states system. The lack of such a “willing” and
“able” state to “stabilize” the international system was proposed to be a major cause of the Great
1
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Depression of the interwar years1. The hegemonic stability theory was applied to the analyses of
the pax Americana, with two taken for granted assumptions, which are at the core of this paper:

(1) The post-World War II hegemonic system was established by the USA, which
dictated the rules of its order through multilateral regimes it created;
(2) Both the hegemonic state (the USA) and the international order constructed around its
dictated regimes are liberal in nature.

These assumptions of the IR orthodoxy were challenged by several critical scholars including
Gerhard Ruggie, who proposed a distinct interpretation to the postwar history by elucidating the
normative content of international money and trade regimes created in the late 1940s rather than
the power configuration in international politics. He labelled the normative compromise that
emerged as a consequence of negotiations between several states including the United States,
European countries and others as “embedded liberalism.” Such ideational compromise indicated
the post-war economic world order in the following terms:

“[U]nlike the economic nationalism of the thirties, it would be multilateral in character;
unlike the liberalism of the gold standard and free trade, its multilateralism would be
predicated upon domestic interventionism.”2
This challenging understanding of the nature of post-war regimes inspired critical scholars to
question the taken for granted assumptions about the international order through new studies
examining the genesis of postwar regimes and their association with the American power. Albeit
not many, the studies using first-hand resources from American and British archives launched a

1

Kindleberger, C.P. (1973) The World in Depression 1929-1939, Penguin: London, esp. Chapter 14. Among others,
two prominent scholars maintaining this tradition are Keohane and Krasner, whose prominent works are given in the
reference list. For a more recent review of the works in this mainstream tradition with a critical account see Gale, F.
(1998) “Cave ‘Cave! Hic dragones’: a neo-Gramscian deconstruction and reconstruction of international regime
theory?”, Review of International Political Economy, 5:2, Summer, pp.252-283.
2
Ruggie, J.G. (1982) “International Regimes, Transactions, and Change: embedded liberalism in the Postwar
Economic Order”, International Organization, 36:2, Spring, p.393.
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revisionist reading of the 1940s to challenge well-established assumptions3. Yet studies have
focused mostly on the Bretton Woods monetary regime, while the story of the genesis of the
modern trading regime has largely been neglected. The contemporary trade regime organized
around the World Trade Organization (WTO) emerged upon the General Agreement on Trade
and Tariffs (GATT) which was signed in 1947 following years of negotiations. In fact, the
GATT regime’s restoration to the center of the commercial system was nothing more than an
accidental outcome let it be a purposeful project of any actor or hegemonic power. The
Agreement was signed among 23 nations in Geneva, as an interim commercial chapter of a larger
legal package, which never came into force. This package was the Havana Charter for an
International Trade Organization (ITO) which was finalized in 1948. Ironically, since the Havana
Charter of 1948 was never ratified by the US Congress the ITO, which was supposed to be at the
center of the trading regime, was stillborn. Paradoxically, the ITO Charter had an ideational
content different from that the embedded compromise of the GATT regime and the Bretton
Woods monetary regime.

This paper intends to contribute the existent literature on the post-war economic order and the
international trade regime through another revisionist reading of the genesis of the pax
Americana. It explores the ideational construction of the post-war order through an elucidation
of the ideational content of the negotiated legal system and the actual trading regime. The paper
argues that postwar economic order was constructed through two parallel compromise-building
processes among various actors at the domestic and international levels. While the policy ideas
building the order were initially produced and clarified within the United States before and
during the war, the promotion of these ideas in the international sphere was not easy and
unproblematic as usually assumed. In other words, the US as the hegemonic power did not (or
could not) impose the rules of international economic order on other states of the capitalist world
as shown by the ITO negotiations. It was the conflict of ideas between the domestic hegemonic
planning and the unintended international outcome which caused the failure of ITO project and
the launch of the GATT as an inevitable substitute of it. The paper is unfolded in three sections.

3

Most relevant examples of the revisionist writings are the works of Peter Burnham and G. John Ikenberry listed in
the reference list. Their work and other relevant works are referred along the paper.
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While the following section examines the ideological compromise-building process at the
domestic level in the United States4, the third section explores the compromise-building in the
international realm. The forth section analyzes the ideological conflict between these two levels.
2. Domestic Ideational Construction of U.S. Post-War Hegemony

Scholars exploring the domestic origins of American hegemony, which operated after the Second
World War in material, ideological and cultural spheres, point out the fact that this hegemony
could become possible after a certain domestic transformation in the production processes, in the
class-based configuration of the American society, and state-society relations.5 At the core of the
pax Americana laid a historically constructed domestic hegemonic bloc of social forces
organically allied beyond daily interest calculations, in line with a collective world view and
supportive set of ideas.6 The domestic social compromise around such a set of ideas made the
American hegemony possible after the formation of this social bloc constitutive of certain
fractions of American capitalists from finance (money capital) and industry (productive capital),
organically connected ruling elites, and organized labor.7

The ideological glue sustaining the formation of this social bloc was a synthesis of two opposing
ideological poles: the internationalist-universal liberalism, and protectionist-isolationist and
industrial nationalism. Traditionally internationalist ideas were backed by the financial
capitalists and organically related ruling elites, located particularly in the Department of State.
With advent of the Great Depression, the ideas and doctrines backed by the money capital such
as cosmopolitan liberalism, rentier ideology, a pacifist world-view, the belief in market and
laissez faire philosophy all sank in the sea of competitive devaluations and beggar-thy-neighbor
policies amplifying the effects of economic warfare.
4

This short essay unavoidably deals only with the domestic consensus-building within the US.
Three most representative works focusing domestic origins of American hegemony are Cox, R.W. (1987)
Production, Power, and World Order: Social Forces in the Making of History, Columbia University Pres: New
York, Rupert, M. (1995) Producing Hegemony: The politics of mass production and American global power,
Cambridge University Press: New York, and van der Pijl, K. (1984) The Making of An Atlantic Ruling Class, Verso:
London
6
Rupert, ibid. Chapter 3; Murphy, C.N. (1994) International Organization and Industrial Change: Global
Governance since 1850, Oxford University Press: New York pp. 10-11; 168-71.
7
Rupert, ibid. pp. 55-8
5
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Protectionist-isolationist ideology, on the other extreme, was conventionally adopted by large
segments of the U.S. society, but particularly nationalist industrialists who profited from
interventionist policies and state protectionism against foreign competition. However,
industrialist class lost it monolithic structure in the 1930s and 1940s since a salient part of it
came out as globally competitive sectors, which demanded export-oriented free trade policies
and allied with financiers. At this point the hegemonic compromise ideologically synthesized
these two opponent trends in the extremes, around three notions of ideas building what van der
Pijl calls “corporate liberalism”. This synthesis can be deemed as similar to Ruggie’s concept of
“embedded liberalism,” but more as a product of domestic hegemonic formation based on three
ideological components: (1) Fordism based on productivity, (2) Wilsonian universalism, and (3)
Keynesian economic understanding regarding the role of the state in economy.8

Fordism as a compromise between organized labor and internationalist industrialists was based
on productivity and mass production but also fair wages and collective bargaining. While
Wilsonian democratic universalism rendered political expression of this Fordist deal, Keynesian
economics constituted the legitimizing doctrine emphasizing employment and the role of the
regulatory state in harmony with the capitalist system and a liberal international framework
inseparable from Americanism. What is more, the US hegemony built upon “corporate
liberalism” domestically also meant the emergence of a new form of state, transformed “welfare
nationalist” model of the interwar period.9 The American state structure became a new model
reflecting the corporate liberal compromise with its peculiar state-society relations, growth
orientation and internationalism.10 Hence, the American vision of international order envisaged
productivity, growth, peace and prosperity in a multilateral system to be led by the United States.

8

Van der Pijl, The Making of…, Introduction, pp. 8-20; for details on Fordism see Rupert ibid. Chapter 4. Also for
the relation of Keynesian ideas with economic order see the recent discussion of Levitt. Levitt, K.P. (2006) “Keynes
and Polanyi: the 1920s and the 1990s”, Review of International Political Economy, 13:1, February, pp. 152-177
9
Cox, R.W. (1987) Production… pp. 211-267
10
Cox calls this new form of state “neo-liberal form”, ibid.
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Such new vision was originally launched with the 1934 Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act
designed by Cordell Hull who revolutionarily ended the long protectionist era in the US. This
vision was revised and promoted internationally by President Roosevelt (especially to Britain
and later other allies). Therefore, the American post-war hegemony can be regarded as the
promotion of the American vision of state-society structure, production modes and ideas to the
world. Three ideological pillars were set as standards to be promoted internationally as the
elements of the American world order:
(1) Fordism as a mode of production, a social model bringing labor and industrialists
along a common goal of productivity,
(2) Multilateralism aiming at achieving peace and stability through international
cooperation under US leadership, sustaining non-discriminatory liberalization and
currency convertibility,
(3) a Keynesian framework building necessary international mechanisms recognizing the
role of the states in domestic economies for sustaining welfare.
The reflection of this hegemonic ideological configuration for the trading regime was the U.S.
plan to build a single and stable multilateral trading system by eliminating all obstacles and
discriminations to American exports, whilst locating the US to the core of the capitalist system.
More concretely the US proposals were built around three key priorities:
(1) Non-discrimination regulated by the Most Favored Nation (MFN) principle,
eliminating all regional trading blocks (particularly British Imperial Preferences built in 1932),
(2) Abolition of all trade distorting measures such as quantitative restrictions (except for
temporary but non-discriminatory use for balance of payments problems),
(3) Liberalization of trade through reciprocal tariff negotiations.
The following section discusses the international consensus-building process that necessitated
revisions to the original American proposals regarding the shape of the post-war economic
world.
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3. International Compromise Under the American Hegemony: The ITO Charter

The first international agreement (between the U.S. and Britain) regarding the post-war
economic system was the Atlantic Charter which was drafted in August 1941.11 The AngloAmerican cooperation took a more solid form with the Mutual Aid Agreement of February 1942
which set the conditions of the Lend-Lease arrangement. The British, dealing with wartime
problems, were not yet ready for any clear commitments to the elimination of its discriminatory
Imperial Preference system, launched by Ottawa agreements in 1932. However, the 1942 deal
could become possible after the British accomplishment to make the American desire of nondiscrimination a quid pro quo to the British expectation of the substantial reduction in American
protective tariffs. After such a compromise leaving details to the postwar negotiations, the
official war-time agenda turned to the settlement of international monetary system. As John
Ikenberry underlines the shift in the negotiation topic to money, and the switch of U.S. and
British negotiators facilitated the two sides to compromise on a mutual Keynesian understanding
regarding the monetary relations. Following the end of the World War II, the two sides easily
reached at an agreement on the Bretton Woods package including the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank, and the stipulation of the convertibility of major currencies at fixed
exchange rates. The monetary regime rendered the US dollar the key currency, but it also left
sufficient space for the states to control international capital movements for adjustment purposes,
as suggested by Ruggie’s embedded liberalism synthesis.12

John Ikenberry considers the post-war order as an outcome of the expert consensus among
negotiators from the two sides of the Atlantic sharing the new Keynesian thinking.13 He is right
as to the monetary regime. However, the trading regime did not come into being solely after a
technical Anglo-American consensus led by John Maynard Keynes and Harry Dexter White. The
compromise on trade came after laborious negotiations that took place among several countries
11

For Anglo-American wartime dialogue and further negotiations among others see Gardner, R.N. (1956) SterlingDollar Diplomacy: Anglo-American Collaboration in the Reconstruction of Multilateral Trade, Oxford University
Press: London; Sayers, R.S. (1956) Financial Policy 1939-45, Her Majesty’s Stationary Office: London.
12
Ikenberry, G.J. (1992) “A World Economy Restored: Expert Consensus and the Anglo-American postwar
settlement”, International Organization, 46:1, pp. 291-2
13
Ibid.
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with the participation of a wide range of actors from around the world including farmers,
importers, and politicians. The negotiations took place in an environment shaped by domestic
concerns regarding postwar economic reconstruction and job creation far from the wartime
optimism.14 The final Havana text of March 1948 reflected an agreement which bridged gaps
among numerous countries from the industrialized, developing, and planned economies. The
negotiations officially started in London in late 1946 taking the American proposals as basis
were redrafted it several times in the follow-up talks in London, New York, Geneva and Havana.
The Havana negotiations accomplished a global consensus among 54 countries which
represented then the majority of the United Nations membership.15 In brief, the final draft was a
compromise substantially deviated from the original American plan, which was prepared by the
Department of State between 1943-45, and simply unacceptable to the Congress.

President Harry Truman took the presidency in 1945 and preserved the Democrats’ domination
in the Wight House until 1953, in contrast to the Capitol Hill, where the Republicans took the
majority in the 1946 elections. From 1947 on, President Truman had to face a complicated
agenda with the unexpected inauguration of the Cold War. His administration had to deal not
only with the creation of a stable trading system but also the launch of the Marshall Plan in 1948
and the establishment of the NATO in 1949. On the conduct of the ITO talks and the initiation of
the liberalization of international trade, the new cadres adopted a two-track approach considering
the changing balance of power between the Legislative and the Executive. In 1945, the President
took the three-year executive authority to negotiate tariff reductions up to 50%.16 During the
Geneva Conference, parallel to the official discussions on the ITO Charter, 23 nations led by the
USA separately conducted and concluded bilateral negotiations for tariff reductions giving birth
to the GATT, as the interim commercial chapter to be later incorporated into the overall ITO
package. An early reduction in tariffs was thus assured from 1948 on, with the early harvest of
14

Killheffer, E.H. (1949) “ITO-Illusion or Reality?”, The Annals of the American Academy, 264, July, pp.75-86; and
Capling, A. (2000) “The Enfant Terrible: Australia and the Reconstruction of the Multilateral Trade System, 19468”, Australian Economic History Review, 40, 1, pp. 1-21.
15
The detailed discussions about the US proposals and the negotiations can be found in Wilcox, C. (1949) A Charter
for World Trade, New York: Macmillan Co., Wilcox, C. (1947) “International Trade Organization: The London
Draft of a Charter for an International Trade Organization”, The American Economic Review, 37:2, May, pp. 529541.
16
This authority was renewed subsequently in 1937, 1940, 1943.
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GATT, while the ITO Charter had to wait for Congressional ratification. The administration took
the Havana Charter to the Congressional agenda one year after it was signed in March 1948.
However, with a brief press notice it was withdrawn following the Senate hearings in late 1950
without any discussion or voting.

As contended by a contemporary analyst, although it was still-born, “[t]he Havana Charter
remains to this day the most comprehensive international economic agreement in history.”17 The
final charter was consisted of eight more chapters similar to the GATT including provisions
about a broad range of issues from restrictive business practices (cartels), to state monopolies in
trade, intergovernmental commodity arrangements, domestic subsidies, and the organization of
the ITO. By setting up a binding international mechanism with a dispute settlement system, the
ITO Charter recognized and codified a large set of rights and duties beyond an “embedded
liberal” order for the states vis-à-vis each other and their citizens. These rights and obligations
aimed to achieve trade liberalization but also intended to accomplish “full employment” and
economic development, whereas economic development was about to become a new and strong
ideological pillar of the post-war compromise.18 In other words, the ideological structure of the
Charter intended to set a balance between three ideational pillars: market opening, state
intervention, and economic development (or free trade, full employment and industrialization):

(1) Market opening (Liberalization-Free Trade): The backbone of the multilateral
commercial system became the general rule of non-discriminatory trade liberalization as
originally proposed by the US. However, almost each provision for non-discriminatory
free trade was followed by a list of exceptions for economic development, balance of
payments problems, and protection of domestic industries and the defense of full
employment. Quantitative restrictions, opposed by the US, were allowed for a list of
17

Capling, A. (2000) “The Enfant Terrible, p. 19.
For a similar categorical summary see Urquhart, M.C. (1948) “Post-War International Trade Arrangement”, The
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, 14:3, August, pp. 373-385. For other analyses from different
perspectives see Brown, W.A. (1950) The United States and the Restoration of World Trade, The Brookings
Institution, Washington; Drache, D. (2000) “The Short but Significant Life of the International Trade Organization:
Lessons for Our Time”, Centre for the Study of Globalisation and Regionalisation (CSGR) Working Paper, No.
62/00, November.
18
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excuses. Moreover, since the British made the abolition of its preferential system a quid
pro quo for considerable reductions in tariffs, neither objectives became possible. While
the charter grandfathered the existing preferential arrangements of members, it also
allowed future customs unions or free trade areas among members (for European
integration), and other preferential arrangements for development purposes. The basic
structure of this pillar was injected into the text of the GATT.
(2) State Intervention (Keynesianism): The Charter allowed the use of instruments by
member states to sustain domestic economic and social stability, and to keep aggregate
demand high domestically either through the use of exceptions from free trade, or through
creating positive commitments vis-à-vis other states. The most important Keynesian
policy objective was “full employment.” A “positive approach” from developing
countries led by Australia highlighted full employment objectives as a prerequisite to
trade liberalization.19 This was also backed by Britain, since “full employment” was on
the top of the agenda in all Western Europe. Shortly, the Charter was legally linking the
continuation of high rates of employment and aggregate demand in industrialized
countries (targeting the USA), as a prerequisite for the commitment of developing
countries to liberalize their markets, while also recognizing domestic full employment
purposes of poor countries as legitimate exceptions from free trade.
(3) Economic Development: For developing countries actively participated in the
negotiations, the Charter was expanded to include a special Chapter on Economic
Development, which recognized specific needs of those countries.20 Apart from the
related provisions mentioned above, the Charter carved certain responsibilities for more
developed members with regard to “the countries on early stages of industrial
development.” For instance, members were invited to cooperate in providing developing
countries with facilities they have such as technology, technical and managerial skills and
equipment, capital funds and materials. While the US negotiators tried to get some
concessions in exchange for the rights of investors, each new draft went in contrary. The
final version limited the rights of investors vis-à-vis the states, by recognizing full

19
20

Capling, A. (2000) “The Enfant Terrible, pp. 5-7
Ibid.
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sovereignty of host countries including their right of permission or refusal of foreign
investment, and of expropriation and nationalization.

Since the Charter never came into effect, the trade regime and new economic order was solely
built only upon the first pillar, with a flexible “embedded liberal” compromise, while it omitted
other two ideological pillars.

4. The Clash of Ideas and the End of the ITO Project
The transformation of the international system into the bipolar structure with the emergence of
the Cold War unavoidably influenced the material and ideological context for the decisionmaking by the post-war planners in late 1940s. The USA initiated new economic initiatives such
as the European Recovery Program and the Marshall Plan, and the OEEC (Organization for
European Economic Cooperation). However, such a policy shift per se does not explain the
preference of the Truman administration to kill the ITO project. There is no reason to think the
invalidity of the following argument by William Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs made in November 1947:

“The Marshall Plan, or the European Recovery Program, has to do with the short-term
emergency needs of one part of the world. The International Trade Organization has to do
with long-range trade policies and trade of all the world. They are highly complementary
and interrelated.”21
As Graz argues such a long-run economic project for the establishment of a multilateral order
cannot be proposed as a substitute to the short-term military objectives and emergency economic
initiatives of the USA.22 Then, there must be a more viable reason for the US administration to
shelve the ITO project.

21

Quoted in Beloff, M. (1963) The United States and the Unity of Europe, Brookings Institution: Washington, D.C.
p.28 cited by Ikenberry, G.J. (1989) “Rethinking the Origins of American Hegemony”, Political Science Quarterly,
104:3, p.395 emphasis added
22
Graz, J.C. (1999) “The Political Economy of International Trade: The Relevance of the International Trade
Organisation Project”, Journal of International Relations and Development, 2:3 September. Furthermore, as
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Apart from the changing systemic context23 and domestic material reasons listed in the
literature,24 this paper’s argument regarding the underlying cause of the removal of the ITO
project is the ideological contradiction between the domestic hegemonic compromise and the one
unwillingly reached in the international realm. From a counterfactual point of view, the
ratification of the ITO Charter would have launched a different world order, recognizing US
hegemony but at the same time binding the USA with new commitments for the industrial
development and domestic economic stability of secondary states. To reiterate, American
hegemony, founded upon a peculiar ideological configuration between Fordism, Wilsonian
universalism and Keynesianism, was exerted to promote internationally the standards for (1) a
new social model and state-society relations, (2) a liberal world order under multilateral
mechanisms; and (3) a single world economy legally recognizing the role of the states to defend
domestic Keynesian policy goals. However, the ITO Charter would lead to an order inconsistent
with the American goals. Regarding the imposition of the three standards set by the domestic
hegemonic compromise, (1) to achieve the first one, short-term initiatives such as Marshall
Offensive were more practical,25 (2) the GATT was not less convenient than the ITO for
obtaining the second one, i.e. trade liberalization.26 (3) Finally the establishment of the ITO
would mean too much Keynesianism than envisaged by the U.S.. An international accord
recognizing the duty of the states to “full employment” (beyond Fordist compromise in the US)
and further taking this right of citizens under international commitment was contradictory to the
delicately established domestic balance between three domestic pillars of the hegemonic
ideology.

Burnham concludes, at least until the beginning of the 1950s the USA still aspired currency convertibility and nondiscrimination as its long-run policy objectives. Burnham, P. (2003) Remaking the Postwar World Economy: Robot
and British Policy in the 1950s, Palgrave Macmillan: New York, p.9.
23
Goldstein, J. and Gowa, J. (2002), “US national power and the post-war trading regime”, World Trade Review;
and Ikenberry, G.J. (1989) “Rethinking the Origins of American Hegemony”, Political Science Quarterly, 104:3, pp.
375-400.
24
For a brief summary of those reasons see Odell, J. and Eichengreen, B. (1998) “The United States, the ITO, the
WTO: Exit Options, Agent Slack, and Presidential Leadership” in Krueger, A.O. and Aturupane, C. eds. The WTO
as an International Organization, The University of Chicago Press: Chicago and London, pp.181-209.
25
For the effective use of the Marshall Plan for the hegemonic purposes see Rupert, M. (1995) Producing… pp.4651 and Van der Pijl, K. (1984) The Making of… Chapter 6.
26
For Odell and Eichengreen the GATT was creating an “exit option” for the US. Odell, J. and Eichengreen, B.
(1998) “The United States…
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Not only traditionally protectionist actors or isolationists, but also the major constituents of the
hegemonic bloc in the USA took a clear political position against its ratification. Among the
constituents of the hegemonic bloc, neither money capital, nor industry, or organized labor was
in favor of the ratification of the ITO Charter but solely the negotiators of the Charter in the State
Department.27 The New York bankers were lone in their opposition campaign against the Bretton
Woods deals.28 However, this time they were accompanied by major industrialists who gradually
took a clear position against the ratification of the ITO Charter. The business organizations
including US Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufactures, and the New
York Board of Trade declared their opposition by criticizing different provisions of the final
deal.29 William Diebold, who worked in the post-war planning during the 1940s and in the
Department of State’s Division of Commercial Policy in 1945-47, attributes a particular
importance to the anti-investor provisions added in Havana, which transmuted the Charter into a
fully intolerable mechanism for the business groups.30
Such clear opposition was not simply because of certain interest calculations but rather because
of the ideological philosophy underlying the Charter.31 The Chairman of the American Tariff
League likened the establishment of the ITO to the establishment of an “international planned
economy.”32 Similarly, a critical book was titled The Economic Munich, because the Charter was
considered as one of the most serious threats to human freedom and the system of private
enterprise, particularly owing to its provisions for full employment which disregarded the
economic consequences of such policies. Although his liberal doctrine had still to wait for some
more decades, the famous book of Hayek the Road to Serfdom, the ideological critique of the
Keynesian doctrine was already published in 1944, and became a best-seller in the US. The hot
debate among economists was revolving around the possibility, ways and consequences of
27

The chief negotiator Clair Wilcox had to write a book to respond all those criticisms. See Wilcox, C. (1949) A
Charter for World Trade
28
Ikenberry, G.J. (1992) “A World Economy… p.304, 317.
29
Killheffer, E.H. (1949) “ITO-Illusion… 85-6;
30
Diebold, W. (1952) “The End of the ITO,” Essays in International Finance, no.16, October (Princeton: Princeton
University International Finance Section)
31
Aaronson, S. (1996) Trade and the American Dream: A Social History of Postwar Trade Policy, University Press
of Kentucky: Lexington. See also Gerhart, P.M. (2004), “The World Trade Organization and Participatory
Democracy: The Historical Evidence”, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law, 37:4, October, pp. 897-934.
32
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Keynesian full employment. This was in tandem with the Congressional opposition leading the
omission of the “full” in 1945 draft of “Full Employment Act” conducing “Employment Act” in
1946.

The Bretton Woods system, both instrumentally and ideologically, was more representative of
the domestic compromise of the American hegemonic bloc than that of the ITO and the GATT.
Therefore, it would not be wrong to suggest that the monetary regime launched in 1944 and the
trade regime unintentionally launched in 1947, represent differing configurations of
compromises. The ITO Charter was a bad deal for the US, and no deal was better than a bad
one.33 Even the GATT, the side-product of American attempts, continued to be the symbol of the
inability of the US to impose its vision of world order on others. Perhaps that is why the GATT
was never adopted, even ignored by US Congress. Labelling it an Executive initiative, the
Congress never voted on the GATT, thus leaving its legal status controversial regarding US
domestic law.34 Moreover, the Congress added in 1951 the following forgotten sentence into the
law during the extension of the 1934 Act:
“The enactment of this Act shall not be construed to determine or indicate the approval or
disapproval of the Executive Agreement known as the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.”35
In the beginning of the 1950s, even the future of the GATT, then the only instrument of trade
liberalization, was uncertain, though it could maintain this role until the establishment of the
World Trade Organization in 1995. However, regarding the attitude of Congress the GATT had
to live “on sufferance”, as Wilcox puts, “as welcome as a bastard child.”36

33

Ibid. p.84.
For an interesting discussion about the legal status of the GATT see Jackson, J.H. (1967) “The General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in United States Domestic Law”, Michigan Law Review, 66:2, December, pp. 249332
35
Quoted in Wilcox, C. (1953) “A Stock-taking… p.65 Emphasis is mine.
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5. Conclusion

If the ITO project had succeeded, the post-war economic order would rise upon a different
political compromise vis-à-vis the one established at the end of the 1940s. Since the USA could
not be able to determine the outcome of the ITO negotiations, the outcome reflected a deal in
deviation from what was initially proposed by the United States. The final ITO deal was built
upon three ideational pillars of free trade, development and Keynesian full employment, which
sat in odds with the Fordist ideational compromise within the United States. More than any other
reason, it was this ideological conflict between the domestic hegemonic planning and the
unintended international outcome that caused the failure of ITO project and led to the launch of
the GATT as an inevitable substitute of it. The still-born ITO project has been the best
illustration of the inabilities of the US hegemony as well as the complicated nature of post-war
regime-building, which cannot be understood through power-based explanations.
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Abstract
In discussions of protective law on foreign investment, the relative issues mainly include
standards concerning minimum foreign treatment, fair and equitable treatment, national
treatment, methods of expropriation and compensation, methods of foreign investment
guarantee, dispute settlement and bilateral treaties. The present paper aims at scrutinizing the
main related international standards as the set criteria for a comparison with Iran’s law. To this
end, while scrutinizing and illuminating such standards, we analyzed and compared them with
Iran’s corresponding provisions in a case-by-case manner. Doing so, recent established
regulations in Iran have been documented. They include: the act of promotion and protection of
foreign investment act in Iran, Administration of free trade-industrial zones act in Iran and its
latest modifications and amendments, Iran`s international trade arbitration act, as well as a
review of the content of over fifty cases of foreign investment bilateral treaties. Accordingly,
some of the awards issued by the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal and Arbitration Center of
Iran’s Chamber of Commerce,(ACIC) as well as the law of statute of the Arbitration Center of
Iran’s Chamber of Commerce and rulls of ACIC, have been thoroughly reviewed and relied on
as documentary sources. We have reached the conclusion that most of the current standards of
today`s world are evident in Iran’s law and have been applied accordingly; however, there are
still some gaps between some of the international standards and those practiced in Iran.
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Introduction
Over the recent years, Iran has been re-experiencing a general appeal from foreign
investors to return and invest in Iran due to the removal of the economic sanction imposed on the
country by the United Nations. From another perspective, considering the fact that Iran, as one of
the richest and oldest civilizations in Asia, has always enjoyed one of the firmest and most stable
systems of legislation, we came to comparatively scrutinize Iran’s laws seeking to answer two
questions: Is there basically any realization of international standards in Iran’s domestic laws, in
respect to foreign direct investment? If so, what are the documents and evidence to acknowledge
the protective aspects? To this end, since the law of investment is too broad to be covered in one
single study, this review is limited to issues of foreign investment, more specifically to mere
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), focusing on the protective aspects. Thus, the relevant
international standards have been reviewed, as set criteria for the measurement, and compared
with the existing Iranian legislation in a case-by-case manner in order to find out to what extent
Iranian laws have come through with flying colors.
1. A Review of the Recent Laws in Iran
1.1. Law of Promotion and Protection of Foreign Investment
The latest international standards are evident in the law of promotion and protection of
foreign investment, which has predicted principles like fair and equitable treatment, foreign
investment guarantee, financial support, dispute settlement, and the like. The decree includes
executive regulations, as well1. It has clearly defined the current expressions in relation to
foreign investment and introduced the appropriate methods of the investment, both direct and
indirect, as well as the system of capital reception. It has also clarified the duties and
responsibilities of the center of foreign investment services.

1

Refer to the “Law of Promotion and Protection of Foreign Investment”, endorsed and executed in 2001.
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1.2. Regulations of Exchange in and out of the Stock Market
There are some general principles of stock investments predicted in the Law of
Promotion and Protection of Foreign Investment, endorsed and executed in 2007. However,
follawing the current international categorizations, the issue of monetary documents has been
specifically discussed in the category of indirect investment and the related written law has been
endorsed2.
2. New Responsible institutions for Foreign Investment in Iran
Some steps have been taken forward in Iran in order to facilitate foreign investment and
prevent further confusion on the part of foreign investors. In an attempt to do so, care has been
taken to avoid extra regulations and responsible referring institutions. For instance, according to
Article 5 of the Law of Promotion and Protection of Foreign Investment, there is only one
reliable institutions responsible for the related issues to the foreign investment and that is
Organization for Investment, Economic and Technical Assistance of Iran3, which through
Foreign Investment Service Center offers protective services, such as dissemination of
information and provision of necessary guidance to foreign investors concerning investment in
Iran for foreign investment opportunities in the country, coordination for contact with a variety
of official agencies, assistance for appropriate business partners and contractors, and consultation
for dispute settlement.
3. International Protective Standards
3.1. International Minimum Standard
International Minimum Standard (IMS) has been defined by Tudor (2008, p. 17) as “a
norm of customary international law which governs the treatment of aliens, by providing for a
minimum set of principles which States, regardless of their domestic legislation and practices,
must respect when dealing with foreign nationals and their property”. Literature informs us that
upon an increase of international commerce and worldwide tendency for foreign investment, it
2
3

Refer to the “Regulations of Exchange in and out of the Stock Market”, endorsed in 1389 (HS).
www.investiniran.ir
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has been revealed that domestic criteria do not justly and equally protect foreigners. This is
especially evident in countries where the levels of protective standards are law and do not even
meet the minimum of norms, as being practiced in other countries. Thus, the global society has
come to realize the need of international laws for creating some standards to be legally observed
by all the States all over the world. Any lawer treatment than such minimum norms from the
governments is not acceptable and should be considered a violation, and the violating State
should be held responsible and prosecuted (Baghban, 2015, p. 59). Iranians are well aware of
such minimum standards which are clearly and frequently referred to in the documents collected
and issued by Iran-US Claims Tribunal4 over the last decades.
As one of the most important international minimum standards, States should pay
compensation for any expropriation of foreign investment. Iran’s legislation even goes even
further by stating in the Article 9 of Iran’s Promotion and Protection of Foreign Investment Act
that “foreign investment shall not be subjected to expropriation or nationalization, unless for
public interests, by means of legal process, in a non-discriminatory manner, and against payment
of appropriate compensation on the basis of the real value of the investment immediately before
the expropriation”. One can infer, then, that the fore-mentioned act realizes some of the current
international standards, such as expropriation, compensation payment, and the real value of the
investment, among others. Accordingly, the related administrative regulations clarify the
government’s responsibility to guarantee the foreign capital along with the capital interests. Such
resolution is indeed one of the heartening aspects of the promotion of foreign investment.
According to Article 4(a), “foreign capital is guaranteed against expropriation and
nationalization and in these cases the foreign investor has the right to receive the compensation”.
Also, it is stated in Article 4(5) that “the transfer of capital, its interest and the capital gains
obtained from the investment is possible in the form of either currency or commodities, as it is
the case stipulated in the investment license”.

4

Iran-United States Claims Tribunal has been established to investigate the claims of US investment companies
against Iran and has completed over 4500 cases which are available online in 40 editions, in both Persian and
English, found in www.just.net.
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Among other international standards predicted in the legislation and practiced in Iran is a
guarantee of paying compensation for the foreign investor’s losses due to legislation or
government decisions. Such a privilege, which is not enjoyed by local investors, is exclusively
granted to the foreign investors. As Article 4(2-1) states, “there is a guarantee of compensation,
up to a maximum of due installments, for foreign investment losses caused by the legislation or
any government bans or suspension of a financial agreement”.
Also, there is no limitation in terms of the maximum and type of foreign investment in
Iran. Based on Article 4 (B-1, 2), “it is possible for all private sectors to invest in all permitted
areas” and “there is no limit to the percentage of foreign investment”. However, there are still
many countries in the region who observe the old rull based on the set criteria of 49% of the
share for the foreigner and the other 51% for the local nationals, whereas Iran has done away
with such limitation, altogether.
3.2. Fair and Equitable Treatment
Although many are of the belief that the standard of Fair and Equitable Treatment (FET)
is the same as the IMS, there are still some differences. One of the most reliable definitions of
FET can be found in the USA V. Italy Elettronica Sicula , known as ELSI Case5. It is stated there
that “the applicable laws and regulations cannot mean that, if an act is in conformity with the
municipal law and regulations (as, according to Italy, the requisition was), that would of itself
exclude any possibility that it was an act in breach of the FCN Treaty. Compliance with
municipal law and compliance with the provisions of a treaty are different questions”.

5

The related claims include: 1-Mondev V. USA, Award, 11 October 2002 2- Waste Management V. Mecxico, final
Award 2004.3-Lauder V.Czech Republic, Award 2001. 4- CMC V. Argentina, Award, 2005. 5-Noble Ventures V
Romania, 2005.6. Neer V. Mexico, 1926. 7-Elettronica sicula (ELSI) ICJ, 1989.7- Mondev V. USA, award, 2003.
8- pope… Talbot V. Canada Award, 2001. 9- Eureko V. Poland, Award, 2005. 10- Thunderbird V Mecxico,
Award, 2006. 11- Azurix V Argentina, Award 2006. 12- ADF Group INC. V. USA, Award 2003. 13GeninV.Estonia, Award, 2001. 14- TECMED V.Mecxico, Award, 2004. 15- MTD V CHile, Award, 2004. 16Saluka V. Czech Republice, Award 2006. 17- S D myers V. Canada, Award, 2000. 18- Loewen V. USA, Award,
2003. 19-GAMI V. Mecxico Award, 2004. 20. Feldman V. Mecxico, Award, 2002. 21- SPP V. Egypt, Award,
1992. 22- Metalclad corp. V. Mecxico, Award, 2000. 23- Maffezini V.s pain, Awrad, 1992. 24-PSEG V.Turkey,
Award,2007
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Among the identified updated feature applications of the above-mentioned standards,
one may name those of transparency, stability, protection of investor’s legitimate expectations, a
fair hearing and due observance of official processes, proper treatment and the prohibition of
pressure and threat. There has been an increasing use of treaties and judicial procedures on the
application of this standard.
In Iran, in addition to the evidence found in compliance with the “minimum
international standard” that came in the previous section of this article, many of those instances
concurrent with the criteria set for “fair and equitable treatment”, as well. As for transparency, all
matters relating to the foreign investors have been assigned to only one institute; that is, the
Organization for Investment, Economic and Technical Assistance of Iran. In addition, it has
been predicted in the Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Act and its Regulations to
clearly define common terminology without any ambiguity, attempting to lay uncomplicated and
simple rules of the foreign investment procedures. Further, in accordance with the forementioned law, the agency has established the Foreign Investment Service Center which
undertakes all the responsibilities in relation to the coordination between all governmental and
non-governmental agencies in order to prevent any wandering on the part of the foreign
investors.
In Iran, the new legislation, including the one on International Commercial Arbitration
which was ratified in 1997, pursuant to Article 3 (27), have propounded the feasibility of using
justice and fairness in the setelling of international commercial disputes. Additionally, the
foundation of Regional Commercial Arbitration Center in Tehran6, the acknowledgement of
1958 New York Convention on the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards by
Iran, and Iran's membership in the International Chamber of Commerce, they all suggest that Iran
has accepted such international standards. Moreover, Iran has been involved in bilateral
investment treaties with over 50 countries in which she has been and will be follawing the
common international standards on foreign investment.

6

This is an independent agency which works under the supervision of AALCO. For further information, visit
www.trac.ir
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3.3. National Treatment Standard
Application of the criterion of national treatment in the past few decades, particularly
regarding the investors who have invested in countries belaw the international standards, does
not suggest it has been appropriately used. Examples of sensible use of this standard can be
noted in the bilateral investment treaties with European countries.
In the new methods, it has been basically emphasized that a foreign investor and the
investment should be treated “in such a way that the conduct is not less desirable than that the
State has with its own investors” (Alexander, 2009, p. 59).
Today, the standard of national treatment has been dramatically evolved. In fact, the
idea is to encourage the host government committing to avoid any discriminatory attempt in
order to improve the situation of foreign investment to the same ideal conditions that exists for
the national investment. Under the new standard, if international standards are higher than the
national standards of the host country, the host State is bound to apply those international rules
on foreign investment which are more favorable (Vagts, 1997, p. 408). The new concepts of this
standard have also been realized in the international arbitration procedures7.
The new concept of the national treatment is applied in Iran. On the one hand, under act
of International Commercial Arbitration (1997), Article 27, the traders and contracting parties
have been allawed to sign contracts under any legal regulation of their own choice. Besides, it
has been reiterated and emphasized in the regulations of the Chamber of Arbitration Center,
Article 42, that the contracting parties can gavern their own selected law on commercial and
contractual and contractual obligations. It is also in the same article where the referee is obliged
to consider the relevant trade customs, in addition to the contents of the contract. In fact, the
article implies that if national standards are law, the referee must pay attention to the current
customs of the related international trade practices. On the other hand, Iran has joined the 1958
New York Convention on the recognition and enforcement of international arbitral awards where
in Article 3, it has been clarified that no condition is accepted, under which the national law has
been realized less favorable than that of the Convention. Thus, this is, on its own stand, a

7

Refer to: S. D. Myers V. Canada, first partial Award, 13 November 2007,1408
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guarantee for foreign investment in that Iran National Treatment Standard is applicable to foreign
investors only to the extent that it is, more not less, favorable than international standards. In
addition, according to Article 7 of the same convention, such regulations do not downgrade the
credibility of neither bilateral or multilateral contracts among states, nor that of more favorable
regulations which have been considered for foreign nationals. In fact, the Convention has
follawed the principle of having the right of choosing the best resolution. Accordingly, foreigners
are free to choose to the national regulations of the host country if they find them more
favorable.
4. Expropriation
4.1. International Standards
According to the customery international laws and the entered regulations on
“expropriation”, the issue is considered legitimate under a couple of conditions. First,
“expropriation” must be practiced only to the best benefit of the public, based on justice and far
from any discrimination. This issue has been given a lot of importance in the judicial procedures,
too8. It also has been frankly referred to in some treaties9. Secondly, compensation payment
must be effective, sufficient, and promptly done. Such compensation is currently equal to the
market value of the capital which has been affected by the expropriation. The second condition is
probably the most challenging issue, and the most controversial, in the arguments on foreign
investment as a lot of awards have been issued in this regard since 196010.
In accordance with international laws, not only illegal confiscation or expropriation
entails compensation payment, but also involves the government’s responsibility. In cases of
illegal expropriation, the state’s primary responsibility is restitution; if impossible for any reason,
the financial compensation must be paid to the owner.(irmard,2007,p.202).
A remarkable number of claims have been allocated to the issue of “indirect
expropriation”, too. In respect to this, some of the cases have illuminated the issue. In some

8

See ADC V Hungary, Award, 2october 2006, par. 429-433
See Article 6 (1) (d) of the 2004 US Model BIT
10
Visit www.just.net for instances regarding Iran US claims tribunal
9
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ICSID decisions, the concept of indirect expropriation has been interpreted in a limited way,
sometimes taken as an act of infringement of fair and equitable treatment standard (Fortier &
Drymer, 2004, p. 93). One possible explanation for the large number of claims in relation to
“indirect expropriation” might be attributed to the fact that usually governments tend to deny it
altogether, trying to get rid of paying the compensation.
In general, the issue of expropriation, its conditions and the process of compensation
payment have been analyzed and clarified to a large degree in Jurisprudence and arbitration
practices. For instance, Paragraph 2 of Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
has predicted that "no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of their property". Also accordingly,
Article 1 of the First Protocol of the European Convention on Human Rights states that,
“Protection of property: Every natural or legal person can peacefully enjoy their property and
assets. No one is deprived of their property unless in accordance with the public interest and
conditions provided by law and the general principles of international law...”. (Amirarjmand,
2006, p. 33) As deduced from customary international law, treaties, international instruments,
jurisprudence and rich arbitration practices, one can infer the legitimacy of expropriation on the
one hand; and on the other, the conditions suggest compliance with public interest and nondiscriminatory nature of compensation.
4.2. Expropriation in Iran’s Law
As for the issue of expropriation, the compliance of Iran's law with international
standards can be found in the awards and practic of the Iran-United States Arbitration Tribunal.
For instance, in the Amoco case11, and awards Kurzu factory, issued by the Permanent Court of
International Justice, is reaffirmed and in some part it states that "although sixty years are passed
since the issuance of the decision, it is still regarded as guiding principles in this territory and is
considered as valid". Accordingly, the Iran-United States Arbitration Tribunal has accepted to
compensate for all the confiscated assets, moveable and intellectual, including the rights of
shareholders in relation to significant contract concessions.

11

Amoco International inance corp V. Iran, 15 Iran – Us CTR, 1987
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Also, in relation to the issue of Starrett Housing V. Iran, Iran-US Arbitration Tribunal
states that in the case, the court is widely concerned with the rights of the petitioners that have
been violated by the government. These rights include the refund of the loans already paid for the
project.
It is observed that Iran-US Arbitration Tribunal has come to realize some development
in the concept of expropriation and its new incidents. Additionally, in relation to the concept of
“compensation”, such as the case of Philip V. Iran, the tribunal states that “compensation must
be paid in return for formal expropriation, temporary confiscation, expropriation of immovable
properties, such as factories and real estate, movable properties and contracting rights”.
It is under paragraph 1, Article 2 of the Claims Settlement declaration, which defines
the jurisdiction of the Iran-US Tribunal where the jurisdiction of the court has been realized to
take effective actions in particular cases related to property rights and expropriation, in general.
Thus, it has been defined in the jurisdictional realm of the tribunal to take care of the claims
involved in both actions taken by either of the States (i.e. Iran or the United States of America) in
relation to the property and financial rights of their citizens and the effective measures in
property. In fact, the claims of indirect or creeping expropriation are mainly related to those of
citizens of America against Iran’s government or the State-owned agencies of Iran (Mohebbi,
2007, p. 27).
So, it is evident that Iran’s arbitration practical relies on the most advanced concepts
and methods of dealing with the issue of expropriation and confiscation of property to the extent
that it involves indirect or creeping expropriation, which could be encouraging for foreign
investors, indeed.
Such consideration is well reflected in the bilateral treaties between Iran and other
countries, as well. As far as promotion and protection of foreign investment treaties are
concerned, Iran’s supportive position in bilateral treaties is clear and far from any ambiguity. In
the Article on expropriation and compensation, most investment treaties of IRAN, contain
statements which are more or less similar to this: "Investments made by the investors from each
contracting party will not be subject to any action taken by the other contracting party in terms of
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expropriation, nationalization, either directly or indirectly, with the same effectiveness except for
a public purpose, in a non-discriminatory manner, upon prompt, effective and equitable payment,
and in accordance with the statutory law." According to this Article, in addition to
nationalization, any direct or indirect action, leading to confiscatory effects is considered
expropriation and subject to follow three conditions predicted in this article; i.e. public purpose,
non-discrimination, and compensation payment. The terms “direct or indirect effectiveness”
indicate the effects of expropriation or nationalization leading to the owner’s (foreign investor’s)
deprivation of property as a result of the host country’s acts (Mohebbi, 2007, p. 34).
In relation to expropriation and nationalization, Article 9 of Iran’s Foreign Investment
Promotion and Protection Act (FIPPA) states that “Foreign investment shall not be subjected to
expropriation or nationalization except for the public interest, by means of legal process, in a
non-discriminatory manner and against the payment of appropriate compensation on the basis of
the real value of the investment immediately before the expropriation”. It can be noticed that this
article contains the most updated reliable international standards on the issue of expropriation. It
has been pointed out that the set criteria for expropriation include legal process, nondiscrimination, and compensation payment, equal to the actual value and immediately before the
expropriation. Therefore, foreign investors are assured that even in cases of nationalization, there
is a guarantee by the government to refund their financial rights.
5. Other Protection Rights
5.1. Investment Guarantee
Notwithstanding the fact that the issue of investment guarantee has been neglected by
some countries, Iran has looked into the matter from two dimensions. First, Iran’s government
has guaranteed foreign investment against expropriation and nationalization. As pointed out in
the previous section, according to Article 9 of the Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection
Act (FIPPA), the government is obliged to pay immediate compensation to the investor in case
their investment is threatened by means of state actions. Secondly, international guarantees have
been taken into account, too. For instance, Iran is a member of Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency (MIGA) which was endorsed by the Bureau of the International Bank in
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autumn, 1985. The agency’s coverage of guarantees provides for foreign investors to enjoy the
benefits under certain conditions. Qualified foreign investors are able to buy insurance from
MIGA in order to cover the risks of the inconvertibility of local currency, expropriation, breach
of contract, war and civil disorders, including subversive and terrorist actions as politically
motivated (Ghanbari Jahromi, 2001, p. 238).
5.2. Dispute Settlement
One of the most advanced premises of dispute settlement in business is the requirement
of adherence to the principle of freedom and priority of will power in contracts. In Iran, too,
according to Paragraph 1, Article 27 of the act12, such a principle has been accepted and it has
been prescribed that traders can mutually agree and decide on the content of the contracts based
on their own choice. Thus, foreign investors may come into agreement with their Iranian
contracting party to sign their contracts based on, for instance, law of France, or that of the
international convention of goods sale. Even it has permitted in the same act, Article 20, that the
contracting parties may agree on the location where to sign the agreement. So, it is possible that
they decide on London Trade Chamber, for example. From another perspective, Iran is a member
of New York Convention13, based on which Iran has committed to carry out the issued arbitral
awards inside the country.
Additionally, according to paragraph 4, Article 27, act of Iran’s Arbitration of
International Trading, it has been emphasized that in all cases the referee must make decisions
based on the conditions set in the treaty, considering the relevant trading traditions. It is worth
noticing that it is one of the advanced methods of dispute settlement in commerce to draw on
trade customs (Lex Mercatoria).
As a member of International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and based on the act14, Iran
has founded Arbitration Center of Iran Chamber, for which advanced statute and rules of

12

Iran’s Arbitration of International Trading, approved on 1997
New York Convention on the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards, approved in 1958
14
Statute of the Arbitration Center of Iran Chamber, approved in 2007
13
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arbitration15 have been developed and based on its Paragraph B, Article 16, both parties agree
and decide on the venue of the international arbitrations. Article 42 of the same regulations has
again concentrated on the principle of selected law by choice of parties. Also, Tehran Regional
Arbitration Center (TRAC), as one of the most important arbitration centers in Asia and Africa,
has gained a remarkable position in dispute settlement.
5.3. Free Trade-Industrial Zones
Free trade-industrial zones are usually established based on act of parliament for the
purposes of investment, import and export. There are two types of such zones in Iran, for each of
which a legal system of protection has been defined. They include the “Free trade-industrial
zones”, legally established by the act of 1993 and the “special economic zones” which were
approved in 2003.
According to the act of free trade-industrial zones, Article one, the purpose of their
establishment is stated as: “In order to accelerate the implementation of infrastructural and
developmental projects; to enhance economic growth and progress; to raise the level of
investment and public income; to create sound and productive employment; to regulate the labor
and product market; to actively participate in regional and international markets; to produce and
to export industrial and processed goods; and to provide public services, the government is
hereby authorized to administer free trade and industrial zones”. According to Article 20 of the
same law, “Inflow and outflow of capital and expatriation of profits generated by economic
activities in each Zone are permitted. The required regulation for attraction and protection of
investment in each Zone and the modality and participation of foreigners in activities in each
Zone shall be approved by the Council of Ministers”. Accordingly, the Council of Ministers
developed and approved the “regulations on the investment in free trade-industrial zones”, based
on Article 2 of which, “all natural and legal persons and institutes, both Iranian and foreigner, as
well as international organizations, may either separately or jointly with the authority and
Regulations on providing services by Arbitration Center of the Iran Chamber in relation to
domestic and international commercial disputes,2007
15
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affiliates thereof or jointly with each other invest in the Free Zones in accordance with these
Regulations; their accepted capital shall be subject to these Regulations”. Further, based on
Article 12 of the same regulations, foreign investors are permitted to repatriate their net profits,
the initial capital and gains resulting from the investment.
The law of administration of free trade-industrial zones was reformed in 2009 which
amended regulations on the permission of establishment and activities of the stock market
involving investments with domestic and foreign capitals. All in all, it can be concluded that in
spite of the existence of special rules and regulations for foreign investment in trade-industrial
and special free zones, the main purpose is to accelerate and facilitate customs formalities and
foreign investment.
5.4. Bilateral Investment Treaties(BITs)
Since 1950s, foreign investment treaties, mainly bilateral, have been regarded as an
alternative to foreign investment in the host country. The number of such treaties has been
increasing since then. So far in Iran, over 50 cases of (BITs) have been approved and forced into
action for the sake of promotion and protection of foreign investment (Mirveysi, 2004, p. 36).
The sample content text of such treaties was provided and communicated in 1996. The task was
carried out based on the draft proposed by the Organization for Investment, Economic and
Technical Assistance of Iran in meetings of the Presidential Commission on the international
agreements with the participation of professors, administrators and experts from relevant
ministries. The most important articles of these treaties which guarantee the rights of foreign
investment include: promotion of investment, investor treatment, confiscation, losses and
damages caused by expropriation, transfer of capital, succession, the scope of the taxing and
settlement of disputes (Mirveysi, 2004, pp. 21-22).
(BITs) usually support beyond what has been offered in the national legislation of the
host country, and sometimes fill the gaps and complete the shortcomings of the national laws on
the protection of the rights of foreign investment. In most of the bilateral agreements signed in
Iran, maximum support has been granted in accordance with international standards, including
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the dispute settlement system, which permits the parties to refer the case to the third party
arbitration centers if the issue is not resolved by negotiation and mediation16.
Conclusion
The law of foreign investment has long been involved in international rules, norms and
standards, many of which have been identified in arbitration and judicial procedures, including
the ICSID, UNCITRAL, MIGA, and other institutions and international documents.
In this paper, we first had a review of Iran’s domestic law and regulations, providing
information on the major international standards of foreign direct investment being practiced in
Iran. The rest of the paper, then, focused on a comparative review of the content of some legal
documents, as evidence for the claim made in the first part of the paper.
Regardless of the age and strength of the law system of Iran, as one of the oldest
civilizations of the world, there have been some developments in the modern law system. In this
respect, the situation caused by the UN sanctions has specifically provided the ground for legal
incentives to promote and attract diverse foreign investment. Through a thorough review of some
of the modern regulations, we compared them, on a case-by-case basis, with the international
standards on foreign investment protection and proved that many of such standards have been
regulated and executed in Iran. The international protection standards that we reviewed in this
paper include fair and equitable treatment, minimum international standards, national treatment,
expropriation and standards on the issue of compensation, guarantee of foreign investment and
new ways of disputes settlements, foreign investment and bilateral investment treaties. However,
it is worth noting that some international standards are still out of reach. They include modern
methods of arbitration for investment disputes and the issue of compensation.

16

More information can be gained by visiting info@investin.ir
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Abstract
This article addresses firstly Donald Trump's position on free trade in general and specific free trade
agreements such NAFTA and TPP with the main emphasis on TTIP. It is hard to predict the actions
of Trump because of his somewhat erratic character and controversial statements, but the article
also presents different scenarios on how Donald may address the TTIP. Lastly the article assesses
some of the consequences or effects what the TTIP might have e.g. for China, while keeping the
focus on the ISDS system and its potential alternatives. The ISDS is the most complex and burning
issue of topical free trade arrangements and depending on what form it takes in the future, the TTIP
has the potential to set a benchmark and function as blueprint for future free trade agreements. The
article refrains from further discussing the scenario of TTIP being cancelled, because the author
believes that an EU-U.S. free trade agreement is necessary and inevitable for global economic
development in the near future regardless of the hindrances Trump may set on it's way.
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1. Introduction
"A day will come when there will be no battlefields, but markets opening to commerce and minds
opening to ideas."
- Victor Hugo
Seems like the world is not ready for the day Victor Hugo, a French poet in the 19th century, had
described in one of his famous quotes. There are various nationalist movements and events
occurring all over the world. The movements are mainly considered as far-right, or more modernly
alt-right, activities, which materialize in e.g. radical and intolerant immigration policies and
protectionist economic policies. Brexit fits well into the same category as the election of Donald
Trump as the next president as results of this movement. In Europe there are also similar types of
movements e.g. in France personified by Marine Le Pen, the President of the National Front (NF), a
populist right-wing political party.
The European Union and the United States are currently negotiating the free trade agreement
"Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership" ergo the TTIP. Or to say it more accurately, the
negotiations are not (yet) cancelled, but are currently on hold according to Cecilia Malmström, the
European Commissioner for Trade. 1 The reason for this were naturally the U.S. presidential
elections and the uncertainty of the willingness of the new president to continue the negotiations. It
is safe to say that Hillary Clinton would have been considerably accommodating towards the TTIP
of the two candidates that made it to the finish line. However, as we all now know the outcome of
the elections, Donald Trump has a very different stance to free trade in general and probably the
TTIP as well, although he has yet remained silent on the matter.
One of the most heated topics of debate in the TTIP has been the investment protection clause. The
investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) clause provides the investor a chance to sue the host
government to investment arbitration, but not vice-versa. The investor-state dispute settlement
arbitration procedures have taken fire from various fronts both in Europe and in U.S. the main
critique concerning the loss of democracy and sovereingty in the ISDS arbitration procedures. For
example, the decisions of the arbitral tribunals are enforced in domestic courts, which do not have
the right to review the decisions on their merits, and there is no appeal mechanism. The U.S.
currently have tens of investment treaties in force that continue to apply the ISDS mechanism, but
Donald Trump has made the first step to resign from the ISDS mechanism following the withdrawal
1

http://www.liberalforum.eu/en/news/details/interview-with-cecilia-malmstroem.html
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from the Trans-Pacific Partnership. He has also called for renegotiating the North America Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). It is easy to get the impression that Donald Trump promotes
protectionism over free trade listening to his rhetoric, although he himself claims to be pro free
trade.
But what will happen to the TTIP? What will happen to the ISDS? Will the negotiations be frozen
for the whole presidential term of 4 years or perhaps rebranded? To the hope of TTIP supporters,
Donald Trump's stance on TTIP has not been as radical as it was and is towards the Trans Pacific
Partnership. The situation around the TTIP remains very much uncertain, but judging by his words
and actions on TPP and NAFTA, TTIP might be the next one on the line of fire. There is little
concrete information on Donald Trump's stance on ISDS as of yet, but according to his doctrine, the
U.S. is going to oppose any such treaties, that threaten the sovereignty of the United States
Government, which in itself sounds like something taken for granted. The ISDS apparently poses
such a threat, but what actions are there to be taken?
Removing the ISDS from one treaty does not remove the problem, while the U.S. currently has
ISDS clauses with 53 different countries and the cooling off periods in bilateral investment treaties
are usually approximately 11 years. This means that even if Trump revoked the ISDS clauses from
existing investment treaties, the U.S. would not be free from the ISDS mechanism before 2028.
Another interesting nuance is that the people in Trump's cabinet are the kind of people who often
benefit from the ISDS system, 2 which might halt Donald Trump a little bit and prevent making
rushed decisions. Seemingly the EU-U.S. trade is not in the top priorities of Trump at least in the
beginning of his term, which might further cause delays in deciding the next direction of TTIP.
The European Union has drafted a proposal for investment protection and resolution of investment
disputes and submitted it to the United States in the end of 2015. The most significant part of the
EU's new proposal is the establishment of a new permanent investment court in place of ad-hoc
arbitral investment dispute tribunals. Donald Trump has yet to officially state his stance also on the
proposal for the new investment court system (ICS). However, the Office of the United States
Representative (USTR) continues to state on it's website that
"ISDS arbitration is needed because the potential for bias can be high in situations where a foreign investor
is seeking to redress injury in a domestic court, especially against the government itself." 3

2

http://rooseveltforward.org/bipartisan-opening-trump-trade-first-100-days/

3

https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/fact-sheets/2015/march/investor-state-dispute-settlement-isds
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This article addresses firstly Donald Trump's position on free trade in general and specific free trade
agreements such NAFTA and TPP with the main emphasis on TTIP. It is hard to predict the actions
of Trump because of his somewhat erratic character and controversial statements, but the article
also presents different scenarios on how Donald may address the TTIP. Lastly the article assesses
some of the consequences or effects what the TTIP might have e.g. for China, while keeping the
focus on the ISDS system and its potential alternatives. The ISDS is the most complex and burning
issue of topical free trade arrangements and depending on what form it takes in the future, the TTIP
has the potential to set a benchmark and function as blueprint for future free trade agreements. The
article refrains from further discussing the scenario of TTIP being cancelled, because the author
believes that an EU-U.S. free trade agreement is necessary and inevitable for global economic
development in the near future regardless of the hindrances Trump may set on it's way.

2. Donald Trump - A Free Trader or Protectionist?
One of the recurring themes of Donald Trump's presidential campaign was the criticism of free
trade agreements, including those already in place such as NAFTA and those that are being
negotiated, ergo TPP and TTIP. Trump's position on free trade seems thus to be very conservative
and although he calls himself a free trader, his actions speak for him to rather being a protectionist,
which all fits very well into his nationalist "America first" views. Given also the type of people
Trump has picked to be his advisors in his cabinet 4 it is no wonder that he is willing to repeal or
renegotiate existing and prospective free trade agreements. Furthermore, Trump has consistently
threatened to place huge trade tariffs on products from China and called them currency
manipulators. He has also voiced preferring bilateral investment treaties (BITs) over multilateral
free trade agreements. Seeking bilateral trade deals is not exactly protectionism, but the undertone
of his statements is clear and it deviates greatly from the current trend of trying to negotiate "megaregional" trade agreements. It is somewhat curious and awkward to think about all the resistance
people from the E.U. as well as the U.S. have manufactured against the TTIP. Now that Trump,
who continues to receive similar resistance from the very same people that oppose TTIP, is
withdrawing from various free trade agreement negotiations and wants to repeal them, the same
people are suddenly yearning for TTIP as they are starting to have second thoughts.

4

e.g. Stephen K. Bannon, a former executive chair of Breitbart News, an alt-right news site.
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2.1 NAFTA
As already mentioned, Donald Trump has been extremely critical on NAFTA. He has called the
treaty the "worst trade agreement ever" and that if he doesn't get his way in renegotiating it he could
"tear it up". Mr. Trump's rhetoric is often blunt and demotic so it is interesting to look into the
realistic side of things and see if there are actual alternatives for him to go forward with his vows to
the voters. Firstly, the main real grounds of Trump's NAFTA criticism concern offshoring and
balance-of-payments issues with Mexico, while Canada is also pushed on the line of fire of Trump's
residual anti-trade and anti-NAFTA policies. However, Mr Trump appears to have softened his
NAFTA policies in comparison with rhetoric heard on the campaign trails. In a meeting with
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau Trump conceded that most of his problems with NAFTA
have to do with Mexico rather than Canada and that evetually there may only be minor tweaks
made into the agreement 5.
But in case Trump does not get his way in the renegotiations, which he has already promised to
commence by signing a presidential executive order, it is interesting to look into the actual means
that the President has if he wishes to withdraw from NAFTA. Naturally NAFTA has a withdrawal
provision 6. According to the provision a Party, in this case the U.S. Government may withdraw
from NAFTA six months after providing other Parties - Canada and Mexico - a written notice of
withdrawal. However, giving the notice does not in itself give effect to a withdrawal. The United
States Congress must also concur if the U.S. were to formally withdraw. Now on the first look it
seems pretty safe that the Congress would never concur if the situation actually ever got that far, but
the President does have significant powers to further frustrate NAFTA 7, possibly even to the extent
that NAFTA could be rendered inoperative. All parties thus have to be prepared that there may be
no NAFTA, which would mean that the original bilateral trade relations would enter into force. 8

5

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/justin-trudeau-warns-trump-about-nafta-plan-says-it-s-n734231 "I very much

take him at his word when he talks about just making a few tweaks. Because that's what we're always happy to do." Trudeau
6

NAFTA Article 2205: “A Party may withdraw from this Agreement six months after it provides written notice of

withdrawal to the other Parties. If a Party withdraws, the Agreement shall remain in force for the remaining Parties.”
7

Johnson, Jon R., The Art of Breaking the Deal: What President Trump Can and Can't Do About NAFTA (January 25,

2017). C.D. Howe Institute Commentary 464, p. 2
8

Ciuriak, Dan, Renegotiating NAFTA: Implications for Canada of Possible Trump Administration Policies (March 9,

2017) p. 3
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Furthermore, the Trump Administration has very clearly signalled the preference for bilateral trade
talks over multilateral ones. 9

2.2 TPP
Bashing the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) was one of Trump's favorite things to do on the
campaign trail. Especially after he caught Hillary Clinton backtracking a little bit from her
comments hailing the TPP as the "gold standard" of trade agreements, it was open season for Trump
to go after the TPP. After his election, it didn't take long for Trump to deliver on his remarks and
promises, as he signed an executive order to withdraw from the TTIP on January 23 2017 10, his
fourth day in office. The TPP was signed already on February 4 2016 by all 12 signatories 11, but it
wasn't in force, as the Congress hadn't ratified it yet. Nothing changed in the sense that TPP hadn't
of course taken any effect yet, but the withdrawal ended Obama's hopes of considering TPP as a
major part of his legacy.
The reasons why Trump opposed the TPP so strongly mainly dealt with economic issues and
national sovereignty. He called TPP a death blow for American manufacturing, eg. the car
industry12. He claimed that TPP would open up the markets for trading competitors, who could ship
cheap subsidized goods into US markets, while the barriers in front of American exports would still
be upheld. Furthermore, the American worker would be paired up directly against workers from e.g.
Vietnam, which has one of lowest wages in the world. 13 Clinton's position on TPP was not as
radical, but in the end, she also seemed to principally against it, so the ratification of TPP would
have nevertheless looked somewhat unlikely. Along with critics, the Trump Administration's
America First Foreign Policy, 14 which promotes bilateral trade negotiations to secure American
industries and protect American wages, has gained support maybe from a little surprising actors.
Namely Democrat Bernie Sanders has openly praised Trump for withdrawing from the TPP and
9

USTR 2017. "The President's 2017 Trade Policy Agenda" Washington, DC: United States Trade Representative, p. 1

10

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/23/us/politics/tpp-trump-trade-nafta.html?_r=0

11

http://www.bbc.com/news/business-35480600

12

http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/06/28/trump-challenges-media-ask-hillary-shes-willing-

withdraw-tpp-first-day-office/
13

Ytokazu, Gustavo, The Trans-Pacific Partnership: A New Role of the United States of America and Japan in the

Asia-Pacific (February 15, 2017) p. 14-15
14

https://www.whitehouse.gov/america-first-foreign-policy
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openly spoken about his willingness to work with Trump on new policies to help the American
workers. 15
While the economic benefits or deficits of TPP may be debated back and forth and the economic
effects of such mega-FTAs are almost impossible to be predicted accurately, Trump seems to have
accumulated a significant following of like-minded people on the economic issues to back his
withdrawal decision. But even replacing free trade talks with bilateral trade talks does not solve all
the independency issues Trump has talked about. While the U.S. may have more leverage in
bilateral trade discussions and could control more issues with greater care, the traditional argument
of independency or sovereignty issues is the ISDS system. Trump hasn't as of yet highlighted the
question of ISDS, but according to current landscape of U.S. FTAs and BITs (bilateral investment
treaties) on top of the position of the USTR, 16 the ISDS is not going anywhere. Thus even shifting
from free trade talks to bilateral trade talks, would not do anything about the often criticized
problem of ISDS arbitration eating away the decision-making power of national courts. Although it
is still vague, whether Mr. Trump actually even sees the ISDS as a problem or not.

2.3 TTIP
So per his promises, Donald Trump has very actively resigned from Barack Obama's trade heritage.
While all ongoing FTA negotiations with U.S. look grim and the TPP downright doomed, the
situation of TTIP is a little bit different. Maybe a little bit surprising, but the TTIP was barely
mentioned by Trump during his campaign and it wasn't discussed in the presidential debates either.
To be fair, the TTIP is in a different stage than for example TPP, of which potential threats loomed
closer and perhaps larger. After 15 rounds of negotiations completed by the end of Obama's
presidency, the TTIP counterparts were still far from each other and there were many unsettled
areas, the biggest probably being the investment protection clause. Trump's silence on TTIP cannot
be though interpreted as a more favourable stance to it than any other FTAs. Rather I view it as a
disconnect and disinterest towards nurturing EU (trade) relations. TTIP just doesn't seem to be
regarded among the most pressing matters on Trump's agenda, whereas Trump took immediate
initiative on NAFTA and TPP in the early days after assuming office.
15

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2017/01/23/sanders-praises-trump-for-nixing-tpp-delighted-to-

work-with-him-on-pro-worker-policies/?utm_term=.9bcc14307fec
16
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To back this up, the USTR's 2017 Presidents Trade Policy Agenda and 2016 Annual Report barely
mention TTIP or T-TIP. There is a very brief section in the 2016 annual report that addresses the
state of EU-US trade relations. The few paragraphs briefly summarize the progress made up to date
and the remaining problems. On the future of TTIP the report only says that "The Trump
Administration is currently evaluating the status of these negotiations 17." Reading that doesn't give
a huge glimmer of hope to TTIP advocates, but in section "2. Bilateral and Regional Activities" the
report states:
"Substantial negotiations on several critical issues will be required to complete the agreement during the
Trump Administration". 18

Now to me this kind of wording clearly gives the reader the impression that there is a will and a
goal to actually complete the negotiations during the Trump administration, albeit the substantial
workload. It isn't formulated as a promise, nor does the document specifically highlight the
importance of carrying out the negotiations, but at least the statement gives a valid assumption that
the Trump Administration will at all continue the negotiations nevertheless. Given Trump's
preference of bilateral trade negotiations and taking into account what is happening to NAFTA and
TPP, potential resumption of the TTIP negotiations would be a minor victory for TTIP hopefuls.
But, to hold back a little bit and given Trump's erratic character, the report doesn't guarantee
anything on the way or another, which is why this article presents and addresses different TTIP
scenarios depending on Trump's actions and ponders a little bit about on their possible
consequences on the basis of different scenarios drawn up by Tereza Novotna 19.
Firstly, Novotna seems to think that Donald Trump's pick of Robert Lighthizer as the next United
States Trade Representative would somehow be a good thing for TTIP.
"With the Congressional hearings of Donald Trump’s picks underway, including questioning of Robert
Lighthizer who was chosen to be US Trade Representative (USTR) in the new administration, it could seem

17

USTR 2017. "The President's 2017 Trade Policy Agenda" Washington, DC: United States Trade Representative, p.

136
18

Ibid. p. 151

19

Dr Tereza Novotna is an FNRS Post-Doctoral Researcher at the Institute for European Studies at Université libre de

Bruxelles.
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that free trade might survive after all. Who else than a longtime international trade attorney and deputy
USTR under Reagan should naturally be inclined towards free trade?" 20

I have to disagree with that assumption, as Robert Lighthizer is a carefully chosen pick to be in sync
with Trump himself and his administration regarding the protectionist views they share on trade.
Robert Lighthizer's appointment as next US Trade Representative is actually very bad news for as
Lighthizer has a reputation as a long term hardline protectionist. 21 Lighthizer is a former deputy
U.S. Trade Representative for President Reagan and in the past he has pushed for Republicans to
turn away from their traditional free trade platform and instead return to the protectionist roots that
helped nurse American industry against European mercantilism in the late 18th century. 22
Now that the era of Trump Administration is well underway and the TTIP is frozen, but not yet
scrapped we can see that Trump didn't operate with it in the same fashion as TPP and NAFTA.
Before he assumed the office, even the kind of treatment where he kills TTIP right out of the gates
wouldn't have been outlandish at all. On the contrary, few would have been genuinely surprised.
The withdrawal from TTIP on day one was one of the potential scenarios, but as we now know, it
didn't materialize.
In the second scenario, Novotna draws up a "TTIP-light", a less comprehensive version of TTIP as
it is now understood. This scenario would probably be the easiest and fastest for Trump to realize,
as he has shown the green light of further cutting tariffs, but is reluctant in reaching a
comprehensive agreement on regulatory issues as well. In this scenario Trump's negotiators offer
the EU a lighter version of the TTIP focusing on removing the remaining and already low trade
barriers. This kind of a proposition would fit Donald Trump's trade talks during his campaign, but
would likely be rejected by European leaders, as not ambitious enough. It would also be a
considerable let down, since the TTIP was and is still meant to be the hsitorical and groundbreaking marquee FTA to set the stage for future FTAs all over the world. There is a distinct

20

http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/usappblog/2017/01/19/will-donald-trump-shoot-down-ttip-or-rebrand-it-as-the-trump-trade-and-

investment-partnership/
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possibility that Trump would go for this scenario, but the likelihood of the EU's approval to it is
even smaller. 23
The third scenario pushes TTIP to the back of the queue, meaning that it is not on the forefront of
Trump's trade agenda and that the negotiations will continue but on a slow pace set by the U.S.
Trump's actions have already shown that TTIP is not a top priority in any way. This scenario would
delay the negotiations with no real passion from either sides to complete the treaty during the
Trump Administration. It would almost seem likely that this scenario is going to happen, as
currently Trump probably will not flatout freeze the negotiations for the whole term, but push them
aside, because he sees different matters worth more attention. Brexit has caused the U.K to
departure from the E.U. and as the Trump trade agenda prefers bilateral trade agreements, Brexit
could possibly catapult a BIT between the U.K and the U.S. to the upper echelon of Trump's
agenda. Such would mean that Trump would concentrate on bilateral trade deals in the near future,
while leaving TTIP hanging on a thread. 24 Trump has actually already met with Theresa May, the
Prime Minister of U.K. in the end of January to discuss, among other things, a trade deal between
the U.K and the U.S, on which they agreed to start working on immediately 25. The scenario where
TTIP is pushed to the background to wait for the U.K-U.S. BIT to be negotiated first, leaves the
TTIP stalled in a frustrating situation to wait for the next U.S. President to hopefully pick it up
again.
The fourth scenario is that Donald Trump takes off right where the negotiations were left by Obama
and proceeds to work for a transatlantic free trade agreement. This scenario we already know is the
least likely of happening, as it definitely is not happening as of right now. Even if the case was that
Donald Trump would be willing to continue the TTIP trade talks, it could be very hard on the side
of the EU to reassure us Europeans, that the deal is worth it. If Trump was to suddenly change his
mind and start pursuing the deal, there would be a lot convincing to do inside the EU, as the
backlash was so strong against the TTIP even before Trump. So in this scenario it wouldn't be out
of question that EU would blink first and the deal would crumble because of that. It sounds a little
bit far-fetched maybe and while it isn't completely accurate, one could portray the TTIP as sort of a
23
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"bilateral-ish" deal. There are only two parties to the negotiations, the EU, represented by a single
entity, the European Commission, which has attained its mandate from all EU member countries,
and the U.S. Contrary to the TPP, there were 12 countries negotiating each on their own. The TTIP
would also provide the U.S. with access to a single European market, rather than 28 different
markets. Although the TTIP could in this way be seen as a sort of a bilateral trade deal, it doesn't
mean that Donald Trump views it as such. Actually it is pretty wishful thinking that he would view
it as such. According to Peter Navarro, the head of Trump's new National Trade Council:
“A big obstacle to viewing TTIP as a bilateral deal is Germany, which continues to exploit other countries in
the EU as well as the US with an ‘implicit Deutsche Mark’ that is grossly undervalued,” Mr Navarro said.
“The German structural imbalance in trade with the rest of the EU and the US underscores the economic
heterogeneity [diversity] within the EU — ergo, this is a multilateral deal in bilateral dress.” 26

Were we to believe Mr Navarro, it is all but confirmed that Trump does not buy TTIP as "bilateral".
The reported animosity towards Germany showed in the first meeting between Angela Merkel, the
Chancellor of Germany and Donald Trump. The meeting took place in the White House on March
17 and the atmosphere was frosty as Trump repeatedly steered the conversation to Germany's
defense spending implying the vast sums of money Germany owes to NATO and the U.S.. 27 The
two also held a press conference, in which at the very end Chancellor Merkel addressed TTIP and
Germany's will to continue working on the deal. She also portrayed TTIP as a bilateral treaty,
because of the mandate is given to a single entity, ergo the European Commission. Sadly President
Trump did not reply to Merkel's remarks regarding particularly the character of TTIP as bilateral or
multilateral as the press conference was concluded after Merkel's last turn to speak. Trump again
repeated to be a "free trader" and a fair trader and by no means an isolationist, but he perhaps
purposefully carefully chose his words around the U.S. - Germany trade relationship and did not
directly address TTIP, which has been characteristic for him practically since his presidential
campaign.
The fifth scenario Prof. Novotna had sketched is the rebranding of TTIP. It is a scenario where
Trump at first decides to bury the TTIP negotiations as we now know them and the will commence
them again under a new flag and perhaps even with a new name. It could make sense for Trump to
do this, if he comes to the conclusion that a comprehensive trade agreement between the EU and the
U.S. is good thing after all. Taking into account the well documented ego of the U.S. president the
26

https://www.ft.com/content/e33022f6-1b33-3539-9f38-d47cfafd2b43
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case where a new trade agreement could be marketed as his idea under his terms could potentially
be tempting for him, even if in reality it would be the same old TTIP. Such scenario could also
benefit the EU as the the current brand of TTIP has already been heavily tarnished. TTIP in a new
dress could be more marketable and possibly easier to present for Europeans as something better
than the TTIP implying that the flaws of it have been addressed in the new version. 28
As these speculations show, there is still a lot of uncertainty and the scales are considerably tilted
towards TTIP's disposal, but at the same time they show that not all hope is lost. Moreover, TTIP's
fate is not entirely in the hands of Trump. The GOP has the majority in Congress and already during
Obama's term, it was the GOP that was even more receptive of TTIP than the Democratic party. On
one hand Trump is very focused on trade with China, but it is yet to be seen, whether he is able to
draw the link between the TTIP and China's economic position. In case TTIP is abandoned it could
very well be China, which becomes the leader of world's trade with its upcoming trade plans lead
by the RCEP. 29

3. Trump and ISDS
The situation of ISDS in modern FTAs is very uncertain and it varies from treaty to treaty. A vast
number of BITs around the world continue to uphold traditional ISDS arbitration procedures under
institutions such as the ICSID. The EU, however has come up with a new system called the
Investment Court System (ICS) which surfaced from the huge critique of ISDS arbitration in the
TTIP negotiations particularly in Europe. The ICS aims to cure some democracy and stability issues
linked in the ISDS through a permanent investment court instead of ad-hoc arbitration and an
appellate body that is currently missing from ISDS arbitration, although many argue the ICS to be
ISDS in disguise. Without further touching the nuances of the ICS structure itself, as it is not the
center focus of this paper, the EU has implemented the system with Canada into the CETA and is
trying to incorporate it into other currently negotiated trade deals as well. The reception of the
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Obama Administration on the European Commission's proposal was not particularly welcoming. 30
Michael Froman, the USTR at the time clearly expressed his preference of investment provisions
under the US model investment agreement of 2012 31 over the EC's ICS proposal. 32 Also the
Europeans have shown significant suspicions over ICS mainly because the states' exclusive right to
appoint judges and the length and the costs of procedures when the appellate court is included. 33
But as the ICS is currently very far from materializing in the TTIP, if the TTIP ever materializes
itself, I will turn to the question of Donald Trump's position on the investor-state dispute settlement
in general.
Trump's stance on ISDS is an important and intriguing question on many levels and what makes it
even more curious is his silence on it. This whole segment is based purely on speculation and aims
to gather the little pieces of information that are available on the subject to form some kind of a
landscape on the issue. Firstly, Trump has never publicly directly addressed ISDS. This could be
due to him not thinking of it as a primary issue or simply because he doesn't want to touch it yet,
although he will eventually have to. When Peter Navarro, the head of Trump's National Trade
Council, was asked about Trump's position on ISDS, he stated that ISDS was a “technical, secondtier issue of these trade agreements", which further strengthens the belief that Trump doesn't count
ISDS as a primary issue. Based on Trump's silence on ISDS and the aforementioned statements, one
could also construct an argument that he doesn't really view ISDS as a bad thing, which would
make sense. However, Navarro also said in the context of TPP that “The Trump Trade Doctrine also
opposes any provisions in any trade deals that interfere with the sovereignty of the United States
government - and ISDS clauses raise sovereignty issues.” 34 On a very much different note to what
was said above, one could make a completely opposite interpretation. It is also possible, maybe
even likely, that as the Trump camp wants to refrain from touching the ISDS for now, they settle to
these uninformative generic remarks on the subject for now.
30

http://isdsblog.com/2015/11/13/the-u-s-is-sceptical-of-the-european-commissions-isds-proposal/ The U.S Trade

Representative Michael Froman: “It’s not obvious to me why you would want to give companies a second bite of the
apple”, referring to the appellate body that would also be established along with the ICS.
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2012 U.S. Model Bilateral Investment Treaty, Section B

32

http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKCN0SN2LH20151029

33

http://isdsblog.com/2016/02/11/new-report-on-the-proposed-eu-permanent-investment-court/ For futher information

see e.g. European Federation for Investment Law and Arbitration (EFILA) Task Force Paper regarding the proposed
International Court System (ICS)
34

https://www.buzzfeed.com/chrishamby/elizabeth-warren-squares-off-against-global-super-

court?utm_term=.ocN56ovZJ7#.bp7O0Mv7aG
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In the context of NAFTA it is also pretty difficult to predict what happens in the renegotiations
concerning investment. 35 Given Trump's background it is easier to see him as pro-investor than progovernment 36, which hints to the direction that he would like to uphold ISDS system as it equips the
investor with far better protections than in the situation where ISDS system is repealed. In my mind
it is possible that as Trump is expected to make relatively minor tweaks to NAFTA, that he would
only update the investment chapter to the 2012 US Model Bilateral Investment Treaty version or he
may still refrain from touching the ISDS and only renegotiate NAFTA's tariffs.
There are different indicators suggesting that Trump eventually wants to keep the ISDS in NAFTA
and other treaties. First, it is easy to figure that will come to the conclusion that he will need ISDS
protections as a backstop for the Trump Organization overseas, which is why it is likely that in the
end he will act to the benefit of his family's business concerns. Trump's pick for Secretary of State
further consolidates the same assumption. Rex Tillerson, former CEO of ExxonMobil is no stranger
to ISDS. Tillerson has been on the winning end of ISDS cases 37 and supposedly will continue to
appreciate the possibility of challenging government regulation. In case NAFTA is terminated, it
would mean that the U.S. - Canada free trade agreement signed in 1988 would fill the vacuum. It
contains no ISDS, but interstate dispute settlement. With Mexico, the U.S. wouldn't even have
that. 38 These considerations should raise the bar of really tearing up NAFTA pretty high even for
Trump.
In general, I am of the opinion that Trump's withdrawal from TPP does not equal aversion from
ISDS too, although the adversaries of ISDS or both, the free trade agreements in general and the
ISDS, could easily draw that conclusion. It is understandable to think of e.g. TTIP or TPP in a way
synonymous with ISDS, because the main chunk of critique concerning the TTIP in Europe has
been precisely about ISDS. However, there are those who are pro free trade, but against ISDS and
vice versa. This is the reason why practically no conclusions regarding ISDS can be drawn from
Trump's withdrawal from TPP, as the main reason was based on his belief that TPP would have had
a negative impact on U.S. economy and cost American jobs, nothing more, even though to

35

See North America Free Trade Agreement Chapter 11 Investment

36

http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2017/03/trump-nafta-renegotiation-environment-trade

37

See e.g. Mobil Investments Canada Inc and Murphy Oil Corporation v. Canada, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/07/4

38

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-commentary/trump-wont-dump-investor-rights-and-heres-

why/article33649976/
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European ears the objection of e.g. TTIP sounds almost certainly objection to ISDS as well and
particularly so. In Trump's case that conclusion should not be drawn. 39

4. Collective Thoughts
Above I have mapped and outlined several global issues that are interlinked with the TTIP and the
ISDS. Brexit and the election of Trump along with right wing movements in numerous countries
have been put under the umbrella of alt-right, which is characterized by among other things very
stern criticism of immigraton and free trade. In this way the movements around the world, which
can be seen even in Finland in smaller form, are outcomes of the same trending phenomenon.
Some of the different TTIP scenarios presented above in chapter 2 can effectively be ruled out
already now and others possibly in the near future. But for now there is a black cloud of uncertainty
hovering around especially TTIP and NAFTA, while TPP seems to be dealt with for now.
Personally I really do not (hope to) see Trump scrap TTIP the way he did with TPP. I believe
Trump will eventually be too tempted to gain better access to the world's largest single market.
Another thing is Trump's order of priority, which has probably been altered by Brexit. Contrary to
the general critique of TTIP where the treaty itself and the ISDS are treated almost as they were
synonymous, Trump's concerns seem to be more focused on the other contents of the treaty and
their effects on U.S: economy and jobs. As Trump probably knows that it would be unlikely that he
got to negotiate a bilateral treaty with every EU country he wanted to, he will just have to get back
to the drawing board, because the European Commission currently has the mandate to negotiate
investment treaties on behalf of all member states.
The ISDS seems to be a second-tier issue for Trump, who has barely given any hints himself of how
he views it. In chapter 3 I have made a case for Trump not seeing it as a negative thing. An opposite
opinion can too be argued, although in my mind, not as convincingly. Both the U.S. and various
voices in the EU have opposed the ICS, which seems very distant in the TTIP context. The GOP
and the Office of the United States Trade Representative will likely continue to promote ISDS like
they have done in the past and there is reason to believe that Trump will do so too taking into
account his past, his family business and the people he is choosing to be in the Trump
Administration. The U.S. can still ride on the wave of never losing an ISDS case, but if the
39

https://www.law360.com/articles/884347/trump-s-tpp-exit-doesn-t-implicate-investor-state-arbitration
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opposition one day comes from the EU the story could be different. Trump has made clear he does
not like to lose, which is why even he must be concerned about the ISDS in the TTIP to some
extent. To end this article let's engage into one more game of speculation. After all drama of the
TTIP let's say Trump suddenly starts pursuing the deal. After all the resistance of ISDS particularly
from the side of Democrats let's say Trump wishes and gets to keep ISDS in the TTIP. A case is
brought by an investor from the E.U. against the U.S. and the U.S. loses it. Imagine the storm.
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Abstract
My doctoral dissertation focuses on the investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) procedures in the
context of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). I have written my Master’s
thesis on the ISDS arbitration procedures mainly under the International Center for Settlement of
Investment Disputes (ICSID) Convention. I am planning to write about the potential changes in the
climate of the decisions rendered in international investment disputes, which the TTIP may bring if
and when it comes into force.
The New York Convention and the ICSID Convention have traditionally been the two most popular
instances to provide protection for the enforcement of arbitral awards. Of these two, the
enforcement mechanism of arbitral awards in the ICSID Convention has been regarded as the more
efficient one, because it states clearly that the awards are final and binding as according to the
ICSID Convention Article 54 (1) the contracting states shall recognize an award "as if it were a
final judgment of a court in that state". However, non-ICSID awards, e.g. awards rendered under the
UNCITRAL rules and enforced by the New York Convention, can be final and binding as well. The
hardship of an additional national review may sometimes even actually benefit the awards.
Due to the TTIP, the landscape of these enforcement protections is prone and due to changes, as it is
not clear, whether the ISDS arbitration, as we now know it, will be abolished altogether. If that
happens, the enforcement of arbitral awards under the ICSID Convention will no longer bear
meaning at least in investment disputes arising under the TTIP. Furthermore the role of the New
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York Convention will be unclear, if a new permanent international investment court will be
established.
I. Introduction
This paper discusses the present state of enforcing arbitral awards in international investment
disputes in relation to the upcoming Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership Agreement
(TTIP). The themes of this paper are wrapped around the main differences and similarities and the
advantages and disadvantages of the two most prominent enforcement mechanisms of arbitral
awards, namely the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and
Nationals of Other States (hereafter ICSID Convention or the Washington Convention) and the
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (The New York
Convention), while extensive and exhaustive inspection of these two mechanisms is not possible in
the limits of this paper. In addition to that I am going to speculate on the impact of TTIP (if and
when it comes into force) to these aforementioned mechanisms, or whether it has any. Lastly I am
assessing whether any reforms should be made to either of these mechanisms and if the TTIP would
be the right platform to do so. (taking into account the position of China as an eager signatory state
of bilateral investment treaties (BITs).1
Due to the TTIP, the landscape of these enforcement protections is prone and due to changes, as it is
not clear, whether the ISDS arbitration, as we now know it, will be abolished altogether. If that
happens, the enforcement of arbitral awards under the ICSID Convention will no longer bear
meaning at least in investment disputes arising under the TTIP. Furthermore the role of the New
York Convention will be unclear, if a new permanent international investment court will be
established.
What complicates the situation around the TTIP even more, is that the negotiations are currently
facing extreme headwind after the Greenpeace TTIP-leaks2. On 2.5.2016 Greenpeace Netherlands
are said to have leaked an approximate 3/4 of the consolidated TTIP texts, which has yet again
caused a massive stir around the negotiations. The pouring outcry has resulted for example in
1

http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA/CountryBits/42 (China is a signatory of 145 BITs, of which 109 are

currently in force.)
2

https://ttip-leaks.org/
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France threatening to exit the TTIP negotiations3. Naturally even one withdrawal of a state from the
negotiations is enough to dent the TTIP negotiations to the extent that TTIP will not come into
force. In turn that would leave the situation surrounding the ISDS even more hazed than it is now.
The side effects of the TTIP and its potential demolition would then trickle down on to the ISDS
system and therefore also the enforcement mechanism of especially the ICSID Convention.

II. Washington vs New York
As said above, The New York Convention and the ICSID Convention are the two prominent
mechanisms, of which the parties to the dispute have been able to choose from when entering into
investment arbitration to provide protection for the enforcement of arbitral awards. The freedom of
choice between these mechanisms is though limited to the condition of whether the dispute at hand
is contract-based or not. If a dispute is based on a contract instead of an investment treaty, it is a
non-ICSID case. In contract-based cases, it is generally the New York Convention that makes
arbitral awards rendered enforceable in the states that are parties to the Convention, whereas
disputes based on investment treaties are overseen by the ICSID Convention and are subject to its
enforcement mechanism.4 Of these two, the enforcement mechanism of the ICSID Convention has
been regarded as the more efficient one5 because of its simplicity and because it has amassed 161
contracting states at the time of writing this paper.6
One of the main differences of the ICSID Convention and the New York Convention is thus in the
set of tools a responding state has at its disposal when not willing to comply with the arbitral award.
The ICSID Convention is fairly exhaustive in stating that the awards are final and binding as
according to the ICSID Convention Article 54 (1) the contracting states shall recognize an award
"as if it were a final judgment of a court in that state" In ICSID Convention the only way to
3

http://www.euractiv.com/section/trade-society/news/france-threatens-to-pull-out-of-ttip-negotiations/

4

http://www.oecd.org/investment/toolkit/policyareas/investmentpolicy/internationalarbitrationinstruments.htm

5

http://www.shearman.com/~/media/Files/Services/International-Arbitration/Articles/20091001_YB_Book-ICCA-

Congress-series-14_Defending-Investment-Treaty-AwardsICSID-Advantage.pdf p. 1
6

https://icsid.worldbank.org/apps/ICSIDWEB/icsiddocs/Documents/List%20of%20Contracting%20States%20and%20Ot
her%20Signatories%20of%20the%20Convention%20-%20Latest.pdf
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challenge an award is through annulment procedures, as parties are not able to appeal the merits of
the award.7 The annulment procedures consist of five exhaustive reasons.8 Between 1966-2000 only
5 annulment applications were registered with the ICSID Secretariat, but for example, between
2001 and 2011 already 39 annulment applications were filed. This rising trend in the amount of
annulment applications also reflects the increasing recourse to investor-state arbitration in general.9
Nowadays one could even go as far as to claim that the annulment procedures have started to
resemble a form of a standard appeal and used more as a rule than as an exception.10 Although the
ICSID Convention’s enforcement system is portrayed as efficient, the increased reliance on the
Article 52 annulment procedures has significantly hindered and complicated the ICSID proceedings
by increasing their average duration. Even if the claimant eventually still wins the case, the
procedures take unnecessary time and may still cast a shadow on the legitimacy of the case.
Naturally if the award is annulled in its entirety or even partially, it means that the award creditor
has to go back to the drawing board and start over.11
Non-ICSID awards, e.g. awards rendered under the UNCITRAL rules and enforced by the New
York Convention, can naturally be final and binding as well. However, the equivalent of the ICSID
Convention’s annulment procedures in the New York Convention is the refusal of enforcement.
Unlike in the ICSID Convention, the arbitral award has to go through the procedure of the state’s
grounds for refusal of enforcement. The list contains eight exhaustive conditions, under which a

7

Bjorklund 2005, p. 471

8

ICSID Convention Article 52 (1): Either party may request annulment of the award by an application in

writing addressed to the Secretary-General on one or more of the following
grounds:
(a) that the Tribunal was not properly constituted;
(b) that the Tribunal has manifestly exceeded its powers;
(c) that there was corruption on the part of a member of the Tribunal;
(d) that there has been a serious departure from a fundamental rule of
procedure; or
(e) that the award has failed to state the reasons on which it is based.
9

Baetens 2013, p. 4

10

Baetens 2013, p. 6

11

Baetens 2013, p.5
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state may refuse the enforcement of an award.12 Particularly annoying in the eyes of the award
creditor is the hurdle of public policy exception13, which the national courts tend to invoke even
when they should not do so,14 as national courts may be reluctant in general to give up public policy
as the last bastion of protecting state interests15. This so-called national review process can result in
a refusal to enforce an arbitral award, if the competent authority is submitted sufficient proof of one
of the grounds for refusal of recognition and enforcement of the award. The competent authority,
e.g. a national court of a responding state, can also adjourn the decision of the enforcement and
order suitable security for award creditor for the time the decision is postponed.16 A party seeking
enforcement may resort to other more favourable bases for enforcement, as in domestic laws or
multilateral treaties, that are in force in the country where the party seeks enforcement.17
Juxtaposition of the efficacy of the enforcement mechanisms of the ICSID Convention and the New
York Convention is not as straightforward as one might think. Both conventions have their
distinctive advantages and disadvantages, and although there are no official statistics of the success
rate in the compliance of enforcement in either of the mechanisms, it seems they are fairly equally
effective after all18. That might be hard to argue in a legal research paper such as this, but one
important piece of evidence that the state of affairs is such, is that there are few cases, where
claimants have actually had to resort to national courts for the enforcement of their arbitral awards.
However, if it so happens that a claimant has to resort to national court enforcement, state
respondents generally do comply even with adverse arbitral awards, or are at least willing to
negotiate a mutually acceptable post-award settlement. In rare occasions the responding states

12

See New York Convention Article V

13

New York Convention Article V 3 (h) Enforcement of an arbitral award shall be refused if, at the request of the party

against whom the award is invoked, that party asserts and proves that: enforcement of the award would violate
international public policy as prevailing in the country where enforcement is sought.
14

See e.g. Courd’appel (Paris), SOABI v. Senegal, Dec. 5, 1989, published in

2 ICSID REP. 337; 117 JOURNAL DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL 141 (1990)
15

Draguiev 2014, p. 631 See also e.g. Kudrna 2015 “Sovereigns Rule Again: Recent Challenges to Enforcement and

Execution of Arbitral Awards Against Sovereigns” p. 1.
16

New York Convention Article VI

17

New York Convention Article VII

18

Baetens 2013, p. 20
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disagree with the outcome of the arbitral proceeding. Even that does not necessarily dent the
claimant's chances of enforcing the award, as the claimant may seek enforcement in another
country, against which the arbitral award was obtained, given that the responding state's assets are
present in the other state, of which enforcement laws may be more favourable for the claimant. The
New York Convention signatories offer a wide range of options for these kinds of purposes.19
To conclude this Washington vs. New York comparison, the two might not be that different after
all. An argument that there is no reason to prioritize the ICSID enforcement could be made, because
there are even some advantages that the New York Convention has over it. Firstly, the state
perception of these two mechanisms does not really differ, as both treaties have some of the highest
membership rates of all multilateral treaties.20 Some states have even chosen to denounce the ICSID
Convention while retaining membership of the New York Convention.21 Secondly, all arbitral
awards have to face enforcement hurdles, whether in the form of annulment procedures or a
national review process. Thirdly, the "refusal of enforcement" mechanism in the New York
Convention may sometimes even benefit the legitimacy of the arbitral awards and lastly, it can be
viewed as positive that refusal to enforce an arbitral award does not have as drastic effects as an
annulment does.22

III. European Union's Proposal for Investment Protection and Resolution of Investment
Disputes
As we know, in 2015 the investor-state dispute settlement became perhaps the single biggest hurdle
in the way of going forward in the TTIP negotiations. The resistance of ISDS arbitration was so
monumental, that it forced the European Commission to discover and consider other alternatives for
the resolution of investment disputes in TTIP. On 12 November 2015 the European Commission
finally made public the “European Union’s proposal for Investment Protection and Resolution of
Investment Disputes”. The proposal was then submitted to the United States for consideration. The
19

Baetens 2013, p. 17

20

Approximately 75% of States have ratified either or both Conventions.

21

Baetens 2013, p. 15-16

22

Baetens 2013 p. 9
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EC proposal is meaningful for the enforcement of (arbitral) awards in a number of ways, e.g.
because of the whole new investment court system, the appellate mechanism and finally of course
the article on enforcement of the awards. These three topics will be separately discussed below.

Investment court system
Upon the entry of the EC proposal23, a committee will be established to appoint 15 judges to the
Tribunal of First Instance. Five of these judges shall be nationals of member states of the European
Union, five nationals of the United States and five and the last five shall be nationals of third
countries. The number of judges may then be increased or decreased by multiples of three in the
future. The judges of the Tribunal of First Instance must have the necessary qualifications in their
home countries to hold a judicial office or otherwise be lawyers of recognized competence.
Appointed judges have to have demonstrated expertise in public international law and in particular
international investment law, international trade law and resolution of investment disputes. The
vacancies will be for 6 year terms that are renewable once. The Tribunal shall hear cases in
divisions of three judges; one will be a national of an EU member state, one a national of the United
States and one a national of a third country. The division will be chaired by the national of a third
country. Disputing parties may however agree that a case will be heard by a sole judge from a third
country especially in smaller cases. The President of the Tribunal appoints the judges into divisions
within 90 days of the submission of a claim. The judges will hear the case on a rotation basis to
ensure that the composition of divisions is random and that all judges have an equal opportunity to
serve. The judges will be paid a fixed monthly retainer fee in order for them to be available at all
times and on short notice. The EU suggests the retainer fee to be 1/3 of the retainer fee paid to the
WTO appellate body members, i.e. around 2000 euros per month. The disputing parties equally pay

23

European Union's Proposal for Investment Protection and Resolution of Investment Disputes

(http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/november/tradoc_153955.pdf)
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the retainer fee to an account managed by the ICSID Secretariat. The ICSID Secretariat will also act
as the Secretariat for the Tribunal providing it with the appropriate support.24
Appellate mechanism
Firstly, it is notable, that the European Commission’s Proposal for Investment Protection and
Resolution of Investment Disputes includes an appellate mechanism, which is absent in current
ISDS arbitrations under the ICSID. As the prejudices towards ISDS arbitration grew larger and
larger, especially during 2015, the demand for some sort of an appellate mechanism was evident. At
first, though, an appellate mechanism was supposed to be implemented to the renewed and
improved and more transparent ISDS arbitration system the TTIP was meant to introduce.
However, even though now it seems that an investment court is the frontrunner as the new ISDS
system in the TTIP, an appellate mechanism is certainly still a much-needed and welcomed addition
in settling international investment disputes, whether through arbitration or by a permanent court.
Article 10 of Section 325 of the EC proposal presents the framework for a new appeal tribunal.
Naturally the appeal tribunal is only available for the decisions rendered by the actual tribunal of the
case at hand. Once a decision is enforced, the enforcement can no longer be appealed to the appeal
tribunal, or any other instance for that matter26.
The Appeal Tribunal will be permanent and it is established to hear appeals from the awards issued
by Tribunal of First Instance. The Appeal Tribunal comprises six members, two nationals of an EU
member state, two nationals of the United States and two nationals of third countries. The EU
suggests that the members of the Appeal Tribunal are paid a monthly retainer fee, as are the judges
of the first instance, as well as a fee for each working day of 7000e per month combined. Other than
these differences the content of Article 10 is similar to the content of Article 9 regarding the rules of
the Tribunal of First instance of the investment court system.

24

European Union's Proposal for Investment Protection and Resolution of Investment Disputes Section 3, Sub-section

4, Article 9
25

Resolution of Investment Disputes and Investment Court System

26

European Commission’s Proposal for Investment Protection and Resolution of Investment Disputes 2015 p. 31

Article 30 (1):Final awards issued pursuant to this Section by the Tribunal shall be binding between the disputing
parties and shall not be subject to appeal, review, set aside, annulment or any other remedy.
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Article 30 “Enforcement of the awards”
The TTIP may have various impacts on the enforcement of arbitral awards on both of the
enforcement mechanisms discussed above in chapter II. If investor-state arbitration procedures were
excluded from the TTIP treaty, one might think that it would automatically mean also the exclusion
of ICSID Convention’s enforcement system in investment disputes under TTIP. As of now,
however, it is uncertain whether that kind of a situation will actualize. If the ISDS arbitration in fact
is dropped from the TTIP as the vast majority of the public seems to want, and a new permanent
investment court is established, one might think that it would completely erase the enforcement
mechanisms of both the Washington and the New York Convention. As the two Conventions
strictly regulate only the enforcement of arbitral awards, they should not have any significance
over the decisions rendered by a specialized and permanent investment court, at least in my mind.
However, that seems to not be the case. To me it is very surprising that in the European
Commission’s proposal to U.S. for investment protection and a new investment court, both the New
York Convention and the Washington Convention are included and represented.
Article 30 of the European Commission’s proposal is the centerpiece of this paper, as it regulates
the enforcement of awards. Already the spelling of the title in Article 30 raises eyebrows, as it does
not speak of enforcement of “arbitral awards”, but only “awards”. On one hand the spelling of the
title makes a distinction to “arbitral awards” rendered by arbitral tribunals, as it also should, because
the matter is not about arbitration anymore, but rather a permanent investment court. On the other
hand, the term “award” usually indicates in particular awards rendered by an arbitral tribunal
especially in international investment law. I would suggest that a term like “judgment” or
“decision” would better describe the results an investment court ends up with. It seems like the
proposed investment court system will be some sort of a mixture of an arbitral tribunal and a special
court.
Article 30 (1) states that the final awards rendered by the investment court tribunal are final and
binding on the disputed parties and that the award cannot be remedied in any way. In Article 30 (2)
it is stated that each party should treat the awards as a “pecuniary obligation within its territory as if
it were a final judgment of a court in that Party”27.According to paragraph 3 of article 30, execution

27

Equivalent articles are also found in the New York Convention (Article 3) and the ICSID Convention (Article 54 (1)).
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of the awards will be governed by local laws in force, where such an execution is sought. Paragraph
4 in turn ensures that the rights and obligations under the agreement in question will not prevent
enforcement of the award.
Paragraphs 5 and 6 of Article 30 are perhaps the most interesting content of the European
Commission's proposal for the purposes of this paper. Namely these paragraphs tie the EC's
proposal to the New York Convention and the ICSID Convention. Paragraph 5 of Article 30 reads
as follows:
"For the purposes of Article 128 of the New York Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, final awards pursuant to this Section shall be
deemed to be arbitral awards and to relate to claims arising out of a commercial
relationship or transaction."

Paragraph 5 of Article 30 thus assimilates the final awards of the investment court to arbitral awards
meant in the New York Convention. Personally I don't see this as a good look for the new
investment court, if in fact the content of the consolidated version of this article reads as such.
While trying to move forward from ISDS arbitration to decisions of a permanent court, I don't see
why the awards should be treated as if they were arbitral awards defined in the New York
Convention. In my view this kind of treatment of an award or decision takes away some of the basis
of establishing the investment court. Surely there are other positives in establishing the investment
court in the way its structures are built, as I have described above, because there is indeed a lot of
room for improvement in the ISDS arbitration system. But to treat the final and binding award the
same as an arbitral award meant in the New York Convention is almost frustrating. Although
Article 10 of the EC proposal states that the final awards cannot be remedied, it is still unclear
whether that actually is the case. If an award of the investment court is treated similar to an arbitral
award of the New York Convention, it opens the door for a national review, which in turn hinders
and otherwise complicates the enforcement of the award.
Paragraph 6 of Article 30 reads:

28

New York Convention Article 1 paragraph 2: "The term "arbitral awards" shall include not only awards made by

arbitrators appointed for each case but also made by permanent arbitral bodies to which the parties have submitted."
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"For greater certainty and subject to paragraph 129, where a claim has been submitted to
dispute settlement pursuant to Article 6(2)(a)30, a final award issued pursuant to this Section
shall qualify as an award under Section 631 of the Convention on the settlement of Investment
Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States of 18 March 1965 (ICSID)."

The content of the paragraph hence means that if an investment dispute is brought before the court
utilizing the arbitration rules of the ICSID Convention, also the final award has to be treated, as if it
were an arbitral award rendered by an ICSID ad-hoc arbitral tribunal. Again, as is the case with
paragraph 5, I view this as a deficiency. The enforcement of arbitral awards under the ICSID
Convention makes the awards suspect for annulment procedures, which I have discussed more
closely above. Paragraphs 5 and 6 both further complicate the enforcement of the final award of the
investment court by applying rules of the New York Convention and the ICSID Convention. I think
it is unnecessary and even detrimental to conform awards of a permanent investment court with the
arbitral awards meant in the New York Convention or the ICSID Convention. It seems to me like
the EC proposal for investment protection and an investment court might end up being only half-astep forward instead of a big leap, what many had hopes for.

Other notables
In addition to the three topics discussed above, the Investment court section of the EC proposal
contains various other interesting and important articles. Due to the limitations of this paper I will
only superficially mention them. According to Section 3 Article 632(2) a claim may be submitted to
the Tribunal under different sets of rules including rules of the ICSID Convention, ICSID
Additional Facility rules, and the UNCITRAL arbitration rules. At the request of the claimant, the
parties may also opt to agree to the use of any other set of rules.

29

See citation 23.

30

European Commission 2015 Article 6(2)(a):"A claim may be submitted to the Tribunal under one of the following

sets of rules on dispute settlement: a) the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and
Nationals of Other States of 18 March 1965 (ICSID)"
31

Section 6 of the ICSID Convention regulates the "Recognition and Enforcement of the Award".

32

”Submission of a claim”
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Another notable rule is in Article 11 “Ethics”. The public against the TTIP and ISDS in general
have often blamed investment arbitrators of biased decisions, because of their hidden agendas,
usually in the favor of the investor and at the expense of the state. The “Ethics” article aims to
ensure that the judges are “persons whose independence is beyond doubt” meaning that they are not
affiliated with any government and that they shall not take instructions from the government or
organization that is in any way related to the dispute. Parties have the right to challenge the
appointment of a judge if they suspect a judge to have a conflicting interest.33
The transparency of the TTIP negotiations as a whole, as well as in ISDS arbitrations in general has
also been heavily criticized by the adversaries of TTIP and ISDS. The “UNCITRAL Transparency
Rules were proposed already to be implemented to the renewed and improved ISDS arbitration
system, which was first introduced in the midst of the TTIP negotiations. Article 18 on
“Transparency” of the EC proposal contains the implementation of the UNCITRAL Transparency
rules into disputes under the investment court.

IV. Conclusions
The deliberations of this article seem to present some answers to the future state of enforcement of
(arbitral) awards in international investment disputes. But just as much it leaves open for question
and raises new questions. At first sight establishing an investment court sounds like it would mean
the disposal of the enforcement mechanisms in the ICSID Convention and the New York
Convention, as they regulate and are focused precisely on ISDS arbitration. But as is presented in
this article, that seems to not be the case, even if the United States approves of the EC proposal for
investment protection and a new investment court. So, firstly it is unclear whether the proposal will
come through and actualize. If we assume that it will, both the New York Convention and the
ICSID Convention will very much bear meaning as enforcement mechanisms of the final and
binding awards of the investment court, as I have pointed out in chapter III.
It is completely another question, whether the place of these conventions is in the functioning of the
investment court. In my opinion, if we take the step to stray from the ISDS arbitration altogether,

33

Article 11 paragraphs 1-2
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there is no reason to drag the enforcement mechanisms of arbitral awards along, because the
decisions of the investment court are not arbitral awards and therefore probably shouldn’t be treated
as such. Wouldn’t the enforcement according to the laws of the responding state be enough?
Wouldn’t it also make the enforcement process more simple and efficient, if the hurdles of
annulment and national review were no more? Why drag these hurdles to enforce awards that aren’t
even products of an arbitration case? The situation would have been completely different and
perfectly plausible, were these mechanisms implemented to the improved and renewed ISDS
system that was first on the table in the TTIP negotiations. When added to the investment court
system, they seem unnecessary or even misplaced.
Another question is the exploitation of the ICSID institution in the investment court system. On one
hand I believe that a clear gap should be formed to isolate the investment court and ICSID
arbitration, but on the other hand the complete omission of the ICSID institution seems a bit harsh
and unlikely. The ICSID institution is tangled in the proposal in more ways than just regarding the
enforcement of the awards. Namely the ICSID Secretariat is projected to provide support to manage
the accounts, where the retainer fees of the judges are paid, as well as otherwise giving appropriate
support for the Tribunals. I don’t promote the ICSID institution to have even that kind of a role in
the investment court system, but I see that less harmful than the treatment of the awards as
“arbitral” awards defined in the ICSID Convention and the New York Convention. In my mind
already the submission of claims should not include the possibility to choose ICSID arbitration
rules or even UNCITRAL arbitration rules for that matter, because the investment court is not an
arbitration body and should not function as a seat of arbitration operating under arbitration rules.
Finally, when examined closely, the investment court system comes across as a bit of a
disappointment. Sure, it has many of the improvements that are vital for the development of
resolution of investment disputes. But the improvements could have been achieved inside the ISDS
arbitration system as well. That I would have been perfectly satisfied with. But to implement
arbitration rules in to the functioning of an investment court is a shot in the dark. Furthermore, the
investment court should send a positive signal to the public suspicious of arbitration. Now it cannot
hold up to closer inspection and thus fails to send that proper signal, that I am sure was the agenda
behind the whole undertaking. After all the investment court constructed as in the EC proposal
looks a little bit like a fish out of water. It doesn’t belong and it doesn't fit. The investment court is
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neither in the camp of arbitration, nor the camp of judicial resolution. It is an odd mixture of both,
like a permanent arbitral court.
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Abstract

The right to free speech and privacy on the Internet enjoy protection as human rights.
However, there may be instances when the right to free speech or the right to privacy
pertaining to cyber communication may be limited for criminal law and national security
enforcement. It is important to establish in which circumstances the limitation of free speech
and/or privacy will be justifiable. Once established, it should be considered how Internet
regulation may be accomplished. As a user cannot gain access to the Internet or transmit,
host or store communication without an intermediary, the intermediary will have to assist
and co-operate with cyber communication regulation. Should regulation be imposed on the
Internet intermediary by means of liability in the format of legislation and/or should an
intermediary have a responsibility for self-regulation of content? If free speech or privacy is
limited in circumstances that do not qualify as necessary and proportionate, which recourse
does a user have? Similarly, may an intermediary refuse compliance with a request from law
enforcement? Globally governments face the challenge of regulating cyber communication
for the purpose of law enforcement within the context of human rights protection.
Keywords: cyber communication; legal regulation; human rights protection; law
enforcement; intermediary

1.

Introduction
The way people communicate today has drastically changed from the manner in which

their ancestors communicated. Face-to-face communications have made way for faceless,
cross-border and interactive many-to-many communication. Mobile phones and the Internet
have become an integral part of most people’s lives and define the manner in which many
people communicate. People do not only connect to the Internet by means of computers but
increasingly use mobile phones to connect to the Internet, send WhatsApp or Twitter
1
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messages, take photos and/or record videos which they then upload onto social media sites.
People make comments and express opinions on articles and post blogs that interest them. It
is therefore not surprising that today is referred to as an “information age” in which access to
information and participation in the exchange of information is a distinctive characteristic of
the global world.2
Cyber communication whether verbal or in the format of words or visual in the format
of videos, music and pictures may be abused for various illegal purposes, such as cyber
bullying, revenge pornography and hate speech to name but a few. Governments have a legal
duty to protect nationals against such communication and in some instances to protect
nationals against themselves from exploiting the right to communicate online.
Governments and/or users are concerned not only about the manner in which cyber
communication may be abused but also about the content of communication. Users are
justifiably concerned that their right to free speech may be limited in circumstances where a
government perceives their communication as a threat and tries to suppress their
communication on the Internet.
The discussion focuses on which cyber communication may be considered unlawful,
how a government may regulate illegal communication and the impact regulating cyber
communication may have on human rights protection specifically the right to free speech and
to a limited extent, the right to privacy inherent to free speech. Although hate speech and
incitement to hate and acts of terror pose an ever-continuing threat and danger to
governments and users on a global level, the discussion will not focus only on such
communication.
The aim of this discussion is not to criticize a government for the manner in which it
has elected to regulate cyber communication but to reflect on whether such regulation is
necessary and proportionate within the context of human rights protection balanced against
criminal and national security law enforcement. A government that unjustifiably restrict
cyber communication should re-consider the limitation and restore the imbalance created by
the unjust state interference pertaining to the cyber communication. As will be illustrated

2

Laidlaw Regulating Speech in Cyberspace (2015) 9; Lederman Infocrime (2016) 15 – 16.
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hereafter, governments on a global level face legal challenges pertaining to cyber
communication regulation which necessitate discussion.

2.

Legal Challenges pertaining to Cyber Communication Regulation
Communication on the Internet differ from the physical world in many aspects due to

the characteristics of the Internet. The Internet has opened up many modes of communication
and although cyber communication has many benefits, it also poses many risks and threats
which are not only experienced on a national but also on a global level.
Internet users tend to be disinhibited in what they do and/or say in cyberspace.3
Consider the legal position where a married woman by accident sent a picture of herself
which was sexually comprising and intended only for her husband to a school hockey
WhatsApp group comprising of 17 members.4 The woman immediately realised her mistake
and apologised to the members of the WhatsApp group. She was completely oblivious that
some members of the WhatsApp group forwarded the sexually comprising picture to other
non-members and also posted it on the Internet.5 Dissemination on different platforms is a
characteristic of the Internet and it can persist for long time unless deliberately removed.6
Does the forwarding and/or postings of the image without the consent of the woman
constitute unlawful cyber communication? Maybe an argument could be made that cyber
communication is not private, that the woman did not have a reasonable expectation of
privacy once she made use of WhatsApp and that by exercising her right to freedom of
expression, she must accept the consequences of exercising such speech.
Contrast above situation with the example of Justine Sacco who on 20 December 2013
prior to her departure from London to South Africa tweeted to her 170 followers the
following “Going to Africa. Hope I don’t get AIDS. Just kidding. I’m white”.7 Her comments
were not well-received and offended many. Although her tweet was not illegal and merely
misguided, she was condemned and disgraced on social media platforms and suffered
3

Harvey Collisions in the digital paradigm (2017) 38; Stauffer “The Internet is not the enemy”, available at
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/the-internet-is-not-the-enemy.
4
Pillay “SA looks to criminalise revenge porn” available at http://www.timeslive.co.za/scitech/201608/30/SAlooks-to-criminalise-revenge-porn.
5
Pillay (n 4).
6
Stauffer (n 3).
7
Harvey (n 3) 271 272.
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reputational damage. Sacco deleted her Twitter account but her comment had already been
disseminated worldwide.8 Once disseminated, it is very difficult to ensure a stay-down as
cyber communication is inherently cross-border.
Comments made in the passing and which in a pre-Internet age would not have elicited
much attention, are now exacerbated if the same comments are made on the Internet.
Chambers v Director of Public Prosecutions [2012] EWHC 2157, the so-called “Twitter
Joke” case illustrates how cyber communication may be misinterpreted.9 At the end of 2009
and beginning of 2010 the United Kingdom (UK) experienced very bad weather conditions
with the consequence that some airports had to be closed. Mr Chambers who was about to
travel from the Robin Hood airport send a Twitter message to his 600 followers to the effect
that if the airport was closed due to bad weather that he would blow up the airport. Law
enforcement did not take his Twitter comment lightly and he was arrested, charged and
convicted for sending a menacing message. The High Court overturned his conviction in
2012.10 The positive outcome of this case was the implementation of interim guidelines in
respect of prosecuting cases involving communication sent via social media.11
There are many examples of the exploitation of Internet services. For example,
Facebook implemented “Facebook Live” at the end of December 2015 for the purpose of
streaming life from a mobile phone to Facebook harmless videos such as the user being at the
beach or attending a concert.12 Unfortunately, “Facebook Live” has been abused for purposes
other than what it was intended for, such as police brutality, sexual assault, suicide and
murder. In April 2017 the Internet community was shocked by the life broadcasting of two
video clips on “Facebook Live” of a Thai man killing his 11-month daughter. The man filmed
the murder of his daughter on the rooftop of a deserted hotel on his mobile phone and
streamed the video clips to “Facebook Live”. The video clips were accessible to users on his
Facebook page for approximately 24 hours before take down.13 Do these types of cyber
8

Harvey (n 3) 310.
Harvey (n 3) 266, 268.
10
Coleman “Robin Hood Airport tweet bomb joke man wins case” available at
http://www.bbc.com/network/news/uk-england-19009344 .
11
Harvey (n 3) 272 – 273.
12
Gibbs “Facebook under pressure after man livestreams killing of his daughter” available at
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/apr/25/facebook-thailand-man-livestreams-killing-daughter.
13
Gibbs (n 12).
9
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communication mean that “Facebook Life” should be banned, or alternatively does the
intermediary have a responsibility to self-regulate content and to take precautionary measures
to pro-actively prevent this type of communication? If affirmative, how will the intermediary
ensure that this type of communication abuse does not occur?
Physical acts of terrorism affect all countries. Governments worldwide face the
immense task of preventing such acts of terror by obtaining intelligence prior to such attacks
to prevent it from happening. It is an indisputable fact that social media sites are specifically
targeted to spread propaganda, incite others to hate and committing acts of terror. It is alleged
that ISIS is the most successful terrorist organisation in history using the Internet for
distributing its propaganda, dissemination of its news and more importantly to
communicate.14 It was revealed that prior to the 2017 terrorist attack at the Reina club,
Istanbul, Turkey, the perpetrator communicated on his mobile phone by means of
Telegram.15 Telegram has allegedly become one of the main communication devices of ISIS
with the consequence that Europol, the European policing body, has condemned Telegram for
failing to join the fight against terrorism.16 Since 2014 most social media intermediaries have
taken a strong stand in the implementation of take-down policies pertaining to ISIS whereas
Telegram has allegedly not followed the same approach.17
The issue of encryption gained a lot of attention in the aftermath of the 2015 San
Bernardino terrorist attack. Many governments have indicated that they want access to
encrypted communication.18 WhatsApp as well as Telegram employ end-to-end encryption
which locks law enforcement out of the communication. In the 2017 United Kingdom (UK)
Westminster attack, the perpetrator, Masood, was on WhatsApp minutes before ploughing
into dozens of pedestrians and stabbing a policeman to death at the gates of the parliament.19
In the 2015 San Bernardino killing the police requested Apple to provide access to the
perpetrator’s encrypted communication on his iPhone. Apple indicated that it did not have
14

Ahmet and Speckhard “Telegram: the mighty application that ISIS loves” available at http://www.icsve.org.
Ahmet and Speckhard (n 14).
16
Ahmed and Speckhard (n 14).
17
Ahmed and Speckhard (n 14).
18
Watney “Law Enforcement Access to Password Protected and/or Encrypted Mobile Data” presented at 2016
11th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security.
19
Tapsfield “This terrorism sent a WhatsApp message and it can’t be accessed” available at
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4350264/Rudd-demands-access-encrypted-WhatsApp-messages.html
15
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access to the communication and that re-designing the security feature would compromise all
iPhone users’ security and privacy. Although law enforcement indicated in 2016 that it did
not need assistance from Apple, the issue of access to encrypted communication is far from
being settled.20 Should law enforcement gain access to such encrypted communications in the
interest of national security or would it violate the human rights to privacy and security of all
users? In this instance decryption does not violate the right to free speech but it may violate
the right to privacy and cyber security protection inherent to exercising free speech.
Some countries may take legal action in circumstances where the cyber communication
is considered offensive to the culture, traditions and customs of a specific state. Cyber
communication may be deemed insulting to a specific person who holds a special office,
namely a country’s present or former monarch or president. In this regard, the Thailand
government indicated that they will prosecute anyone who looks at online material deemed
insulting to its monarchy. Article 112 of Thailand’s Criminal Code B.E. 2499 of 1956
provides that anyone who insults the monarchy commits a crime and may be punished with a
prison sentence up to 15 years.21 How will law enforcement establish whether a Thai national
watched cyber communication deemed insulting to the monarchy and/or where users
indicated that they liked the post or shared it with others? In the latter instance, the
intermediary will have to provide the information. Should social media intermediaries
provide such information and if affirmative, would it not amount to a violation of the right to
privacy? In 2017 the United Nations (UN) Human Rights Committee found that all people
have the right to criticize public figures as it forms part of freedom of expression and advised
Thailand to re-evaluate their Criminal Code.22 If a government elects not to re-visit a cyber
communication limitation, is there any recourse to force such a government to adhere to a
recommendation?
A state subjected to protests may be predisposed to blocking access to social media
sites and/or the Internet in the interest of public welfare and national security. Turkey for
example blocked access to social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter in the aftermath
20

Watney (n 19).
Abkar “Thailand to prosecute anyone that even looks at material considered insulting to the monarchy”
available at www.dailymail.co.uk/.../Thailand-prosecute-internet-insult-monarchy-king-crop-top.ht.
22
“UN very concerned on lese majeste” available at https://thaipoliticaprisoners.worldpress.com/tag/article-112.
21
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of the 2016 militant attacks.23 In 2017 access to Wikipedia was blocked for providing access
to an article and comments alleging that Turkey was involved in terrorist organisations.24
Wikipedia allegedly refused to remove the article with the consequence that the Turkish
government deemed it in the interest of national security to block access to the website.25
Should a state be criticized for blocking access to the Internet to prevent the spread of
propaganda against a government which may result in instability within a country? The latter
question may be considered against the background of the “Arab Spring”.
The revival of state control over the Internet originates in part from the events in the
Middle East which became known as the “Arab Spring”.26 The “Arab Spring” refers to antigovernment protests that spread across the Middle East early 2011. The protests were
characterized by extensive use of social media such as Twitter to organize and spread
awareness.27 Governments perceived the use of social media during the “Arab Spring” as a
threat which resulted in access to social media being blocked. Does a national have an
absolute right to free speech and/or access to the Internet or does a government have the right
to limit such a right and if affirmative, in which circumstances may such a right be limited?
Over the years South Africa has experienced xenophobic attacks. Prior to the attacks,
many posts on social media sites expressed hate and incitement of violence towards
foreigners.28 These posts are unlawful and pose a threat to all people. In this regard, the role
of the intermediary in preventing and/or detecting such posts should be investigated. Should
such posts be removed and/or access to it blocked or would it amount to the application of
censorship?
In April 2017 the South African government cautioned South Africans on its official
Twitter account not to use social media in a way that could be harmful to the image of South

23

Phippen
“Why
Turkey
blocked
Access
to
Wikipedia”
available
on
http://www.theatlantic.com/news/archive/2017/04/turkey-blocks-wikipedia/524859.
24
Phippen (n 23); Lowen “Turkish authorities block Wikipedia without giving a reason” available on
http://www.bbc.com//news/world-europe-39754909.
25
Phippen (n 23).
26
Harvey [n 3] 94.
27
Harvey [n 3] 94.
28
Davis “Pandora’s Box: South Africa and the (mis)use of social media” available at
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2017-04-05-pandoras-box-south-afica-and-the-misuse-of-socialmedia/WT_US60w00o
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Africa.29 The South African government indicated that it may consider regulating social
media but the form of regulation was not outlined. Will the government expect social media
intermediaries to pro-actively monitor communication and to remove and/or block
communication that reflect negatively on South Africa’s image such as criticism against
government corruption? How will such regulation impact on freedom of expression and
which safeguards will be in place to protect a user in circumstances where lawful cyber
communication was blocked or removed?
Above examples illustrates the legal challenges confronting countries pertaining to
cyber communication regulation. Does a user have human rights regarding cyber
communication and if affirmative, are these rights absolute or may it be limited for criminal
law and national security enforcement? If such rights may be limited, in which circumstances
will such a limitation be justifiable?

3.

A Synopsis of the Existence of Human Rights on the Internet
The right to free speech and privacy on the Internet are recognized as human rights.

Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948 provides for a
right to freedom of expression. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of
1966 uses similar language. The right to freedom of expression is also protected in article 10
of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) of 1950. The right to privacy is
protected in article 12 of the UDHR and article 8 of the ECHR.
In July 2016 the UN Human Rights Council adopted a non-binding Resolution on the
Promotion, Protection and Enjoyment of Human Rights on the Internet. The UN Human
Rights Council’s resolution specifically condemns measures to prevent or disrupt access to
the Internet and calls on all states to refrain from and cease such measures. It also recognises
the importance of access to information, privacy online for the realisation of the right to
freedom of expression and to hold opinions without interference. The Resolution provides
guidelines to participating states on how governments should shape laws when it comes to
free speech and access to information on the Internet.30 It may be argued that a government
29

Davis [n 28].
Velocci “Internet Access is now a basic human right” available at http://gizmodo.com/internet-access-is-nowa-basic-human-right-1783081865.
30
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cannot limit the right to access in order to suppress dissidents or activism against a
government to ensure it stays in power.
Stauffer31 discusses the limitation of human rights. Where a state limits the right to free
speech or privacy, it must demonstrate that such a limitation is necessary by showing that
there is a direct and immediate connection between the right to be restricted and the threat. It
must also show that the limitation is proportionate in other words that the limitation is the
least restrictive means to protect the public interest.
The right to free speech and privacy are not absolute rights. Stauffer

32

correctly

indicates that in some instances restrictions to the right of free speech are essential to protect
people from terrorism, incitement to violence and revenge pornography. Free speech does not
encompass child pornography and images that may be harmful to the protection of minors. It
is therefore important to establish the manner in which unlawful cyber communication should
be regulated.

4.

Regulation of Cyber Communication
Law enforcement in general does not have direct access to communication on the

Internet. As some form of intermediary are always involved in cyber communication, an
Internet intermediary is in the ideal position to regulate conduct and communication on the
Internet. Regulation may be imposed by means of liability (legislative regulation) or by
means of a responsibility for content (self-regulation). In some instances, a court judgment
may impose a liability such as the “right to be forgotten”33 which will be referred to hereafter
at paragraph 4. This liability is now provided for in the European Union (EU) General
Regulation on Data Protection (GDPR 2016/679).
Governments worldwide struggle with cyber security. In this regard the EU must be
applauded for addressing various cyber issues. In many instances the EU approach has
become the standardized approach for other non-EU countries. It is therefore important that
whichever solution to cyber security the EU implement, the consequences and impact of such
a decision is carefully scrutinized.
31

Stauffer [n 3].
Stauffer [n 3].
33
Laidlaw [n 2] 186 – 187; Harvey [n 3] 298 – 304; Stauffer [n 3].
32
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The Council of the European Union is at present looking at ways on improving
criminal justice in cyberspace. The Council has identified 3 areas that need to be improved,
such as assistance and co-operation between law enforcement and intermediaries; access to
information stored outside the borders of a country and jurisdiction.34 As regulation of the
criminal justice in cyberspace affect all countries, it would be beneficial if countries on an
international level could come to some agreement on a harmonized approach in addressing
the concerns identified by the Council of Europe.35
The Council of Europe Convention on Cyber Crime of 2001, also referred to as the
Budapest Convention, promotes the importance of mutual assistance, international
cooperation and adopting a common criminal policy. Chambers-Jones36 indicates that
although the convention must be commended, the convention is out of date. It was not drafted
against the background of terrorism and predominantly regulates illegal conduct. Today
regulation must include communication regulation. The Budapest Convention is also not an
international agreement but a multi-national agreement and some may perceive it as an
instrument of the European Union. It would be useful if a cybercrime convention regulating
conduct and communication could be drafted under the auspices of the UN on international
level.
At present the biggest challenge lies in terrorist-related communication where social
media is abused for spreading propaganda and inciting others to commit acts of terror. How
must the intermediary deal with such communication? The European Commission made in
2016 proposals under the Digital Single Market initiative that target specifically Internet
intermediaries.37 Internet intermediaries will have a responsibility for self-regulating
communication and specifically the content. The responsibility for self-regulation cover three
areas, namely terrorism, hate speech and protection of minors. Self-regulation means that an
intermediary must pro-actively monitor all communication to identify speech that amount to
terrorism or hate speech or may have a negative impact on minors. Once identified, the
intermediary must take down or block access to the communication.
34

Council of Europe “Progress Report following the conclusion of the Council of the European Union on
Improving Criminal Justice in Cyberspace” available at https://db.eurocrim.org/db/en/vorgang/342/
35
(n 34).
36
Chambers-Jones Virtual Economics and financial crimes (2012) 202.
37
Horten “The looming cloud of uncertainty for Internet intermediaries” available at http://www.cdt.org.
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There are various concerns with the imposition of self-regulation on the intermediary.
These concerns relate to the imposition of a general obligation to monitor, a stay down
request, over-blocking and liability for taking down lawful content or not removing unlawful
content.
Article 15 of the E-Commerce 2000/31/EC provides that an intermediary does not have
a general obligation to monitor. The latter principle was illustrated in the case of SABAM v
Netlog Nv, Case C-360/10 where the European Court of Justice (ECJ) determined that a
hosting service provider could not be obligated to impose a general filtering system for an
indefinite period of time of the data of all users.38
A stay down request that information that has been removed or blocked must stay down
permanently would be difficult to achieve. Stay down refers to circumstances where an
intermediary must ensure that once a file has been removed, it will not re-appear on the
system, such as terrorist-related communication. To ensure a stay down, the intermediary will
have to make use of content scanning or filtering.
Another valid concern is that self-regulation may result in over-blocking.
Horton39indicates that the decision to take down will be based on database matches and
computer algorithms and not on the human understanding of the law. For example, websites
that had no connection with pornography such as the Owl and the Pussycat Center in
Scotland which is a nature reserve offering children’s adventure activities and Struthers
London, a specialist luxury watch-making business, were blocked.40 Intermediaries are
cautious when receiving a take-down or blocking request and will remove or block content as
a precautionary measure. There should be a speedy method for redress for the owner of a
website which has been blocked unlawfully but at present it appears that websites that have
been blocked, have little, if any recourse for unblocking it.41
It is important to establish whether an intermediary may be held liable for taking down
a website that was lawful. Intermediaries in the instance of self-regulation exercises their own
discretion. Intermediaries are corporate bodies and not a public or judicial body. In most
38

Horten [n 37]; Laidlaw [n 2] 121.
Horten [n 37].
40
Horten [n 37].
41
Horten [n 37].
39
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instances, the take down is not done by means of a judicial order. Intermediaries may
therefore be targeted for not removing content that are deemed offensive or for removing
content in violation of freedom of expression. The EU intermediaries position is not as
certain as the position of United States (US) intermediaries where intermediaries enjoy a high
level of protection.42 Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA) 47 U.S.C of
1996 (CDA) provides that intermediaries cannot be treated as a publisher or a speaker where
content is posted on their systems. Section 230 also includes a double safety net in a ’Good
Samaritan’ clause which provides that where they take down content which they believe in
good faith to be obscene, violent etc., they cannot be held liable.
There are instances when an intermediary may be exempted from liability for third
party user-generated content, such as defamatory, obscene content, terrorism and content
which stirs up religious or racial hatred.43 Article 12 – 15 of the E-Commerce regulate
intermediary liability exemptions. Horten44 distinguishes between network intermediaries and
hosting intermediaries. Hosting intermediaries will be protected against liability if they
expeditiously remove illegal content when they are provided with actual knowledge that it
exists on their site, server or system. A search engine may be requested to remove a link to
third party user-generated content that is not unlawful but where such content is not adequate,
irrelevant or not relevant any more. This latter principle referred to as the “right to be
forgotten” was outlined in the Google Spain case.45
Self-regulation as proposed by the European Commission regarding a Digital Single
Market may result in legal uncertainty. Horten46 correctly indicates that countries may have a
different approach to removal. For example, in Germany images of swastikas may be
considered hate speech but in another country such as the US it would form part of free
speech. Likewise, a painting that may be considered fine art in one country and therefore
legal, may be perceived as sexually offensive in another country and may be removed. It is
proposed that communication regulation should be imposed by means of liabilities outlined
in legislation which provides for intermediary protection and review procedures. Such
42

Horten [n 37].
Laidlaw [n 2] 125.
44
Horten [n 37].
45
Laidlaw [n 2] 186 – 187; Harvey [n 3] 298 – 304; Stauffer [n 3].
46
Horten [n 37].
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legislation will ensure legal certainty to intermediaries providing services to different
countries.
Intermediaries face many challenges in respect of illegal communication. As indicated
“Facebook Live” and other life-streaming services may be abused. Intermediaries have terms
and conditions outlining which communication would be unlawful. However, these terms and
conditions do not always deter unlawfulness. Intermediaries should remove offending videos
as soon as possible.47 It may be that live-streaming services should employ their own
monitors and not rely only on automated means or flagging of content. If social media
intermediaries do not take down offending content, then legislation must provide for
intermediary liability. Merely relying on self-regulation will not be successful if there is no
enforcement mechanism.
The issue of state interference with cyber communication warrants consideration. Does
a user have some form of recourse in circumstances where a user’s right to free speech or
right to privacy inherent to free speech was limited? May an intermediary refuse compliance
with a request from law enforcement for access to and/or information regarding cyber
communication?

5.

Remedies for State Interference with Cyber Communication
If an intermediary receives a request from law enforcement, then an intermediary may

refuse compliance but the non-compliance must be subjected to a review by a court. The
intermediary cannot merely refuse compliance without the justifiability of the noncompliance being scrutinized.48 An intermediary is not merely an extension of the state for
purposes of surveillance such as monitoring but has a responsibility to protect the rights of
customers against a request from government which seriously violates human rights. A good
example is the SABAM v Netlog case referred to earlier at paragraph 4.
A user should be provided recourse regarding state interference with cyber
communication. As indicated earlier, if a legal communication is blocked or removed, the

47
48

Gibbs [n 12].
Bilchitz “Privacy, surveillance and the duties of corporations” 2016 South African Law Journal 66.
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user should be provided with a remedy to re-institute the communication. This is a legal issue
that necessitate serious consideration.
In Ahmet Yildirim v Turkey Application no. 3111/10 (18 December 2012), Yildirim, an
owner of a website that was hosted on sites.google.com brought the case to the European
Court of Human Rights (ECrHR) requesting the court to review the justifiability of blocking
his website. In this case the Denizli Criminal court blocked access to a website that insulted
the memory of Ataturk, a former Turkish president and referred to as the “father of the
Turks”, but due to technical reasons the entire platform, sites.google.com which hosted other
websites was blocked.49 The ECrHR held that blocking access to an entire platform rather
than the offending website breached the right to freedom of expression under article 10 of the
ECHR.50 The ECrHR also stated that the right to freedom of expression applies to the right to
Internet access which includes unrestricted access.51 It stated that article 10 of the ECHR
applies not only to the content of information but also to dissemination.

6.

Conclusion
Most cyber communication is lawful, but the discussion illustrates that illegal

communication poses a serious challenge to law enforcement. An intermediary which may be
considered as a gatekeeper to access to and/or exchange of information on the Internet is
increasingly under pressure to detect and/or prevent access to unlawful communication. It is
important to establish which information-gathering method an intermediary must employ to
establish whether communication is unlawful and the circumstances in which an intermediary
must block access to and/or remove illegal communication.
Governments must ensure an intermediary is protected against liability where it
exercises its discretion to remove or block access to cyber communication. Likewise, the user
should have some form of recourse in instances where free speech and/or privacy by means
of cyber communication is limited.
The discussion highlights that governments should not shy away from critiquing the
manner in which they regulate cyber communication. Countries have different approaches
49

Laidlaw [2] 4 – 5, 21 – 22, 120, 144 – 145.
Horten [37].
51
Laidlaw [n 2] 199.
50
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pertaining to Internet governance which reflect their cultural, economic and social
circumstances but the right to free speech and privacy inherent to free speech should be
protected on national and global level and should only be limited if necessary and
proportionate.
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The Sub-Saharan African Ethic Of Ubuntu And Its Implications For The South African
Labour Dispensation
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The aim of this paper is to take a cursory look at the etymological, theoretical and
philosophical foundations of ubuntu, and then demonstrate how it has become part of the
South African jurisprudential lexicon and legal practice. 1 This is because the courts are
beginning to rely more on the juridical, transformative and practical value of ubuntu in
adjudicating upon disputes. It also involves explaining the meaning and denotation of some
of the sub-Saharan maxims, 2 particularly Southern African ones, thereby indicating how the
moral content of the concept can, and should, be used to: (a) revive remedies which, for
policy or other extraneous considerations, were discarded under colonialism and apartheid; 3
(b) discard those that no longer serve any useful or legitimate purpose; (c) and, where
necessary, develop the nascent ones 4 that possess the potential to serve South Africa’s
constitutional project of promoting social justice, fairness and equity with particular reference
to the law of contract and labour law. What will also become apparent is that the judges are
1

In this regard, see Dikoko v Mokhatla 2006 (6) 235 (CC) at para 113 where Sachs J said that ubuntu is “more
than a phrase to be invoked from time to time to add a gracious and affirmative gloss to a legal finding already
arrived”. The Constitutional Court justice further emphasises the point that the concept “is intrinsic to and
constitutive of our constitutional culture”.
2
They are not just meaningless calques “which sound like mere descriptive banalities”, but evaluative,
normative claims which call for recognition and protection – T Metz “African Values, Human Rights and Group
Rights: A Philosophical for the Banjul Charter” in Onazi (ed) African Legal Theory and Contemporary
Problems: Critical Essays 134.
3
In this regard, see AB Edwards “Source of South African Law” in Hosten et al (eds) Introduction to South
African Law and Legal Theory (1995) 501 where he says: “To many the very notion of Roman-Dutch law
evokes horror and disgust. Put at its simplest, the prevailing law of the land is regarded as ‘apartheid law’, and,
its Roman-Dutch law component, because of its foreign ancestry and colonial association, stands condemned as
a socius criminis along with the Nationalist government.” It should always be stressed that colonialism is
equally culpable for the constitutional and legal problems that South Africa has experienced.
4
For instance, the decision in Joseph v City of Johannesburg 2010 (4) SA 55 (CC) is but one example of this
phenomenon. In that case, the Constitutional Court fashioned out a “new” right – to basic municipal services.
For a thorough discussion of the principles enunciated therein, see D Bilchitz “Citizenship and Community:
Exploring the right to receive basic municipal services” CCR (2010) 48.
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beginning to clearly distinguish between the ubuntu theory and ubuntu praxis which is “the
lived experience of certain humanistic values” among South Africans and giving it judicial
content. 5 The principles of South African labour law will used as an example of how the
maxims can, and should, be fused with these values of ubuntu in order to ensure a fair, just,
equitable, compassionate and humane South African society. This approach will help to show
how South Africa’s legal and constitutional history, 6 which was characterised by racial
discrimination, disparate standards of education, an exploitative and exclusionary labour
system, 7 economic exclusion 8 and the resultant “enclave economy”, 9 is being transformed 10
in order to create an ubuntu-influenced lege lata (the law of the country as it is), not just the
lege feranda (the law as it ought to be). 11

5

This is represents “the live expression of certain humanistic values” A V Prinsloo “Prolegomena to Ubuntu
and any other South African Philosophy” (2013), an unpublished MA thesis submitted to Rhodes University.
6
All the ameliorative aspects of the common law were rendered ineffectual by legislation. This was because the
brand of Roman-Dutch common law that South Africa had under colonialism and apartheid was “not the
Roman-Dutch law of the seventeenth and eighteenth-century Roman-Dutch jurists” - see J Dugard Human
Rights and the South African Legal Order (1978) 9.
7
For a comprehensive examination of the influence of colonialism and apartheid on the South African labour
jurisprudence, see D Du Toit et al The Labour Relations Act of 1995 (1998) 3-41.
8
There was a set of statutes whose sole purpose it was to ensure there was differentiation in the workplace
particularly on the basis of race or colour; and to keep the absorption of black people into the job market very
minimal. Needless to say, the education system itself was structured in such a way as to conduce to the grand
plan – As Sparks puts it: “The purpose of the (apartheid) policy was not only to protect white jobs but to attempt
the Sisyphean task of reversing the relentless influx of rural black people to the cities…The result was that black
people were deliberately given a separate and inferior education (most, in fact, got no education at all). They
were barred from the major universities. They were prohibited by law from doing skilled work. A black man
could carry a white craftsman’s toolbox for him and hand him the tools. He could mix the paint and clean the
paint brushes and set up the ladder, but could not paint the wall himself. Such work was reserved for whites
under the Job Reservation Act (sic).” - see Beyond the Miracle (2003) 111; M Mbeki “Introduction” in M Mbeki
(ed) Advocates for Change: How to Overcome Africa’s Challenges 12. It is important to emphasise that there
was no such an Act of Parliament as the “Job Reservation Act”. It was a series of laws and regulations which
kept black people on the periphery of the economic as a social underclass. An example of this is the Mines and
Works Act of 1911, later re-enacted as Act 25 of 1926, and as Act 27 of 1956 and the Apprenticeship the Act 37
of 1944. It prohibited the granting of “certificates of competency” to black employees in the mining industry
thereby prohibiting them from becoming managers. Also, before 1979, black people could not, by law, form
themselves into a recognised labour union.
9
Guy Mhone, a Malawian economist is credited as having originated the term. - Mbeki (n 8) 6.
10
Keep & Midgley “Emerging Role of Ubuntu-botho in Developing a Consensual South African Legal Culture”
in Bruinsma, B & Nelken, D (eds) Recht der Werkelijkheid (2007) 88.
11
The mantra of the judges during colonial and apartheid times was “ius dicere, non facere”: the function of the
judge was not interpret the law not to make it. This flowed from the provisions of s 59 (1) of the Constitution of
South Africa Act 32 of 1961 which gave sovereign legislative authority to Parliament. The arrangement
persisted even under the Constitution Act 110 of 1983 which created a “tri-cameral” Parliament even though its
authority was now shared with the executive arm of government – see G Cockram The Interpretation of
Statutes (1983), Second Edition x; see also Seluka v Suskin & Salkow 1912 TPD 258 270.
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As already indicated above, ubuntu is by no means a post-democratic South African
invention. 12 Like many aspects of “living customary law”, 13 ubuntu was edited out of the
formal version of customary laws which were themselves regarded as “inferior (to common
law), scarcely deserving recognition as true laws”. 14 This was done solely to promote the
politico-ideological project of colonialism and apartheid. 15 Consequently, ubuntu never got
any recognition, statutory or otherwise, and the knowledge around it was stifled and
stunted. 16

If one considers the etymology and ontology of ubuntu one realises that it shares the same
root as “umuntu”, which means a “human being”. 17 It is a verbal noun, a gerund. 18 In this
context, ubuntu is used to mean both the individual person’s state of being, and his or her
willingness to advance the interests of others. 19 Despite scepticism in some quarters, ubuntu
is inextricably tied to concepts such as “humanity, personhood or humaneness” 20 And, even
though Bennett refers to these equivalents as “calques” or “loanwords”, 21 they do serve the
purpose of explaining the origin, content and purpose of ubuntu. Ubuntu presupposes that
human beings are not perfect, and are prone evil deeds; 22 and that they need to be constantly
reminded of such other innate values as compassion, concern, consideration, empathy,
fairness, justice, mercy and social solidarity. 23 It is denotative of an effective, humane and
caring constitutional order with concomitant legal remedies. 24
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See GE Devenish GE A Commentary on the South African Bill of Rights (1999) 623.
See Gumede (n 17) para 11 and 17.
14
TW “Ubuntu: An African equity Bennett” PER (2011) 30/351.
15
See Gumede (n 19) para 11, 12 and 17.
16
See Bennett (n 14) 30/351.
17
The root is “ntu”; and the plural “abantu”.
18
It belongs to the Eighth Declension of Zulu nouns; and it connotes action and a state of being. However, cf
TW Bennett (n 14) 30/351.
19
While it is predominantly a relational Afro-communitarian ethic, it is not exclusively so. Like African
Customary Law of which it is an integral part, ubuntu has always conduced to members of any community
pursuing exclusively personal interests, and exercising personal rights – see Mokgoro JY “Ubuntu as a legal
principle in an ever-changing world” in F Diedrich (ed) Ubuntu, good faith & equity Flexible Legal Principle in
Developing a Contemporary Jurisprudence (2011) 1.
20
See Bennett (n 14) 30/351-31/351.
21
Id.
22
Hence the scourge of slavery, feudalism, xenophobia, tribalism and ethnocentrism. In other words, the ethos
that ubuntu represents “is not seeking to pretend that we are in a utopian community where conflict does not
arise; rather, it can help to mend and repair social relationships” – Bilchitz (n 4) 68.
23
JS Mbiti African Philosophy and Religions (1990) 108-108; see also JG Murphy “Mercy and legal justice” in
J Coleman & EF Paul (eds) Philosophy and Law (1987) 2.
24
See F Viljoen “The law of criminal procedure and the constitution” in C De Beer (ed) Bill of rights
compendium (1999) para 55B1 where the author says: “A humane criminal justice system is a prerequisite for a
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Even though ubuntu is Sub-Saharan in its origin and orientation, and coterminous with many
other philosophies, it is autochthonously Southern African in its etymology and ontology. 25
Its unique sell-off point seems to be its relational nature. And, despite being a very difficult
concept to confine within rigid parameters, Mokgoro offers the following description:
“Ubuntu, a foundational value in traditional African society evades being
defined with scientific precision, but that does not preclude it from having
particular relevance as principle of legal interpretation. As a fundamental
value of traditional African society, it connotes a worldview and an
approach to human relationships in which humanness and the inherent
humanity of the individual are central…Owing to its emphasis on the
community, ubuntu runs the risk of being conflated with communalism. It is
important to hasten to a nuance that lies between communalism and
ubuntu; the latter is more concerned with the realisation of the uniqueness
of each individual in the context of his or her community, while
communalism’s focus is less on the autonomy of the individual members of
the community and more on the collective.” 26
The passage clearly demonstrates that an individual is as a much a part of his
community as it is a reflection of his individuality; that an individual does not just
disappear into an undefinable infinity of humanity. 27 In the context of ubuntu,
therefore, the term “community” signifies a “plurality of personalities corresponding
to the multiplicity of relationships in which the individual in question stands”; and
that the community is not just an “overbearing entity existing outside the individual
that seeks automatic priority over all individual interest”. 28 The emphasis seems to
be not just on the relationality of ubuntu, but also on what ubuntu engenders compassion, sympathy, humaneness, empathy and considerateness. However, it is
rights-based democracy (which the pre-1994 South Africa was not)”. See, also, in general AB Edwards in WJ
Hosten et al Introduction to the South African law and legal theory (1995) 25 et seqq.
25
For instance, in Rwanda, it is known as umuganda, which started as a form of friendly persuasion for member
of the community to come together and help those who, because of age, ill-health, disability or poverty cannot
do much to help themselves - see P Uwimbabazi 2-3; 55-58.
26
JY Mokgoro “Ubuntu As A Legal Principle In An Ever-changing World” in F Diedrich (ed) Ubuntu, Good
faith and Equity: Flexible Legal Principles in Developing a Contemporary Jurisprudence (2011) 1-2.
27
For different view on this point, see I Keevy: Ubuntu: Ethnophilosophy and Core Constitutional Value (s) in
F Diedrich (ed) Ubuntu, Good faith and Equity: Flexible Legal Principles in Developing a Contemporary
Jurisprudence (2011) 24.
28
M Nkhata “Towards Constitutionalism and Democratic Governance: Ubuntu and Equity as a Basis for
Regulating Public Functionaries in Common-Law Africa” in F Diedrich (ed) Ubuntu, Good faith and Equity:
Flexible Legal Principles in Developing a Contemporary Jurisprudence (2011) 91.
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important to remember that the idea of exploring the nature and purport of ubuntu is
not necessarily to romanticise it; or to tout it as an infrangible, incorruptible thought
system. It is, by definition, intended to deal with human frailties and related vices.
The world has witnessed how members of the white race, with the help of some
“philanthropist” priests 29 decided, without any credible medical or other evidence,
that members of the black population are below subhuman level and should be
subjugated and oppressed? Nor should there be any trepidation with regard to what
Keevy refers to as the “dark values of ubuntu”: patriarchal hierarchies, male
dominance, female subordination discrimination, homophobia etc”. 30 However, it is
important to note that ubuntu is not necessarily an innate part of the human being; it
is a corrective which a person learns through training and induction by the elders in
his family, and it is part of the culture, traditions and jurisprudence of his
community. Ubuntu is not responsible for the parochial, exclusionary religious
beliefs on which some of the communities are founded. 31 For instance, Keevy,
queries the courts’ “promotion of values of one religious worldview over the values
of other religious worldviews, infringing upon the freedom of religion pursuant to
section 15 of the Constitution”. 32 She continues: “The fact that outsiders cannot join
African religions affirms the fact that traditional African societies are closed
societies…Outsiders are welcome and enjoy unconditional hospitality and respect
for as long as they stay in these communities, but are regarded as ‘a form of secondclass citizen’” 33 These human vices and frailties cannot, with all honesty, be blamed
on ubuntu. While it is true that “newcomers” may not, at the first time of asking,
enjoy all the rights that the original group enjoys – as is the case with all the other
communities and countries – that argument cannot be used to support the view that
ubuntu is inimical to equality and interconnectedness of humanity. 34 This is
because, as an integral part of African philosophy and jurisprudence, ubuntu actually
overarches all African religious beliefs.
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John Phillips of the London Mission Society is a prime example of this kind of priest – see SD Girvin “Race
and Race Classification” in A Rycroft (ed) Race and the law in South Africa (1987) 2-3.
30
Keevy (n 27) 36.
31
Keevy (n 27) 33 et seqq.
32
Keevy (n 27) 33-45.
33
Keevy (n 27) 34.
34
Nkhata (n 28) 92.
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Although it is not mentioned by name in the South African Constitution, ubuntu is
the Grundnorm that undergirds it and the accompanying vibrant version of
constitutionalism. It is not stifled by any narrow nativist, religious dogmas. 35 Ubuntu
is concisely encapsulated in the following sub-Saharan adage: “I am because we are,
and since we are, therefore I am.” 36 It means that empathy, communality, sympathy,
mercy and social solidarity are the piece de resistance of ubuntu; and need to be
remain the mainstay of the South African brand of constitutionalism. For any person
who does not experience these protective features in his or her community feels
vulnerable and exposed. 37 And as Mbiti puts it: “The essence of African (positive)
morality is that it is more ‘societary’ than ‘spiritual’; it is a morality of conduct
rather than a morality of being.” 38 It is about “dynamic ethics”, not “static ethics”. 39
It enjoins members of that particular community to venture into the world and
engage in activities that enhance the condition and dignity of other human beings;
and to ensure that justice is served in respect of those whose property and limb have
been injured. 40
In the context of South Africa, there are African maxims which have always served
as the black population’s moral code and still continue to give ubuntu ameliorative
juridical content. 41 Even though these maxims may sound like mere “descriptive
banalities to English-speakers unfamiliar with the context, they are in fact primarily
evaluative claims.” 42 In other words, the maxims help to set normative standards for
the communities in which they find application; and continue to be used in order to
give meaning and content to the ubuntu praxis (concrete expression of ubuntu)
which is the real foundational value of the South African Constitution and the
resultant jurisprudence. 43 In public law, such as it was in pre-colonial times, the
social contract between the monarch and his subjects was founded on this maxim
35

This fact is borne out by the preamble and the provisions of the Bill of Rights.
Mbiti (n 23) 209. The Nguni translation of it is: “umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu”.
37
Mbiti uses the term “naked” – (n 10) 209. This is exactly what happened under colonialism and apartheid. The
legal system was used to protect one section of the community, a minority to the exclusion of another, the
majority. The law was, in the words of Du Plessis, ideologised and abused to achieve this purpose – see (n 39)
above.
38
Mbiti (n 23) 209.
39
Id.
40
Mbiti (n 23) 208-209.
41
See Metz (n 1) 134. Case law is beginning to demonstrate a positive development in this regard – see S v
Makwanyane 1995 (3) 591 (CC). The sayings are gradually becoming an integral part of constitutional and
forensic make up. Very soon, South Africa will witness full home-grown autochthonous remedies.
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See Metz (n 1) 134.
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See Prinsloo Prolegomena (n 4) 7; see also Metz Ubuntu as A Moral Theory 536.
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inkosi yinkosi ngabantu bayo. This, in effect, meant that the monarch – including the
great King Shaka Zulu himself – could only rule with the consent, express or
implied, of his people. At a social and personal level, the relations were governed by
the maxim umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu: I cannot be what I ought to be until you are
what you ought to be. 44 This emphasised, and still continues to emphasise, the
interconnectedness of humanity, empathy, sharing, mercy, compassion,
considerateness and sympathy. 45 There are many other maxims which serve the
same purpose. 46 For instance, the BaPedi say: “Gofa ke go fega, ware go fa
wafegolla. 47 The Batswana also have an equivalent, which teaches that “molomo
otlhafunang oroga omongwe”. 48And, to that end, there were several customs and
practices which concretised, and gave meaning, to these maxims. To illustrate this
point, the (a) sisa (mafisa)-contract;

49

(b) letsema; 50 and (c) the stokvel 51 will be

discussed. These maxims and practices demonstrate that ubuntu is more than just a
relational ethic. For were to be the case, ubuntu would be different from all the other
normative values which regulate relationships between persons and objects. Ubuntu
is a corrective which seeks to induce in an individual a sense of empathy,
compassion, sympathy, justice, equity and fairness.

a) The sisa-contract
44

Almost identical to the words of Martin Luther King Jr in a letter he wrote in a cell at the Birmingham Prison:
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied
in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly affects us all indirectly. I can never be what I ought
to be until you are what you are ought to be, and you can never be what you ought to be until I am what I ought
to be….” Martin Luther King Jr Letter from a Birmingham jail in JM Washington (ed) Martin Luther King Jr
I have a dream: writings and speeches that changed the world (1992) 85.
45
Ibid.
46
With regard to the moral or legal force of these maxims, Metz say that although “they may sound like
descriptive banalities to English-speakers unfamiliar with the context, they are primarily evaluative claims”. In
other words, they should be infused into the South African constitutional and legal systems in order to improve
existing remedies or to do away with those that do not pass muster – see (n 1) 131 135.
47
It means that “by giving and being charitable, one qualifies to receive from practically anyone in the world”.
And, this is the kernel of ubuntu: giving and sharing selflessly. And, there are many variations of it in other
African languages.
48
Literally, it means that a mouth that is chewing insults the one that is not chewing: the person who is eating
shames the one who is not eating. But, at a formal level, it means that the rich and powerful cannot continue to
enjoy the wealth and resources of the country continuously without considering the interests of the poor and
downtrodden.
49
Bekker Seymour’s customary law in Southern Africa (1989) 338-341.
50
Keevy (n 27) 26.
51
WG Schulze (n 51) 601 605-606.
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The sisa (mafisa) contract is an agreement founded on good neighbourliness, social
solidarity and communalism, in terms of which a well-off person lends his livestock
or to a less fortunate neighbour for use and enjoyment during hard times. 52 This may
include the enjoyment of milk, wool and eggs, or using the animals for ploughing or
breeding. 53 Oftentimes, if the owner of the livestock is satisfied with the manner in
which the use and enjoyment was carried out, and how the neighbour has accounted
for each animal, he rewards him appropriately, out of the goodness of his heart.
There is no obligation to do so. 54

b) Letsema practice
This a practice that is founded on the generosity of spirit. It is intended to encourage
members of the community to sacrifice their time and resources in order to help the
sick, poor, aged and the disabled. 55 Although the custom gained prominence during
Mr Thabo Mbeki’s tenure as president of South Africa, he is certainly not its
originator; the practice actually predates him. 56 However, Mbeki can certainly take
credit for reviving the custom in order to encourage the spirit of loyalty to the
country and its Constitution and selfless service among government employees and
members of the community; and ensuring that the rendering of essential government
services is not just a clock-bound affair, but is driven by the needs of the citizens
(and residents) of the country. 57 The essence or leitmotif of letsema seems to be very
much similar to what is called “umuganda” in Rwanda. Umganda is a practice
which involves the community “coming together in order to do something good for
the benefit of a person, the community or nation” of that country. 58

c) The stokvel
52

However, it is important to note that wool and the progeny of the livestock is not regard as part of the
arrangement – see Bekker (n 49) 33.
53
Id.
54
Bekker (n 49) 340.
55
The practice has since been linked to the government’s Batho-Pele (people first) public service policy. It is
intended to inspire government employees into becoming a people-spirited corps of civil servants, thereby
“ensuring a better life for all South Africans” – www.http:/www.dpsa.gov.za/documents.
56
Keevy (n 27) 26.
57
Id.
58
See Uwimbabazi (n 14) 2-3; 55-58.
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Even though stokvel is not completely “indigenous” to pre-colonial South Africa, it
has nevertheless been infused with the spirit of ubuntu. 59 For those South Africans
who live in townships and rural areas, the stokvel also creates a networking forum
through which people share resources and skills – and help one another (and the
children) with job opportunities and professional advancement. It also serves as an
important social support system for those members of the community who are
experiencing grief and bereavement in times of death or loss of a loved one; and in
times of celebration, when children graduate from college or have a wedding or one
of the traditional festivities. In the latter case, the support comes in the form cars,
tools and labour that are provided in the days preceding the funeral or festivity. It is
also important to note that, in many black communities, whenever a neighbour had
(has) borrowed a hoe, a pot or similar implement, it was (and still is) 60 incumbent on
him or her to return it with some food, meat, seedlings or grain inside. And, although
it is often described in somewhat narrow, commercial terms, the stokvel does not
only serve as a financial stop-gap in times of penury or merely to help those of the
entrepreneurial bent to set up business enterprises, such the taxi operations. 61 For
example, Schulze describes the practice in the following terms: “The stokvel is
important for the commercial and business world because it resembles several
concepts of the ‘formal’ South African law of insurance and banking. A stokvel is a
form of credit-rotating association in terms of which a group of people enter into an
agreement to contribute a fixed amount of money to a common pool on a periodic
basis.” 62 This definition ignores the many non commercial benefits of becoming a
member of a stokvel.
What is clear from the aforegoing is that the maxims and the practices were (and still
are) part of the positive morality of the communities in which they find expression.
Metz describes these maxims (and practices) in the following terms: “Probably the
most salient ethical-political-legal feature among indigenous sub-Saharan Africans is
the importance accorded to the community…Regardless of the precise relationship
between law and morality, there is little doubt that the term ‘communitarian’ is apt
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See Schulze (n 51) 605-606.
Obviously, these maxims and accompanying practices have waned in the glare of poverty and other socioeconomic problems, which precipitated greed and selfishness.
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See Schulze (n 51) 605-606.
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for characterising sub-Saharan norms.”

63

It is for this reason that black South

Africans believe that “umuntu akalahlwa”: 64 there is no dumping site for living
human beings. At a practical level, it means that there is some good in all human
beings; we just have to assiduously look for it, and find it. 65 In other words, there is
good and bad in all of us; 66 and that makes us all human and deserving of humane
treatment.

3. The criticism of ubuntu
The first criticism is that ubuntu is a “new” and strange concept. 67 Clearly, this assertion
cannot be correct. As indicated above, the criticism is one of those that are founded on
ignorance or cultural chauvinism. Westerners, including some South Africans of European
extraction, seem to be very quick to brand what they do not know as strange or contra bonos
mores. 68 Ubuntu has not just been part of African philosophy and jurisprudence since time
immemorial, it has also been an integral component of the “living customary law” of the
different indigenous communities of South Africa. 69 It is not just a post-1994 creation shorn
of all history and tradition. It is firmly rooted in the native soil of South Africa. 70 The second
criticism is that ubuntu is deeply entrenched in African religion and is therefore conservative
and backward-looking; and that because it seeks to impose African religious beliefs on
foreigners, it is not consonant with the core values of the Constitution.71 The impression that
is created is that ubuntu is parochial, exclusionary and insular. The assertion ignores the very
essence of ubuntu: isisu somhambi singangentso yenyoni. 72 At a formal level, the maxim
enjoins members of the community to be cordial and welcoming to strangers. And, in reality,
63

See Metz (n 1)131.
Literally, it means that a human being cannot just be disposed of like dirt.
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Mr Matthews of Phosa, a senior member of the governing party, the African National Congress, used this
maxim at one of the centenary celebrations of the governing party. At that time, attempts were being made to
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See Bennett (n 14) 30/351 -53/351.
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customary marriage” (1982) DR at 593 594.
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Himonga “African South African Law: The Living Customary Law” in Cornell & Muvangua (eds) uBuntu
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it serves as a prohibition against tribalism, ethnocentrism and xenophobia. As Cornell puts it:
“[L]et us remember that some of these criticisms involve a fundamental misunderstanding of
uBuntu. Often, critics of uBuntu make the mistake of reducing uBuntu to an ethical ontology
of a purported (contrived) shared world. What is missed in this criticism is precisely the
activism in participatory difference” 73 The third criticism is that ubuntu is vague and
ambiguous, and that the dicta that have found their way into the law reports, are just a
collection of the judges’ own personal, and subjective, views. 74 However, the criticism loses
potency when one considers that ubuntu, like many other normative phenomena,
“encompasses different values simultaneously”; and this where its strength lies. 75 It is also
important to note that most of the judges are South African men and women who have
received the values embedded in the concept of ubuntu from oral history as passed down to
them by their parents and other agnates. Some of them were, prior to ascending to the bench,
in the trenches of public interest or human rights litigation, and they know how dehumanising
poverty and oppression were to the black majority of South Africans. 76 The fact that the one
judge emphasises one basic right in one context, and the other another, in a different context,
does not render the rest of the catalogue of rights worthless. 77 The judges are acutely aware
that all these rights are part of the same founding document. The fourth criticism, which is
linked to the third one, is that ubuntu could be used to mean virtually anything to anyone,
thereby stifling the debate on its nuances. 78 Kroeze, for instance, says that even though there
is nothing wrong with ubuntu as a concept, there is definitely something wrong “with the
Constitutional Court’s approach to constitutional values”. 79 This is because, she opines, the
Court just invokes values (such as ubuntu) like “little divinities” whose validity and
authenticity is not be questioned by anyone. 80 She concludes that these values might end up
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being “accepted as immutable, debate-stopping certainties without any apparent awareness of
their ontological status as cultural artifacts”. 81 It is readily conceded that the parameters of
ubuntu need to be carefully delineated. 82 This is because ubuntu is just like the proverbial
unruly horse which “when you get astride, you never know where it will carry you”. 83
However, that should not be done with the result that its juridical potency is diluted, or its
practical relevance, compromised. In other words, we should not end up with a contrived
version of the concept, which only serves extraneous interests. 84 Nor should ubuntu remain a
mere loan-word which is used only to give a florid resonance to a weak contention or dictum;
a verbal crutch of sorts. 85 It is gratifying, however, to note that the judges, led by the justices
at the Constitutional Court, are beginning to use ubuntu to expand or circumscribe old legal
remedies and processes in order to improve their efficacy. 86 The fifth criticism is that the
communal ethic of ubuntu stifles individual autonomy. 87 This is one of the many myths about
African concepts that need debunking. As has been the case with lobolo and the customary
marriage, ubuntu is being viewed from a Western perspective, through a European or
American lens, with disastrous results. 88 This approach creates the impression that
communality and individual autonomy are mutually exclusive in African law and
jurisprudence. Even during the not-so-idyllic pre-colonial times, 89 the individual, male or
female, had clearly distinct and separate rights which did not require the co-operation of the
community for their realisation and protection. 90 Despite it being a relational ethic, ubuntu
allows for the individual person to “transcend (his or her) biological distinctiveness”. 91 And,
therefore, it would be very wrong to confuse it “with simple-minded commutarianism”. 92 The
81
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relationship between the individual and property and marriage, under customary law, will be
used to illustrate this point. There is family property, house property and personal property. 93
Family property – which is sometimes referred to as “the general family estate” 94 - comprises
property that the family head has not allotted to any particular house. 95 It has to be used for
the benefit all the members of the family. 96 House property consists of the property that has
already been allotted to a particular house. 97 In many instances, this category includes the
lobolo paid in respect of maiden of a particular house in the homestead (family home), or
fines and damages paid for the wrongs committed against the women or children of that
house. 98 Both family property and house property fall under the control of the family head, 99
and must be used for the benefit of all the members of the family. 100 However, different rules
apply in respect of personal property. It accrues and inheres in the individual owner, male or
female, to the exclusion of everybody else. 101 The examples of this category are the person’s
own clothes, pets, weapons or artefacts; and can be used only with the consent and
permission of that owner. 102 A customary marriage is viewed as the coming together of two
family groups to which the bridal couple belong. 103 However, the individuality of the two
persons making up the bridal couple cannot be discounted. 104 This is because, among other
requirements, the consent of the woman, for instance, is an essential part of the resultant
matrimonial pact; and the enjoyment of conjugal rights is strictly conditional on her
consent. 105
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4. The transformative function of ubuntu in the context of South African labour law

4.1 The law of contract: general observations
In addition to being denied quality education and being excluded from the job market by a
systematic low absorption into the mainstream economy, black South Africans were still
expected to enter into commercial contracts based on the same terms and conditions as their
white, educated and wealthy countrymen. The common law, whose principles could have
afforded some form of protection, 106 was stifled by a very conservative interpretation of the
sources of law by the courts. 107 This approach actually exacerbated the already unfair
situation in which many black people found themselves: they could not extricate themselves
from unfair contracts, or those contracts that contained unfair terms. 108 The laesio ernomis
which was introduced by the Justinian Code in order to alleviate the harsh consequences of
the application of the pacta sunt servanda principle. 109 It was initially introduced to protect
rural farmer from urban capitalists who had the financial muscle to force the hand of the
sellers. 110 Then, it was the seller, who was in a weaker position, who needed to be protected.
However, centuries later, the boot was on the other foot. But because of the changes in the
economic balance in the world, the remedy came to be used more by the purchaser than by
the seller. 111 And, insofar as the law of contract and labour law are concerned, it is important
to note that the relevant concepts were abolished or abrogated by disuse. In many instance,
the approach was influenced by the political ideology of the time, 112 or founded on practice
that had no basis in law. 113 For instance, concepts such as public policy and good faith were
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viewed from the prism of Western legal norms and values which left black people with a
sense of injustice whose effect is still felt to date. Nor was there any sound reason or principle
propounded for the abolition of the law of equity, laesio ernomis and the exceptio doli
generalis – or the non reception of the concept of equity into South African law. 114 Reliance
on public policy did not provide adequate protection to many of the contractants, particularly
the illiterate one who fell for the ruses and wiles of the more educated businesspeople. This is
because, by definition refers to the legal convictions of a particular society as perceived and
articulated by the judges in resolving disputes brought before them. 115 That state of affairs
conduced to untold levels of injustice. 116 It is for that reason that ubuntu has become the
prism through which public policy should be viewed and articulated. 117

4.2 The shopper and the “car-guard”
A very good example where ubuntu finds expression, in the South African context, is the
agreement between a customer and a “car guard” 118 in terms of which the customer is
directed into a vacant parking spot. 119 When the shopper is finished with the business that he
had come to the mall for, he is (customarily) expected to pay the guard a reasonable amount
in the circumstances of the case; which is not demeaning to the dignity of the recipient,
despite the ailing economy of the country. 120 From a formalistic legal perspective, this is a
“tacit contract” 121 which can be deduced from the conduct of the parties whose implied terms
are that the shopper is a human being who has the financial means that the car guard, another
human being, does not have; and the shopper will demonstrate his humaneness by paying the
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car card an appreciable honorarium 122 for looking after one of his prized possessions.
However, at a human level, an average shopper does not even want to find out whether the
car guard is an employee of the company that owns the mall or whether he is just an
entrepreneur who is trying to make a living without resorting to crime. To him, it is just a
self-enforcing contract which is based on humanity and everything that it represents, such as
empathy, compassion and sympathy. All he knows is that “it is ubuntu” (humane) to do that –
it is an expression of the interconnectedness of humanity. The only problem is that
management at some of the malls insist on the guards paying up a “ramp fee”. This fee is
based on the fact that the guards use electricity, ablution and other facilities that the mall has
to offer. 123 What follows below therefore, is a brief review of some of the cases in order to
indicate how the flexibility of ubuntu has found favour with the South African courts.

4.3 Ubuntu and the new South African workplace

As indicated above, the primary aim of this work is to demonstrate that ubuntu, in addition to
its communitarian appeal, it is a concept laden with values of empathy, sympathy,
compassion; that it is not about looking at the conduct of a particular person or prevailing
situation and just concluding that it is lawful (legal), but also about adjudicating to determine
whether, in the circumstances of a particular case, ubuntu was displayed, and whether the
outcome of the decision (and its consequences) are equitable and engender mutual respect
and social co-existence and cohesion. This approach is more apposite in the workplace. This
is because the period between 1979 and 1994 provides a perfect politico-legal foil. During
that time, the industrial labour court enjoyed very wide discretion to deal with a wide range
of labour issues without being unduly bound by a strictly legalistic approach to the law. 124
With the amendments of the Industrial Relations Act coming into effect in 1979, 125 the
Industrial Court was given a wider discretion under the rubric of “unfair labour practice”, and
was able to develop a kind of labour jurisprudence that promoted the values encapsulated in
ubuntu. This development was very much in line with the values of ubuntu, and is described
by Currie and De Waal as follows: “When granted its ‘unfair labour practice’ jurisdiction, the
122
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Industrial Court initially chose not to define precisely what it is understood by the concept
‘fairness’, or it synonym, ‘equity’. What it did say, however, was that fairness was something
more than lawfulness. This meant that even though conduct was lawful, it was not necessarily
fair. Whether conduct is fair or not necessarily involves a degree of subjective judgment.
However, this is not to mean that the assessment of fairness is unfettered or a matter of
whim.” 126 Therefore, ubuntu, which invariably subsumes equity is not merely concerned
with the mechanical, impersonal or legalistic application of the law, but about doing justice
between human beings, and ensuring continued social cohesion and peaceful co-existence. 127
Reference to the historical background is necessitated by the need to understand the
provisions of section 22 and 23 of the Constitution. For instance, section 22 provides every
South African has the right to follow a trade, occupation or profession of his choice, provided
it is legal. And, section 23, in turn, provides that “everyone has a right to fair labour
practices”. This is a major step when one considers that good faith, let alone equity, was not
part of the requirement for the validity of any contract, including the locatio conductio
operarum (contract of employment) 128 under the common law. 129 In pre-democracy South
Africa, which was characterised by high levels of illiteracy and economic exclusion of black
people, it did not matter how unfair or inequitable a contract between the employer and
employee was. 130 Under apartheid “and its thinly disguised forms of forced labour”, 131 black
employees practically signed away most of their human rights, particularly the rights to
equality and human dignity when they entered into a contract of employment. 132 Nor could
they have the right to follow a trade, occupation or profession of their own choice. 133 Three
areas of the South African labour law jurisprudence will be examined with the view to
illustrating this point: (a) maternity leave as a basic condition of employment (b) the impact
of common law on pre-dismissal proceedings; (c) and the legal position of sex worker, their
status and its effect on their earning capacity if they get injured while working for another
person or establishment such as a brothel and the position of their children if they should die
while working at such at such an establishment. As indicated above, ubuntu (which is itself
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the substratum of the South African Constitution) could be used to interpret legislation or
develop the common law in such a way that there is contractual justice, and fairness and
equity in the workplace. 134 This, in turn, would ensure a happy workforce and satisfied
employers and increase spending, thereby improving the general welfare of the entire
populace. 135 The salutary point with regard to South Africa, unlike the United States of
America for instance, 136 is that these rights are not dependent on the corporate culture of the
individual organisation, but there is some constitutional or legal foundation. 137

a) maternity leave
Like all the other State Parties to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women, South Africa has, inter alia, the obligation to make
maternity leave a statutory basic condition of employment by “safeguarding the function of
reproduction” of female employees. 138 Maternity leave is therefore regulated by section 25 of
the Basic Conditions of Employment Act. 139 Unfortunately, neither CEDAW nor the BCEA
makes maternity leave a fully-fledged right. It still remains a conditional right. This is
because, unlike sick leave and annual leave, maternity still remains an unpaid form of leave
in South Africa. Practically, this means that, in the absence of any agreement the only saving
grace a pregnant employee would be to approach the local office of the Department of
Labour to claim unemployment insurance benefits in terms of the Unemployment
Insurance. 140 However, the situation is open to constitutional attack, for being unfairly
discriminatory against women on the grounds mentioned in s 9 (3) of the Constitution and s 6
of the Employment Equity, particularly on the grounds of sex, gender, pregnancy, maternity,
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marital status or family responsibility. 141 And, because the Constitution itself and the
Employment Equity Act are founded on the values of ubuntu (of social justice and equity),
this lacuna cannot continue indefinitely. It is inimical to ubuntu that some female employees
be compensated during accouchement, and others not, particularly if one considers that all the
other types of leave are automatically paid in full. As indicated above, ubuntu is founded on
compassion and fairness which, in turn, help to ensure the protection of the family structure
and foster social cohesion. Also, CEDAW, an international instrument which is coterminous
with ubuntu, enjoins State Parties like South Africa “to take all appropriate measures to
eliminate discrimination against women in the field of employment”. 142

b) pre-dismissal inquiries
The application of the Constitution and the relevance of legislation implicating the Bill of
Rights to the common law contract of employment has be questioned, decided upon –
retracted on, particularly where the dismissal of an employee was imminent. 143 Initially, the
view was that interpretation of the law in conformity with the Constitution was so wellestablished as to be implied in the Bill of Rights. 144 The Supreme Court Appeal led the way
by initially holding that the common law on employment had to be developed in line with the
spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. 145 The cumulative effect of this approach was
that the common-law contract of employment imposed on the employers not only an
obligation to institute a fair pre-dismissal inquiry before terminating the employment
contract, but that they had a general obligation to treat their employees fairly. However, the
Supreme Court reconsidered the matter in Maritime Safety Authority v McKenzie, 146 saying
that the legislature intended to keep the “unfair labour practice provisions self-contained; and
that if the common law provision mad provision for unfair, as opposed to unlawful,
dismissals, the Labour Relations Act, 147 would not have been a need for comprehensive
dispute-resolution mechanisms and special remedies. The Supreme Court also held that the
141
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judgments that held that the common law on employment had to be developed were merely
obiter. 148 In other words, employees who have entered into a common-law contract of
employment are entitled to a fair pre-dismissal inquiry, or to seek redress for unfair treatment
at work, only if the parties have agreed to it. 149

c) the position of sex workers
Unlike countries such as Australia, Belgium and Colombia, prostitution or sex work is still
illegal in South Africa. 150 However, the relevant tribunals in South Africa have already had
occasion pronounce on this legal issue in the case of “Kylie” and Van Zyl t/a Brigittes. 151
“Kylie” worked at a massage parlour where she rendered “sexual services” to the patrons for
a reward. The question to be determined was determine whether sex workers were
employees in terms of the labour dispensation of South Africa; and whether they were
entitled to any remedy in instances where their dismissal was found to be unfair. The matter
was first dealt with in the Commission for Conciliation Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA).
The Commissioner was of the view that “Kylie” was not an “employee” in terms of the LRA,
and that the kind of work that she was engaged in was illegal and was prohibited in terms of
the Sexual Offences Act. 152 The Commissioner then concluded that the CCMA had not
jurisdiction to hear such a matter, particularly because section 213 of the LRA did not cover
someone who had not entered into a valid contract of employment with his or her employer.

“Kylie” then approached the Labour Court which accepted that section 23 of the Labour
Relations Act was wide enough to include persons who find themselves in her position; and
that despite her work being illegal, there existed an employment contract between the parties.
However, the question that remained was whether, as a matter of policy, the courts and other
tribunals should sanction illegal contracts by enforcing their rights under the statutes and the
Constitution. The Labour Court held that a contract for the performance of illegal activities
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was contra bonos mores and was therefore void and unenforceable. 153 Cheadle AJ was
influenced by the common-law rule that no claim can be founded on a tainted cause of action:
ex turpi causa non oritur actio. 154 This rule prohibits the enforcement of an immoral or
illegal contract. 155 A contract is illegal if it is against public policy; and it is against public
policy to enter into a contract which is illegal or immoral. 156 The acting judge said that even
though section 213 of the Labour Relations Act was wide enough to cover a person in
“Kylie’s” position, the provisions of section 185 (a) did not provided such a person with
protection against unfair dismissal. 157 His view was that the courts had a constitutional duty
to uphold the rule of law and not to sanction or encourage illegal activity. 158 Cheadle AJ said
that even if “Kylie” had such a right, that right was subject to limitation by the provisions of
the LRA, a law of general application which is, itself, an amplification of the provisions of
the Constitution of South Africa. “Kylie” then took the matter on appeal to the Labour
Appeal Court. 159 The Labour Court emphasised the point that the purpose of the Labour
Relations Act was to promote economic development, social justice and labour peace; and
that section 23 of the Constitution is to protect vulnerable employees such as “Kylie”. 160
In the Labour Appeal Court the appellant’s starting point was section 23 of the Constitution:
that everyone has the right to fair labour practices. 161 The LAC accepted that “everyone” as
used in section 23 “was a term of general import and had an unrestricted meaning” 162 and that
it was supportive of “an extremely broad approach to the protection of the right guaranteed in
the Constitution”.163 The LAC also emphasised that section 23 required that every employee,
including one in “Kylie’s” position, to be treated with dignity by his or her employer. 164 And,
having accepted that “Kylie” was an employee in terms of the Labour Relations Act, Davis
JA held that “Kylie” was an employee, and was entitled to appropriate legal protection. 165 In
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other words, even though the employment contract she had entered into with her employer
was illegal or immoral, that did not leave the courts without any discretion; 166 and that the
pari delictum rule (which tampered the rigidity of the non oritur actio) was not inflexible and
gave the courts some discretion. 167 This, the court said, was a question that could be
appropriately determined with particular reference to public policy which in turn could be
sourced to the Constitution. 168 The judge of appeal held that “Kylie” was entitled to all the
constitutional rights, including the right to human dignity; and that the criminalisation of sex
work that “Kylie” was engaged in did not mean that she forfeited all the rights provided for in
section 23 of the Constitution and amplified by the Labour Relations Act. 169 The judge of
appeal was of the view that the Constitution and the applicable labour dispensation was
intended to preserve the dignity of vulnerable persons such as sex workers and that there
were implications for parties to such a relationship. 170 However, the LAC held that “Kylie”
was not entitled to all the rights that other dismissed employees were entitled to – and that
ordering that she be reinstated would be against public policy. His view was that “Kylie” was
entitled to some remedy albeit short of reinstatement; and her employer was ordered to pay
her compensation in lieu of reinstatement. It is important to note that the court was influenced
by international instruments such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women, 1993. For instance, Art 1 of the Convention defines
discrimination as “any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has
the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by
women…of human rights and fundamental freedoms….” The Convention also places a
specific obligation on State Parties to eliminate discrimination against women “in the field of
employment”. In the context of South African law, “the field of employment” encompasses
the places where sex workers render their services.
It is important to note that the final word on the matter has not been spoken. The Supreme
Court of Appeal and the Constitutional Court have not been called upon to pronounce on it.
However, there are some questions that this case raises: what would happen to the
employee’s dependants in the event that she died while still being employed at an
establishment such as a “massage parlour”? In the case of injury, would she be able to claim
for loss of earning capacity? The South African courts have answered the first question in the
166
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negative; and the second one in the affirmative. 171 In other words, a clear distinction will
have to be made between these two situations: a person in “Kylie’s” position may claim for
loss of earning capacity resulting from bodily injuries she sustained wrongfully; but her
children will be not suited. 172 What does ubuntu (compassion, sympathy and social justice)
demand in such a situation given the fact that it now influences how public policy should be
determined? In Jajbhay v Cassim, 173 the Appellate Division (now the Supreme Court
Appeal) laid a firm foundation in this regard, saying that the courts should, in the exercise of
their discretion, strive to do justice between man and man. 174 This view is consonant with
ubuntu: that in each case the courts should be guided by mercy and compassion in trying to
balance the competing interests of the litigants who appear before them. 175 Put otherwise,
what needs to be determined in each case, is whether the turpitude of activity involved
outweighs the injustice that may result from a litigant like “Kylie” being non suited. 176
Moreover, as a communitarian ethic, ubuntu favours the integrity of the family structure and
the enhancement of healthy human relations that ensure social cohesion. “Kylie’s” position is
not dissimilar to that of someone who operates a shebeen 177 – as opposed to a tavern.

5. Conclusion
From the aforegoing, it is clear that ubuntu is not just a mere philosophical or theoretical
concept. It is a concept laden with normative values which have found expression in African
communities since time immemorial. Nor is it wise to limit its characterisation as a mere
relational ethic. For to do so would not help to distinguish it from other normative values
which are by nature concerned about the relationships between legal persons inter se; and
between legal persons and objects. The truly distinctive feature of ubuntu is that it
encompasses sympathy, empathy, mercy and compassion. In South Africa, the courts have
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begun to infuse these values into the jurisprudence and court practice, thereby ensuring that
there is contractual and social justice in the workplace. And, that engenders a productive
workplace, higher earnings, social cohesion and a prosperous country. It is hoped that, in
time, sex workers will enjoy all the labour rights, and all working women will, ex lege, enjoy
paid maternity leave. And, that all workers who fall outside the ambit of collective bargaining
will not be dismissed at the whim of the employer – without a fair disciplinary process.
Ubuntu demands, and ensures, such a workplace.
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Abstract

Illegal migration is one of the types of crime bringing huge profits, reason for which it has
actually become one of the basic activities of criminal organizations which have been
perfecting in the entire registry of services necessary for this form of migration. The
researches highlight that this illegal migration phenomenon will continue with bad influences
for the destination states and for the transit ones. Considering this evolution of the
phenomenon at the level of the European continent, EU member states and third party states
collaborate and fight together in order to combat this phenomenon with serious consequences
for the entire international community. The favouring facts of illegal migration are presented
in this study, along with the ways and stages covered by the migrant trafficking specialised
networks for reaching the proposed purposes, its effects on the national states, as well as the
ways through which the states try to fight against this serious criminal phenomenon.
Keywords: illegal migration; cross-border criminality; fighting against and prevention

1. Introduction
The verb to migrate comes from the Latin migrare, with the meaning to shift, to travel
or to move. Actually, the migration represents that movement in the mass of some populations
from one territory to another, influenced by economic, political, social, natural factors 2. The
words family made up from the term migrare includes also emigration and immigration; the
first refers to the action of a person or group of persons – emigrants – to leave their own
origin country and to resettle into another, permanently or temporary. The second one consists
1
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in the reverse action, to enter into another country and not leave. In both cases, the movement
is done with the purpose of permanent settling or residing into a new country3.
The foundation of the progress of human society includes also the mobility, reason for
which the migration phenomenon has occurred early; it has been playing a major role since
old times in the formation of Europe and North and South America’s nations, existing at
present and it will make known its presence in the future.
International migration refers to the movement of persons leaving the country they are
usually residing in or their country of origin in order to settle into another, temporary or
permanently, crossing the state border for this. It is divided in legal and illegal migration
forms. Illegal migration has been determined by the present developed society and deals with
those persons who, not being able to find in their own country a place of work which would
ensure the minimum decent standard of living, are forced by circumstances to migrate without
legal forms to other states. Unfortunately, these persons become victims of the migrant
traffickers, being observed at world level that the illegal form of migration has entered into
the organised crime activities domain. The criminal organizations, through illegal migration,
have as final objective individuals’ exploitation. In the present society, at global level, illegal
migration represents for the criminal groups a money-making business from where they
obtain very large amounts of money following to abusing those persons found in desperate
situations wanting to migrate in order to have a better life4.
Europe has been confronted in the last years with an extreme spread of the migratory
phenomenon, in all its forms. A favouring factor of this phenomenon, on the European
continent, is the reality that a policy of encouraging the free movement of persons has been
lead at E.U. level, besides the free trade, free movement of goods and capitals and labour
force, for a better evolution of the common market. On world level, the globalization and
internationalised markets have determined an increase in the migratory phenomenon.
The migration is determined by economic realities such as poverty, famine,
unemployment, as well as by demographic factors, the population of the states under

3

O. Gălățeanu, op.cit.; C. Popescu, The world on movement. Legal and managerial aspects on migration,
ProUniversitaria Publishing House, Bucharest 2006, p.87
4
O. Gălățeanu, op.cit
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development where there is a high degree of childbirth, being oriented towards states with low
level of childbirth and with a high degree of industrialization, turning to legal or illegal ways
of migration for achieving it. It is also influenced by political factors, as the areas with
totalitarian regimes determine a large part of the population, which considers being in danger,
to migrate to countries where they might enjoy the security and stability which they need.
The illegal migration is favoured on one hand by the uncertainty focus points coming
from economic, political, social shortcomings existing in underdeveloped countries and in
those in progress of development, leading undoubtedly to the intensification of the migration
phenomenon from those territories with problems towards developed counties, taking many
times the form of illegal migration. On the other hand, illegal migration is favoured by the
existence and continuity of some confrontations of racial, religious or ethnic nature.
According to the analyses performed by specialists, illegal migration will continue to remain
at high levels, it will even increase, having as origin states those without a well developed
economy and those which, through internal political problems and conflicts, will determine
the migration of their citizens who will have thus the possibility of fulfilment at social,
economic and cultural level. This way, the market administrated by the criminal organizations
having as occupation this migration form will operate.

2. Illegal migration - a form of manifestation of organised crime
Illegal slaves’ trafficking is included among the most archaic crimes as proven forms
of organised crime. It was underlined in the doctrine5 that at world level, the criminal
organizations from Europe, Asia, U.S.A., have resorted to the crime which brings large profits
in the society’s actual evolution level, involving the migrants trafficking, besides guns, human
trafficking, smuggled products, drugs, prostitution and gambling. The globalization of human
rights, trade and other social domains had occurred in the last decade of the 20th century,
reality which generated two finalities: one consisted in the removal of the restrictions existing
between national, international and regional and the second in the mixture of those political,
social and economic problems in such a way that it has become impossible to differentiate
them. In this last direction, the globalization has enlarged also in what concerns the crimes.
5

I. Suceavă, F. Coman, Crime and international organizations, Romcartsim Publishing House, Bucharest 1997,
p. 34
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Accordingly, the crime occurred in the supra-state, extra-continental plan, its characteristic
being oriented to certain domains supported by globalization, among which there are:
migrants trafficking, human trafficking (along with illegal drugs, arms, nuclear materials’
trafficking, prostitution, paedophilia, terrorism, money laundering, theft and smuggling with
expensive vehicles, kidnapping of persons with blackmail purpose, corruption at the level of
multinational companies, etc.).
In the beginning, illegal migrations had been motivated by the intent of those in poor
countries or territories in conflict to go to the West with a much higher standard of living.
Later on, the objectives of these migrations have combined with the organised crime
purposes. Accordingly, step by step, illegal migration has represented a high profit business
for the international interlopers which have in view, besides obtaining immediate profits, the
creation of some organizations of authors of those crimes specific to organised crime, such as
drugs trafficking, international thefts, dirty money laundering, smuggling, robberies,
prostitution, crimes at order, etc., in order to obtain their own interests. Illegal or underground
migration had been monitored in the beginning of the 20th century by organizations of mafia
type. With the purpose of multiplying their own profits, they had been interested in
associating this type of crime with those of drugs trafficking, of money laundering, of illegal
labour, of prostitution and of begging.
Practically, the amplitude of the illegal migration phenomenon has generated also the
development of those mafia networks with a well established organization and with many
registered offices in the immigrants’ origin states, as well as with working points in the states
where they are transited. It was observed, for sure, that illegal migration, respectively the
migrants smuggling is extremely profitable, being used at present also for drugs trafficking,
money laundering in casinos, arms trafficking and prostitution. The earnings coming from the
above have lead to the development of some persons and their inclusion in powerful
trafficking organizations with a well established structure. These have persons specialised in
the entire area of services required for illegal migration, both for the states of destination and
for the transit ones, such as those for: illegal border-crossing, means necessary for transport,
accommodation and services related to supporting the migrants in any situations that might
occur during the illegal migration period. Such organizations have formed manoeuvre bases in
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a series of states found on the main routes. These routes are known as being: Calcutta,
Karachi, Columbia, Damascus, Accra, Moscow, Kiev, Odessa and Chisinau6. These very well
structured mafia type organizations have an international character, having as members the
citizens from many states, such as Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Republic of Moldova, Slovakia,
Poland, Turkey, Serbia – at the European continent level – as well as from migrants’ origin
states. In order to give an example regarding the extremely well established organization of
these trafficking networks at international level, we mention this organised criminal group
which had performed underground transports of migrants, especially from Syria and Iraq in
the period January – April 2015. This group had a very complex organization, on three levels,
in constant criminal contact, and its coordinators in a first stage dealt with hunting and
transporting the runaways from Syria or Iraq to Turkey, forming groups of migrants in
Istanbul and Bulgaria, so that later on to start trafficking them in states like Austria, Germany,
France, Italy, Norway, Finland, Sweden. In what concerns the constituency of this group, it
consisted in Turkish citizens (group‘s organizers and leaders), Romanian citizens (with the
role of taking over the migrants who entered illegally in Romania, of guaranteeing temporary
accommodation and then of embarking them in the transport means sent by the Turkish
organizers) and Bulgarian citizens. The main operating method was represented by
introducing the migrants illegally through the southern border of Romania, by using transport
means for goods or persons and through a boat of average size, used for crossing fraudulently
the maritime border of the Black Sea and then their removal from our country, again
fraudulently, through the Romanian – Hungarian border, on board of some road trains.
According to the statement of Romania's Directorate for the Investigation of Organized Crime
and Terrorism (DIICOT), the group has obtained important profits from this illegal migrant
trafficking with minimum investments, collecting approximately 5,000 euro for trafficking
one single migrant. From the pieces of evidence obtained in the case under trial at the
competent court of law, it has resulted that in the period mentioned above, the members of the
network had been trafficking around 150 migrants. On the date of September 7th, 2015, 16

6

I. Dascălu, G.țical, Course on fighting against organised crime, vol.1 and 2, Academica Publishing House,
Bucharest, 2011
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members of the group had been sent to trial by the prosecutors of the Directorate for the
Investigation of Organized Crime and Terrorism7.
In what concerns the large gains obtained from trafficking migrants, UN statistics have
highlighted that the profits resulting from international human trafficking, which includes also
illegal migration – besides children, beggars, disabled persons trafficking and international
promotion of prostitution – from the beginning of the 20th century up to present, have
exceeded with almost 50% the gains from international traffic with stolen vehicles and with
25% the ones resulting from drugs trafficking8. The activities of the specialised traffickers
groups consist especially in hunting actions, followed by transport activities, accommodation
and then migrants’ fraudulent crossing the state borders. There have been identified five main
stages covered in their activity by the organised groups specialised in illegal migration. A first
stage is represented by drawing in and choosing those persons desiring to emigrate and which
have at disposal the money claimed by the traffickers. The second stage consists of
transporting the respective people to the transit states, by using personal study, tourism,
commercial activities or transit travels. Usually, airway transport means are used. The third
stage consists in forming migrants groups and their accommodation on a determined period in
the transit states, at the same time with preparing the false identification documents for them.
The fourth stage consists of establishing the travel routes, the means necessary for transport,
and the ways of illegal entering into the other states for achieving the respective illegal action.
Finally, the fifth stage has been found to be the crossing through the other transit states,
entering and establishing in the destination state9.
The following four modalities have been found as being used by the members of the
migration networks in their activity: the first is represented by obtaining entry or transit visa
for personal interest with the help of corrupt officials from the embassies of the states of
interest for the migrants. After reaching their destination, they will stay here illegally. The
second is represented by analysing the way the border control bodies’ operate and sometimes,
the corruption of some persons working in this capacity in order to diminish as much as
7

www.juridice.ro/399057/diicot-trafic-de-migranți-tentativa-la-trafic-de-migranti-constituire-a-unui-grupinfractional-organizat-contrabanda-calificata-nerespectarea-regimului-armelor-si-munitiilor-trimitere-injudecat.html./10.09.2015
8
S. Frangulea, Migration phenomenon and human trafficking, www.arduph.ro
9
A.Stoica, op.cit., p.144
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possible the risk for the desired fraudulent crossing. The third consists in creating some guide
groups and the fourth consists in guides turning to violent conduct in order to facilitate the
running for the migrants.
It is obvious the fact that the criminal groups perfected in migrants trafficking have the
capacity to adapt extremely fast to the changes which occur and to the authorities deeds,
representing an increased risk for breaking through the borders. As methods of operation, they
turn to: using false documents, transport of migrants in trucks or within some containers on
the roads, using maritime transport, illegal entering into a state and then using forged
passports (by replacement of persons) for exiting from the respective state with the purpose of
travelling to the states pursued as destination, for example EU member states. In what
concerns the forgeries and the illegal usage of identification documents for obtaining
authentic travel documents, the forgers develop new techniques in order to cover the
biometric verifications. Accordingly, they make possible the illegal crossing of the frontier
and at the same time, put at risk the internal security of the states through the immigrants who
do not have documents and who can take false identities10. Unfortunately, in spite of the
policies applied by the authorities, the operation methods of the illegal migration specialised
groups prove high professionalism, guaranteeing to the migrants against payment, in an
organised manner, that they will enter into the states from the Western Europe. For obtaining
the estimated success in their criminal actions, the members of this network have organised
support points on the routes the migrants are using for transit11 .

3. Risks generated by illegal migration and the measures necessary for
fighting it
In connection to illegal migration, it has been observed the existence of a relatively
new phenomenon represented by illegal transit migration, individualised through the illegal
character and through the intervention of criminal organizations in the human trafficking. At
EU level, the transit migration from Central and Eastern Europe is materialised through an
increasing number of illegal migrants turning to transiting these regions to the western states

10
11

A. Stoica, op.cit., p.151
G. Chirilă, Illegal migration or how security risks are imported, www.inteligence.sri.ro, October 30th, 2016
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which are more evolved from economic point of view. They turn to such solutions, although
they fulfil the necessary conditions and they could formulate legal requests for asylum12 .
In Europe, the first rank destination countries of illegal migrants from Eastern Europe
are the same as for the other migrants, respectively: Italy, Spain, France, Belgium, England
and the northern countries, which, due to the permissive legislation in the demographic
growth problem, as well as to the social facilities offered to those establishing a family and
having many children, have become more and more attractive. For travelling to the
destination countries, the routes Yugoslavia – Italy – France – Spain or Hungary – Austria –
Italy – France – Spain have been mainly used in the last years, as compared to the previous
period when most emigrants were guided through Hungary – Czech Republic – Austria –
Germany or Hungary – Poland – Germany. Eastern Europe is attractive for the migrants from
different countries of the African and Asian continents, for the criminals wanted by Interpol,
who are part of terrorist groups and of criminal organizations or for the persons from crossborder criminality area13. It was observed that at Europe level, for the traffic of migrants from
the eastern part of the continent, the members of the network turn to ways such as: legal
departure as tourist, illegal standing on the territory of a state and then entering illegally on
the territory of the states where the entry visa is a must. For the trafficking of migrants from
EU third states, as for example for the citizens from former soviet territories or for the
Chinese people, they turn to entering / exiting illegally by using bypass routes of the borders,
hidden in various transport means, by using false passports, entering illegally / departing
illegally. For Russian, Moldavian or Ukrainian migrants’ trafficking, they turn to using false
visas, invitations or passports14.
Out of the report issued in the year 2016 by Europol together with Interpol, entitled
“Migrant Smuggling Networks”, it results that a big part of the illegal migrants found on EU
territory had been transported by the members of the illegal migration networks, these
criminal structures obtaining for this illegal transport of persons funds estimated to an
approximate value between 5 and 6 billion US$15.

12

O. Gălățeanu, op.cit
S. Frangulea, Migration phenomenon and human trafficking, www.arduph.ro
14
idem
15
G. Chirilă, Illegal migration or how security risks are imported, www.inteligence.sri.ro, October 30th, 2016
13
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In the report published by FRONTEX in March 2017 on the analysis of the risk related
to the migration phenomenon for the year 2016 at EU level, funded on the activities related to
the border verifications on different forms of cross-border criminality and illegal crossing of
the border, it is made a presentation of the most important directions for the year 2016, based
on a number of six indicators of illegal migration used by FRAN Risks network, which are:
1. IBC – detection of illegal border-crossing
2. EDC- detection of fraudulent documents usage
3. FAC- detection of persons facilitating illegal crossing
4. RET- effective returns
5. REF- refusal of entry
6. ILL- detection of persons staying illegally in the member states16
Out of this report, it can be observed an increase in the year 2016 as compared to the
year 2015 in the refusal of entry, in the effective returns and in the identification of persons
facilitating the illegal entries’ indicators, at the same time with a decrease in the illegal
border-crossing, in the detection of persons staying illegally and in fraudulent documents
usage’s indicators, according to figure 1.

Figure 1

Source: www.FRONTEX.europa.eu

16

www.frontex.europa.eu
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At the same time, from the map with the monitoring of the routes where illegal EU
external border-crossing have been found in the year 2016, published in the same report, it
can be observed that an important growth has been recorded in two out of the seven routes for
illegal migration, namely on Central Mediterranean route and on Eastern Mediterranean route,
as it can be observed in the figure below.
Figure 2

Source: www.FRONTEX.europa.eu
According to the estimation performed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (O.E.C.D), 90% of the clandestine immigrants arriving yearly in EU
member states, illegally cross the borders with the support of criminal organizations.
In what concerns the effects which illegal migration can provoke, it was estimated that
at least in what security is concerned, it might generate the exploitation of those ways of
illegal migration and the introduction on the European territory of some terrorist structures
and of supporters of some extremist-terrorist ideologies which advance prohibited, extremist
ideas of advising to breach the legal provisions. Also, it might be possible the occurrence of
violence towards the state authorities – local or national – and even between the migrants who
are accommodated in the specific centres from the transit and destination states. Starting from
these estimations, it was appreciated that practicing some peaceful, merciful policies towards
illegal migrants might bring to those more permissive states serious complications internally
which, on one hand, can degenerate in extreme situations, in social riots or ethnic
discriminations; this is following to an increase in own citizens’ discontentment towards
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migrants who represent a competition considered by them as disloyal and which restricts their
natural access to internal labour market. On the other hand, due to their joining to the
members of some criminal groups and to performing illicit deeds such as drugs trafficking,
tax evasion or undeclared labour, illegal migrants affect the normal development in a state
based on the rule of law. It is also appreciated that illegal migrants represent a real danger
through the fact that they can promote different radical or terrorist ideologies which might
instigate to violent actions against the missions of some western states and mostly, of those
states with military contribution in the origin territories of the migrants17 .
It is estimated at present that the risks of illegal migration will reach to an alarming
level for the developed EU member states, due to some aspects such as: economical
imbalances existing at the level of EU states, increasing criminality and diminishing the
population’s safety and security, extension of organised crime groups’ actions from East to
West, maintaining the tension state of political, religious or ethnical nature from areas like
Oriental Africa and Near East. All these concerning aspects have determined the EU member
states to find harmonization measures of their fight for the removal or diminishing of illegal
migration and of adopting some ways for achieving this jointly, as alone they cannot cope
with cross-border criminality. The following are included among these measures18:
1. Putting to practice some anti-migration policies expressed through subordinating
the visa policy to security state interests. The European Commission even gave
recommendations according to which: - each member state should develop its own national
migration control strategy; - more attention should be paid to borders control and to illegal
migration, to illegal transport of migrants and to human trafficking situations and to establish
sanctions; - also, a coherent policy must be issued for drawing in the labour force; - adopting
some simple procedures of fighting against undeclared work and to improve the case of
female migrants,
2.

Urgent return of foreigners who entered illegally in a state or who did not

receive asylum,

17
18

G. Chirilă, Illegal migration or how security risks are imported, www.inteligence.sri.ro, October 30th, 2016
O. Gălățeanu, op.cit
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3.

Expulsion of emigrants in the origin country, on the expense of the

Government of the state taking this measure and their return to the country whose borders
have been fraudulently crossed in the displacement to western countries, based on the
principle of returning in the first safe country of those requesting asylum,
4.

Consolidation of the collaboration with the transit and origin states,

5.

Turning to international information exchange in the domain, adapting to this

sense many Framework Decisions at EU level19,
6.

Applying international criminal sanctions to human traffickers20,

7.

Imposing the obligation of transport agencies to adopt own targets for fighting

against illegal migration.
EU member states, being aware of the impossibility to deal with this serious and
accentuated phenomenon of cross-border criminality, have concluded bilateral protocols and
agreements with EU member states and non-EU states, for fighting more efficiently against it.
For example, Romania has concluded agreements and cooperation protocols for fighting
against organised crime at the level of the state structures with competency in this matter,
within the judiciary cooperation in criminal area, with many states such as: Turkey, Italy, The
Netherlands and Belgium.21

4. Conclusions
Illegal migrants’ trafficking represents one of the strongest manifestations of crossborder criminality, with obvious effects for the victims of trafficking and with consequences
19

As: Council Framework Decision 2006/960/JHA on simplifying the exchange of information and intelligence
between law enforcement authorities of the Member States of the European Union, with 19.12.2006 as deadline
for its transposition into the national legislations of the member states; Council Framework Decision
2008/841/JHA of the 24th of October 2008 on the fight against organized crime with 24.11.2008 as deadline for
its transposition into the national legislations of the member states; the European Convention on the Suppression
of Terrorism, entered into force on 04.08.1978; Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings, in force since 1.02.2008.
20
To this sense it was adopted also the Council Framework Decision 2002/629/JHA of 19th of July 2002 on the
fight against traficking in human beings considered a serious form of breach of the fundamental rights of the
individual and its dignity.
21
With Turkey in 2011, between the Ministry of Justice of The Republic of Turkey and DIICOT Romania
(Romania's Directorate for the Investigation of Organized Crime and Terrorism), with Italy in 2012 between
DIICOT and National Anti-Mafia Directorate of Italy), with the Netherlands in 2013 between the General
Prosecutor’s Office and DIICOT, with Belgium in 2008 between the General Prosecutor’s Office and DIICOT
according to www.diicot.ro
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hard to estimate on a long term. It can endanger the social-economic life of the states, their
peace and safety through the disturbance of the demographic, ethnic and cultural balance,
through impacting on the labour market incapable to absorb a larger number of persons able
to work and thus, through generating an increase in the number of individuals inclined to
criminal acts. This situation will generate a disturbance in maintaining the public order at
states level.
Illegal migration represents a manifestation of organised crime which by extension and
by more and more ingenious and perfected development methods, has direct effects towards
the economic, social and security domains of the migrants’ transit countries, as well as
towards their destination countries.
In the present society where the state borders are limits, unfortunately, only for the
states’ authorities in putting to application their own criminal legislations, but not also for
criminals and criminal groups which are more and more organised and specialised in various
criminal activities including migrants trafficking, it is necessary to achieve an international
collaboration by finding favouring legal instruments, as well as turning to, as a form of this
collaboration, reciprocal legal assistance between states in the fight against organised crime.
At European level, EU member states have become aware they are not able to cope with this
phenomenon by themselves, reason for which they embraced any truly useful forms of
cooperation between them, but also with third states, for fighting against this plague.
Considering the state of the human society at world level, we consider it is necessary
to continue the preoccupations for identifying some common solutions for preventing illegal
migration and for punishing those which have as purpose and succeed many times,
unfortunately, to obtain high profits from migrants’ exploitation. We believe that these
preoccupations must be an integrant part of the policy of the states, but they should exist at
the level of institutions with actual competencies in tracking and sanctioning those
committing such crimes and who are members of some criminal organizations which activate
in illegal migration area. The same increased attention must be granted, we believe, to the
international collaboration for fighting against these serious phenomena for the entire human
society, at world level. In our opinion, the collaboration between these institutions is maybe
more important than the political perspective on the phenomenon and with much swifter
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results, this being desired in the end. It is absolutely necessary and of top priority the effort for
the existence of an international cooperation and research with the purpose of modernizing the
concrete methods and techniques of identification of persons involved in such illegal
migration networks and which are constantly “contemporary” to the novelties regarding the
methods and techniques of committing the crimes of this type, making thus harder the activity
of those who are confronted day by day with such reprehensible deeds and with their
combating.
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